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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

COMPUTERIZED EVALUATION OF
GEMSTONES

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica-
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1.0 Field of the Inve11tion

This invention relates generally to gemstones, and more
particularly to a computer-based system and method for
evaluation of a gemstone by modeling light propagating
through the gemstone.

2.0 Related Art

Very few subjects l1ave plagued the diamond industry more
than the subject ofcut. The basis for conventional cut grading
of gemstones was established in 1919 by Marcel Tolkowsky,
an industrious Antwerp diamond cutter. In his mathematical
dissertation entitled “Diamond Design, A Study of the
Reflection and Refraction ofLight in a Diamond,” Tolkowsky
established mathematically an optimal brilliant cut for a dia-
mond that is still widely used today. The Tolkowsky cut
defined certain dimensions (that is, table diameter, crown
height a11d pavilion depth) of the diamond as percentages of
its girdle diameter. Thus, the Tolkowsky cut is scalable, and so
can be used for a different sizes of this style of cut.

Although Tolkowsky’s cut represented a milestone in the
industry, it is based upon a two—dimensional profile, a11d so
does not account for three-dimensional reflective and refrac-

tive effects. Furthermore, the Tokowsky model doesn’t
account for differences or variations in facet types, sizes or
positions, or assymetries present in some cuts.

Further, Tolkowsky apparently relied upon a single inci-
dent light ray to create the Tolkowski cut. This lighting model,
therefore, has some shorfalls due to the fact that an actual
gemstone is normally illuminated from a myriad of direc-
tions. Despite the shortcomings oftlie Tolkowsky cut, it is still
i11 use today. Many gemstone cut grades continue to be based
on deviations from the proportions of the Tolkowsky cut.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed toward a system and
method for modeling a11d evaluating the propagation of light
through an optical system. More specifically, in a preferred
embodiment, the present invention provides a system and
method for evaluating properties ofa gemstone using a gem-
stone model. A key feature of the invention is that it provides
a computer-based system and method for evaluating and
grading the cut of a gemstone which can be used for deter-
mining an ideal or near-ideal cut. Thus, the invention can be
used to grade the cut of an existing cut stone or to determine
ideal dimensions for a stone to be cut.

Data describing the stone to be evaluated is collected into a
data set. The data in the data set includes the material char-

acteristics of the stone. This data also includes geometrical
cut data, such as information regarding an existing cut or a
proposed cut. The cut data can include, for example, without
limitation, data regarding the number, type and placements of
facets, and cut dimensions (e.g., pavillio11, crown a11d table
percentages). The data set represents a three-dimensional
n1odel of a gemstone with an existing or proposed cut.
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According to the invention, an illumination model com-
prised of one or n1ore light sources is used to “illuminate” the
stone. Light beams from the light sources are traced or mod-
eled as they enter the stone, are reflected among the various
facets inside the stone, and exit the stone. One or more

attributes of the light exiting the stone is measured to deter-
mine the quality of the cut. These attributes can include, for
example, intensity, dispersion, scintillation, and other
attributes.

Preferably, numerous measurements ofthe exiting light are
taken at a plurality of points surrounding the crown of the
stone. As a result, the light exiting the stone is evaluated at
various viewing angles and from various locations on the
model. Attributes of tlie light exiting the stone are measured
and these measurements are used to evaluate the cut of the

gemstone.
One advantage of the present invention is that the grade of

a gemstone can be determined based on the propagation of
light within the gemstone.

Another advantage of the present invention is that an accu-
rate measure of composite brilliance for a gemstone is
obtained.

Furtl1er features and advantages ofthe present invention, as
well as the structure and operation ofvarious embodiments of
the present invention, are described in detail below with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is described with reference to the
accompanying drawings. In the drawings, the left-most
digit(s) ofa reference number identifies the drawing in which
the reference number first appears.

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a scenario where a light
beam is refracted into a gemstone andis reflected offofa facet
within the gemstone.

FIG. 2 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a process
for evaluating a gemstone according to one embodiment of
the invention.

FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b) are an operational flow diagram illus-
trating an example process for evaluating and grading a gem-
stone according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example architec-
ture for the system according to one embodiment ofthe inven-
tion.

FIG. 5 is an operational flow diagram depicting one pro-
cess for performing facet extraction according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating one example process for
building a master zone list according to a preferred embodi-
ment of the invention.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for
creating a camera model according to one embodiment ofthe
invention.

FIG. 8 depicts an example arrangement ofcameras accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
building a camera-specific copy of the master zone list for a
camera according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 10 depicts an example spherical diffuse illumination
model.

FIG. 11 depicts an example conicular illumination model.
FIG. 12 is a flowchart depicting one process for computing

the indices of refraction for various dispersion components
according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.
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FIGS. 13(a) and 13(b) are a flowchart describing an
example process for illuminating a gemstone model accord-
ing to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 14 is a flowchart describing a global coordinate sys-
tem representation of the light vector according to one
embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating one process for reflecting
light within the gemstone model according to a preferred
embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
creating the bounding boxes according to a preferred embodi-
ment of the invention.

FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for
comparing thc projcctcd bounding box to thc facct bounding
box according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for
comparing a vertex of one rectangle to the sides of a second
rectangle according to a preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion.

FIG. 19 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
comparing sides of a facet rectangle to sides of a projected
rectangle according to a preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion.

FIG. 20 depicts a scenario where the facet rectangle and the
projection rectangle overlap.

FIG. 21 dcpicts a complementary sccnario to that shown in
FIG. 20, where tl1e facet rectangle is of greater x extent and
lesser y extent than the projection rectangle.

FIG. 22 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
creating a reflected light beam, according to a preferred
embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 23 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
propagating refracted light to one or more cameras, according
to a preferred embodiment of tlie invention.

FIG. 24 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for
locating the cameras illuminated by a refracted beam accord-
ing to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 25 depicts the projection of the light beam onto a
viewing plane according to a preferred embodiment of the
invention.

FIG. 26 is a flowchart illustrating an cxamplc process for
capturing refracted beam data using ar1 illuminated car11era
according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 27 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
projecting a refracted beam onto its viewing plane according
to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 28(a) through 28(d) illustrate four scenarios for
interaction of a beam projection with a facet boundary.

FIGS. 29(a) and 29(b) illustrate scenarios where one or
n1ore (but not all) vertices of one boundary lie within the
opposite boundary.

FIG. 30 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for determining boundaries of a child beam
as a result of a reflection or refraction of its parent beam from
a facet according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 31 depicts the intersection of segments of a facet with
segments of a beam projection.

FIG. 32 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for detennining the segments ofa projection
of a beam onto a facet according to one embodiment of the
invention.

FIG. 33 is an operational flow diagram illustrating repeti-
tion of a process for vertices of a facet to determine facet
segments according to one embodiment of tl1e invention.

FIG. 34 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for determining whether a vertex of the
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boundary of the projection of the beam lies within the bound-
aries of the receiving facet according to one embodiment of
the invention.

FIG. 35 illustrates a beam projection boundary overlapping
a facet boundary.

FIG. 36 is a diagram illustrating an example of a possible
scenario where a vertex of a 368.111 projection lies within the
boundaries of a facet.

FIG. 37 is an operationa flow diagram illustrating an
example embodiment for implementing a process for deter-
mining whether a vertex is insice or outside an opposite
boundary according to onc cmbodimcnt of thc invcntion.

FIG. 38 is an operationa flow diagram illustrating ar1
example embodiment for implementing a process for deter-
mining whether a vertex is insice or outside an opposite
boundary according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 39 is an operationa flow diagram illustrating an
example embodiment for implementing a process for deter-
mining whether a vertex is insice or outside an opposite
boundary according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 40 is an operationa flow diagram illustrating an
example process by which the range ofy values is determined
according to one embodiment of I16 inve11tion.

FIG. 41 describes an example process for assigning verti-
ces to segments of the overlap boundary according to one
embodiment of tlie invention.

FIG. 42 is an operational flow diagram illustrating onc
er11bodir11er1t for deterr11ir1ir1g which intersection point to
assign as a vertex of a segment of the overlap boundary.

FIG. 43 illustrates an example scenario where segments of
each boundary lie outside the opposite boundary, yet the
segments overlap.

FIG. 44 illustrates a scenario where two of the segments of
a facet boundary have one vertex outside of the projection
boundary and the other vertex inside the projection boundary.

FIG. 45 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for ordering the segments of the overlap
boundary according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 46 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for ordering the vertices in a linked list
according to one embodiment of the inve11tion.

FIG. 47 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for ordering tl1e vertices ir1 a linked list
according to one embodiment of the inve11tion.

FIG. 48 is a fowchart depic ing an examp e process for
grading camera cata, according to the preferred embodiment
of the invention.

FIG. 49 is a fowchart depic ing an examp e process for
compu ing the flux density for each zone and each can1era
according to one embodiment of the inve11tion.

FIG. 50 is a fowchart depic ing an examp e process for
compu ing the absolute flux density for the gemstone model,
according to a preferred embodment of the invention.

FIG. 51 is a fowchart depic ing an examp e process for
compu ing the absolute dispersion for the gemstone model,
according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 52 is a fowchart depic ing an examp e process for
compu ing the absolute refraction count for the gemstone
model, according to a preferred embodiment ofthe i11vention.

FIG. 53 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for determining maximum attribute values
by moceling various gemstone cuts according to one embodi-
ment of the invention.

FIG. 54 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for detem1i11ing maximum attribute values
by moceling various gemstone cuts according to one embodi-
ment of the invention.
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FIG. 55 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for determining maximum attribute values
by modeling various gemstone cuts according to one embodi-
ment of the invention.

FIG. 56 is an operational llow diagram depicting an
example computer system on which the invention can be
implemented in one embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
EMBODIMENTS

1.0 Overview and Discussion of thc Invcntion

The present invention is directed toward a system and
method for modeling and evaluating the propagation of light
through an optical system. More specifically, in a preferred
embodiment, the present invention provides a system and
method for evaluating properties ofa gemstone using a gem-
stone model. A key feature of the invention is that it provides
a computer—based system and method for evaluating and
grading the cut of a gemstone which can be used for deter-
mining an ideal or near-ideal cut. Thus, the invention can be
used to grade the cut of an existing cut stone or to determine
ideal dimensions for a stone to be cut.

Generally speaking, in accordance with the invention, data
on the stone to be evaluated is collected into a data set. The
data in the data set includes the material characteristics of the

stone. This data also includes cut data, such as information
regarding an existing cut or a proposed cut. The cut data can
include, for example, without limitation, data regarding the
number, type and placements of facets, and cut dimensions
(e.g., pavillion, crown and table percentages).

The data set represents a three-dimensional model of a
gemstone with an existing or proposed cut. Any of several
different data structures can be used for this data set. One such

data structure, and variants thereof, are described inthis docu-
ment. After reading this document, it will become apparent to
a person skilled in the relevant art how to implement the
invention using alternative data structures.

According to the invention, an illumination model com-
prised ofone or more light sources is used to “illuminate” the
stone. Light beams from the light sources are traced or mod-
clcd as they cntcr the stone, are reflected among the various
facets inside tl1e stone, and exit tl1e stone. One or more
attributes of the light exiting the stone are measured to deter-
mine the quality of the cut. These attributes can include, for
example, intensity, dispersion, scintillation, and other
attributes.

Preferably, numerous measurements ofthe exiting light are
taken at a plurality of points surrounding the crown of the
stone. As a result, the light exiting the stone is evaluated at
various viewing angles and from various locations on the
model. Attributes of the light exiting the stone are measured
and these measurements are used to evaluate the cut of the

gemstone.
For ease of discussion, the operation of the present inven-

tion is described in evaluating a gemstone with a round cut. Of
course, the invention can be used to evaluate gemstones with
other types of cuts (such as brilliant, emerald, marquis, pear,
etc.) without departing from the spirit and scope ofthe present
invention.

2.0 Example Environment
Before describing the invention in great detail, it is useful

to describe a11 example environment in which the invention
can be implemented. In a broad sense, the invention can be
implemented to model tl1e propagation of ligl1t through any
optical system, and to evaluate the performance of the optical
system based on the modeled propagation. Such an optical
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system may have a plurality of lenses, mirrors, surfaces, or
other devices which can interact with and potentially alter the
properties of light in the optical system.

In an alternative environment, the propagation of ligl1t is
modeled through a gemstone. One or more properties or
attributes of the light exiting the gemstone are measured to
evaluate the gemstone.

For ease ofdiscussion, the present invention is described in
terms of the example environment of the gemstone. Descrip-
tion in these terms is provided for convenience only. It is not
intended that the invention be limited to application in this
example environment. In fact, after reading the following
description, it will become apparent to a person skilled in tlie
relevant art how to implement the invention in altemative
enviromnents.

3.0 Light Propagation in Gemstones
As stated above, in a preferred implementation, the inven-

tion models the propagation of light in a gemstone to evaluate
the characteristics of the stone. Before describing tl1e inven-
tion in detail, it is useful to describe an example scenario of a
light beam being refracted into, reflected within and refracted
out of a simple gemstone.

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a scenario where a light
beam is refracted into a gemstone andis reflected offofa facet
within the gemstone. Referring to FIG. 1, a stone 100 is
illuminated by a light source 104. In FIG. 1 a facet 108 on the
crown of stone 100 is illuminated by light source 104. A light
beam 112 is refracted into stone 100 by facet 108.

In the example illustrated in FIG. 1, light beam 112
impinges upon a facet 116 on the pavilion of the stone.
Depending on the angle of incidence, this creates a reflected
beam 120, or a refracted beam 124 out of the stone, or both.

In this document, each beam, and its resultant reflected or
refracted beam are referred to as a parent beam and a child
beam for ease of description. For example, in the example
illustrated i11 FIG. 1, beam 112 is referred to as the parent
beam of child beam 120. For a subsequent reflection of child
beam 120, child beam 120 is then referred to as the parent
beam of the resultant reflected beam.

Also for ease of description, facets are referred to as either
a sending facet or a receiving facet. In the example illustrated
in FIG. 1, facct 108 is the sending facct for beam 112. Facet
116 is referred to as tl1e receiving facet for beam 112. Simi-
larly, facet 116 is the sending facet for beam 120.

The area of the beam which overlaps the area ofthe facet is
referred to as the overlap area. For example, forbeam 112 and
facet 1 16, the overlap area is the cross hatched area illustrated.
The overlap area can be described as a projection ofbeam 112
onto receiving facet 116.

Note that for simplicity, light beam 112 is only illustrated
as impinging on a single facet in the pavilion. In reality, light
beam 112 may actually impinge upon several facets, or por-
tions thereof, within the stone resulting in a plurality of child
beams. The shape of the resultant child beams is dictated by
the shape of the overlap area of the parent beam with the
receiving facet (which is the sending facet ofthe child beam).

In order to aid in the description of complex processes
disclosed herein, many of these processes are described in
terms of simple examples. These examples are valuable aids
in allowing the reader to better grasp the techniques
described. However, after reading this description it will
become apparent to a person skilled in the relevant art that the
invention is not limited to application to the described
examples.
4.0 Evaluation of a Gemstone

FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a process for evaluating a
gemstone according to one embodiment of the invention. In a
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step 204, a model of the gemstone to be evaluated is con-
structed. This model describes the characteristics ofthe gem-
stone which are useful in tracing light beam propagation
witl1i11 the stone. The model ca11 include data wl1ich describes

the cut of the gemstone, as well as other physical character-
istics of the material, such as dispersion.

Cut data can include parameters such as the type of cut
(round, emerald, princess, etc.), the facet types (break, main,
star, etc.), the number and location of the various facet types,
and the dimensions ofthe stone. Cut proportion canbe used to
determine the physical locatio11s of the facets.

The cut data can include data on an existing cut of an
already-cut stone, or data on a proposed cut for a stone to be
cut. Cut data can be obtained using a variety of tcchniqucs.
For example, cut data can be entered by a user, read from a file
or other memory or storage, or downloaded from another
machine. For existing cuts, there are numerous existing auto-
mated techniques and devices for measuring the characteris-
tics of a cut stone. One such device, for example, is the Sarin
Diamensia measuring machine. Using a sir11ple interface,
data from such devices can be directly downloaded to the
invention. Such downloaded data can be supplemented with
additional data entered by the user.

One example of a physical characteristic of the gemstone
used to model the propagation of light in the gemstone is
dispersion. Physical characteristics can be entered by the user
or stored iii a file, table or other data record. In a preferred
embodiment, there are a plurality ofstored records forvarious
types of materials. The user selects the type of stone from a
menu screen and the physical characteristics for the material
of that stone (e.g., diamond) are retrieved from memory.

In a step 208 the gemstone model is illuminated using an
illumination model. The illumination model represents a set
of one or more light sources used to model an illumination of
tlic gcmstonc. In a preferred cmbodimcnt, thc illumination
model is comprised of a plurality of light sources arranged in
an array uniformly over the crown of the stone. For example,
for a round-cut stone, the illumination model in the preferred
embodiment is comprised of a plurality of evenly-spaced
light sources arranged in a hemispherical array about thecrown.

Other illumination models having one or more light
sources arranged i11 other configurations can be used i11 accor-
dance with the invention. For example, if a stone is to be
modeled in a particular environment having known lighting
conditions (e.g., a room having a known number of lights of
a given color at known locations, or in a particular setting
which does not allow light to enter from certain [angels]
angles), the illumination model can be set up to model this
environment. Note that in this scenario, the position and dis-
tance of the light sources relative to the stone can be adjusted
to model the stone at a particular orientation and location in
tl1e environment.

In a step 212 the light propagating through the gemstone is
modeled. In this step, light entering the gemstone from the
light sources in the illumination model is traced as it is
refracted into the stone, refiected within the stone and ulti-
mately refracted back out of the stone. More specifically, in
one embodiment, each light beam entering each facet from
each light source is traced through the stone. The path of each
light beam is traced from the initial refraction into the stone,
through the one or more reflections off of the facets inside the
stone, and to the refractio11 out of tl1e stone. I11 a preferred
embodiment, the light beam is traced through each of it’s
subsequent reflections and refractions until the light energy in
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the beam is exhausted or sufficiently diminished such that it
adds nothing significant to the outcome of the modeling pro-cess.

Finally, in a step 220 the gemstone is graded based on the
attributes ofthe light refracted out ofthe stone, as determined
by evaluating the modeling performed i11 step 216. In one
embodiment, this is accomplished by positioning a set ofone
or more viewing positions to view the light exiting the stone.
These viewing positions are referred to as “cameras.” The
light refracted out of the gemstone model and received by
each camera is evaluated. The characteristics of the light
“sccn” by cach camera are cvaluatcd to dctcrminc thc grade of
tlie stone.

In one embodiment, the cameras are arranged in an array
surrounding the stone. Because the light emanating from the
crown ofthe stone is most important in evaluating a stone, the
cameras are preferably arranged to view the ligl1t output from
the crown.

The general process of the invention as described above
with reference to FIG. 2 is now described in more detail in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention.
FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b) are operational flow diagram illustrating
an example process for evaluating and grading a gemstone
according to one embodiment of the invention. As with many
ofthe operational flow diagrams inthis document, the order in
which the steps can be performed can be varied to a certain
cxtcnt as would be apparent to one skilled in thc art after
reading this description.

In a step 304, a representation of the gemstone to be evalu-
ated is built as a data structure. This data structure is an

electronic representation of the stone to be evaluated. In a
preferred embodiment, the data structure is a linked list of the
facets of the gemstone. In one embodiment, each facet is
described by the vertices of that facet in a global coordinate
system.

Because the invention models light beams as they are
reflected and refracted by the facets in the stone, the preferred
data structure includes a definition for all facets in the stone,
including the facets of both the crown and the pavilion. Note
that in most instances, the girdle of the stone is unpolished,
and therefore, energy striking the girdle is typically dissi-
patcd. Therefore, it is treated as a light sink by thc modcl.
Alternatively, for stones having a polished girdle, tl1e girdle
could be treated as a facet, and the girdle’s contributions to
reflection and refraction considered in the model.

In one implementation of the invention, the model of the
gemstone is built using a CAD package, such as, for example,
AutoCAD®. In this implementation, the CAD package pro-
vides a data structure which defines the facets in terms oftheir

vertices. In this implementation, the model created and rep-
resented in the format of the CAD package is converted to a
format which is usable by the evaluation software of the
invention. In alternative embodiments, the original model is
prepared using a custom modeling software such that this
conversion is not necessary.

In a step 308 a map ofthe stone is created. The map created
in this step is a map ofthe number and types offacets and their
locations on the stone. Because the most important area of the
stone from a grading perspective is typically the crown, in a
preferred embodiment only the crown is mapped in step 308.
Thus, in the preferred embodiment, the map created in step
308 is a map of the quantity and type of facets in various
locations ofthe crown of the stone. This map is referred to as
a master zone list.

I11 a step 312, a camera model of one or n1ore cameras is
constructed. In a preferred embodiment, an array of cameras
is positioned about the crown ofthe stone to evaluate the light
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emitting from the crown in various directions. For example,
for a round-cut stone, the preferred camera array is a hemi-
spherical array of evenly spaced cameras positioned above
the crown of the stone and “looking at” the stone. For other
cuts, other camera configurations are implemented to provide
a uniform view of the stone from various look angles.

Having a plurality of cameras in an array allows the stone
to be “viewed” from several angles. As a result, the charac-
teristics of the light emanating from the stone at various
viewing angles can be evaluated. This is useful in determining
the light output from the stone in each ofthese directions. For
example, a round stone with too shallow a cut may produce a
lot of light fror11 the sides of the crown, and very little light
from the table. For such a cut, a person looking at the stone
from various viewing angles (i.e., fron1 above the table, at an
angle to the crown, etc.) would see varying degrees of light
output at these different angles from different zones ofthe cut.
Using numerous cameras looking at the stone from various
different look angles allows such properties to be evaluated.

Thus, the camera model preferably includes the number of
cameras and their positioning about the gemstone. In one
embodiment, the camera locations are defined in terms of
azimuth and elevation. For example, for a round gemstone,
the camera locations can be described in terms of an azimuth

angle around the gemstone and an elevation angle above the
horizontal. These azimuth and elevation designations on the
hemisphere of camcras can be thought of as latitudc and
longitude designations on a hemisphere of a globe.

Anotherway in which the camera locatio11s are described is
i11 terms ofvertical arrays and resolution. For the hemispheri-
cal embodiment, each vertical array is analogous to a longi-
tudinal line of the globe extending from a pole to the equator.
The vertical resolution of cameras describes the number and

spacing of cameras positioned along each longitudinal line.
The horizontal resolution describes the number of vertical

arrays around the hemisphere.
In a step 316, a copy of the map of the stone is created for

each can1era. Specifically, the map is recreated for each cam-
era from the perspective of that camera. That is, the facet
types are mapped to positions relative to the location of the
camera. To help illustrate this point, consider a simple anal-
ogy to a map ofthc Umtcd States. The basic map ofthc United
States shows each state and its position on the map. Now
consider a viewpoint, or camera, positioned over the state of
California. Depending on the height, or altitude of the cam-
era, the states on the eastern seaboard may appear distant and
their outlines may be skewed. This is especially true for a low
camera height where the angle to the eastern to states is acute.

In a step 320, the optical properties of the material are
defined. These can include properties such as the material’s
i11dices ofrefraction, dielectric constant, and other properties.
These properties can be entered by the user. Alternatively, in
one embodiment, these properties are stored in a file or data
record and retrieved when needed. In one embodiment, the
various materials are listed in a menu and the user simply
selects the material to be evaluated and the properties for that
material are retrieved.

In a step 324, the dispersion indices for the material are
computed based 011 the optical properties of the material. The
n1a1mer in which the dispersion indices are computed is
described in detail below. In an alternative embodiment, the
dispersion indices are precomputed for various materials and
stored. In this embodiment, the dispersion indices are simply
retrieved from storage.

Ir1 a step 328, the illumination model is determined. I11 the
preferred embodiment, the illumination model is set up the
same way the camera model is defined as described above. In
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other words, in this embodiment, the illumination model is
comprised of a single light source, or a plurality of light
sources arranged in an array around the gemstone. The lights
can be arranged around and shining upon any selected portion
of the stone. Thus, the stone can be evaluated in numerous
simulated lighting conditions. For example, some settings do
not allow light to enter the pavilion ofthe stone. To model the
stone in this setting, no light sources are provided to illumi-
nate the pavillion.

In a step 332, the model ofthe stone is illuminated using the
illumination model determined in step 328. In a step 336, the
light generated by the illumination model is modeled, or
traced, as it is refracted into the stone, reflected witl1ir1 the
stone, and refracted out of the stone. More specifically,
according to a preferred embodiment, each beam of light
refracted into the stone by a facet is traced as it is reflected
within the stone and is refracted out of the stone by one or
more facets.

In a step 340 the light refracted from the stone is evaluated.
In a preferred embodiment, this step includes the step of
measuring one or more attributes of the ligl1t exiting the
various facets of the stone.

In a step 344, the results ofthe measurements n1ade in step
340 are evaluated to determine a grade of the stone. For
example, in one embodiment, several attributes are measured
in step 340, including brilliance, scintillation and dispersion
ofthe light cxiting the stone. More particularly, in a prcfcrrcd
embodiment, these attributes are measured for light exiting
each facet of the crown of the stone. In this embodiment, the
values ofthese attributes for each facet are combined by some
expression and the attributes are evaluated to determine a
grade for the stone.

FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of a gemstone evalu-
ation system 400 according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention. System 400 includes an illumination
model 402, a gemstone model 404, a camera model 406, a
tracer 408, and a grader 410. Gemstone model 404 describes
the physical characteristics of a gemstone to be evaluated.
Illumination model 402 describes the light vectors to be used
to stimulate gemstone model 404. Camera model 406
describes the data collection elements used to receive data

dcscribing light rcfractcd by thc gcmstonc n1odcl.
Tracer 408 is tl1e simulation engine that receives incoming

light vectors from illumination model 402, refracts the light
described by these vectors into gemstone model 404, propa-
gates that refracted light within the gemstone model 404
through reflections with the gemstone model facets, refracts
light out of gemstone model 404, and captures that refracted
light using the cameras defined by camera model 406.

The data collected by the cameras is evaluated by grader
410. This data contains one ormore measurements ofthe light
captured by the cameras. Grader 410 processes the can1era
data to determine one or more constituent grades and a com-
posite grade for the gemstone.
5.0 Creating a Gemstone Model

According to a preferred embodiment, the invention uti-
lizes a tracer to trace the propagation ofone or more beams of
light through a gemstone. In this embodiment, the tracer of
the present invention can operate upon a computer model of
the gemstone to trace the light through the model. In a pre-
ferred embodiment, the model is stored as a collection offacet
descriptions. One example of such a facet data structure is
described in detail below.

As described above, data describing the geometry of the
gemstone may be generated by many sources in many differ-
ent formats. In one embodiment, data describing the gem-
stone is developed within a computer-aided design (CAD)
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application, such as, for example, AutoCAD®. It is useful to
convert this AutoCAD® data into a format suitable for mod-

eling, or tracing, the propagation of light within the gemstone
model. In a preferred embodiment, the geometry of the gem-
stone is defined such that it is described by a lined list of facet
descriptors.

In a preferred embodiment, the conversion of gemstone
geometry data to a set of facet descriptors occurs one facet at
a time. This process is referred to as “facet extraction.” FIG.
5 is a flowchart depicting one process for performing facet
extraction according to a preferred embodiment ofthe present
i11vcntion. This process is an cxamplc of one way in which
step 304 of FIG. 3(a) can be carried out.

Referring to FIG. 5, according to this process, a facet is
selected for extraction in a step 504. In a step 506, the vertices
of the selected facet are extracted. For ease of data manipu-
lation, it is preferable that each vertex is stored in Cartesian
coordinates in a global coordinate system for the gemstone.

In a preferred embodiment, each facet is extracted fron1 a
data structure generated by AutoCAD®. AutoCAD® stores
facets in two different ways, depending upon the number of
vertices in the facet. If the number ofvertices in a facet is less

than five, AutoCAD® stores the facet as a single “3DFACE”
data structure. If a facet has more than four vertices, it is
stored as a linked list of “POLYLINE” data structures. The

extraction methods for these two data structure types differ
slightly, as wouldbc apparent to one skilled in thc rclcvant art.
It is not necessary that tl1e data structure be generated using
AutoCAD®. In alternative embodiments, other software
packages or custom software can be used to define the data
structure. In such embodiments, the extraction step may be
implemented differently, or may not be needed at all, depend-
ing on the data structure.

Also, in the preferred embodiment, the facet type is
extracted, as shown in a step 508. The facet type is a gemmo-
logical classification of the type of facet (for example, break,
n1ain, star, table, etc.). In the preferred embodiment, the
“facet layer” is extracted, as shown in a step 510. The facet
layer is a gemmological classification of the gemstone layer
in which the facet lies (for example, girdle, crown, pavilion).

In a step 512, the “facet domain” is calculated. The facet
domain is a rccta11glc circumscribing thc facct in thc facct
plane. The rectangle is formed by taking tl1e minimum and
maximum x, y and z global coordinates of the facet vertices
and using these values to define the sides of the rectangle.

In a preferred embodiment, the gemstone model represents
the geometry of each facet by its vertices and the coeificients
of the equation describing the normal line for the plane of the
facet. In a step 514, the normal line for the facet plane is
computed using three of the facet vertices. In one embodi-
ment, ifless than 3 vertices are available for the facet, the facet
is discarded as spurious.

In a preferred embodiment, the three facet vertices chosen
are used to form two vectors in the global coordinate system.
The normal vector for the plane is found by taking the cross-
product of these two vectors. The equation for a line in 3D
Cartesian coordinate space is Ax+By+Cz+D:0. Therefore,
the coelficients stored are A, B, C, and D.

In order to speed and simplify reflection and refraction
calculations, in a preferred embodiment, a local coordinate
system is established for each facet, as shown in a step 516. In
a preferred embodiment, the z-axis of the facet local coordi-
nate system is chosen as the normal line for the facet plane,
with increasing values ofz toward the center ofthe gemstone.
Preferably, tl1e origin ofthe local coordinate system is chosen
to be a vertex ofthe facet, such as, for example, the first vertex
i11 the linked list ofvertices describing the facet. Additionally,
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in a preferred embodiment, the x-axis intersects the first and
second vertices. The y-axis is defined with respect to the z-
and x-axes.

Each facet is extracted in a similar 1nam1er, as shown i11 a
step 518. When all of the facets for the gemstone have been
extracted, the geometric gemstone model is complete.
6.0 Build Master Zone List

As briefly introduced above, in one embodiment, a plural-
ity ofvirtual cameras are used to measure the attributes ofthe
light exiting the stone. In one embodiment, the cameras mea-
sure the light exiting the stone from various areas ofthe stone.
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each
camera measures the light refracted by each facet of the stone
scparatcly. Therefore, in this embodiment, cach camcra con-
tains a camera-unique data structure for each facet to be
examined. These data structures are referred to as “zones.” A

particular zone for a particular camera can contain some data
that is particularto that camera, and some data that is common
to all cameras for that particular zone.

To enhance processing efliciency, in a preferred embodi-
ment, a master zone list is built and populated with the com-
mon data, and then copied to each camera, for populating with
zone data particular to each camera. An example “zone” data
structure is described in detail below.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating one example process for
building a master zonc list according to a preferred cmbodi-
ment of tl1e invention. This illustrates one process for imple-
menting step 308 of FIG. 3(a). The master zone list contains
one zone for each facet from which refracted light will be
measured.

Ina step 604, one gemstone facet is selected for the creation
of one corresponding zone in the master zone list.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, only
facets located in the crown layer of the gemstone are mea-
sured for refracted light. Therefore, if the selected facet is not
in the crown layer, as indicated by the “no” branch from step
606, another facet is selected for processing. Processing of
facets in different layers, different combinations of layers, or
all layers, is within the spirit and scope ofthe present inven-
tion, as would be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art
after reading this disclosure.

If tl1e facet is ir1tl1e crown layer, as indicated by tl1e “yes”
branch from step 606, then a zo11e is created for that facet, as
shown in a step 608. Then, in a step 610, the 11ewly-created
zone is linked to its corresponding facet. This linking allows
a zone to be processed using its corresponding facet’s data,
without replicating that data. This is one benefit of the linked
list structure and pointing to the facet.

Each crown facet is processed in a similar manner, as
shown in a step 612. When all of the crown facets have been
processed, the master zone list is complete.
7.0 Construct Camera Model

When light exits the gemstone model through refraction,
data describing the refracted light is captured for evaluation to
produce a cut grade for the gemstone. I11 a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention, one or more data collection
elements, called “cameras,” are provided. The size, location
and orientation of the cameras affect the measurement of the

refracted light. In a preferred embodiment, these parameters
are user-selectable.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for
creating a camera model. This example process can be used to
implement step 312 ofFIG. In a step 704, user—selectable
parameters areused to create a11 array ofca111eras. To simplify
the capture ofrefracted light data, a local coordinate system is
established for each camera, as shown in a step 706.
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As described above, a master zone list is created to capture
gemstone data common to all cameras. Once the camera array
has been defined, a copy of the master zone list is allocated to
each camera for capturing zone data specific to that camera,
as shown in a step 708.

As described below, each camera collects data for each
visible facet separately through the use of zo11es. Each mea-
surement of facet flux accounts for the surface area of the

facet by computing a flux density for the facet. Therefore, the
use of camera zones permits an accurate measure of the
composite flux density for the entire gemstone. Measurement
tcchniqucs that do not account for thc individual cffcct ofcach
facet’s surface area would be unduly influenced by tl1e total
flux for the gemstone, and thus produce an inconsistent grade.

For example, a shallow-cut stone may have a higher total
flux than an ideal cut, but a lower composite flux density. The
result is that a shallow-cut stone refracts little light out
through its table facet, presenting a dark appearance referred
to as “fish—eye.” A technique that did not account for the
effects of each facet’s surface area would erroneously assign
the shallow-cut stone a higher brilliance grade than the ideal
stone. Because the present invention measures flux density
for each facet, the ideal stone would correctly receive a higher
brilliance grade.

7.1 Create Camera Array
In a preferred embodiment ofthe invention, each camera is

rcprcscntcd by a bounded planc, and thc camcras arc arranged
in a hemispherical array surrounding tl1e crown of tl1e gem-
stone. Other camera shapes, orientations and locations can be
used without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention, as would be apparent to one skilled in the
relevant art.

FIG. 8 depicts an arrangement ofcameras according to one
embodiment ofthe present invention. In the depicted embodi-
ment, 24 cameras 802 are arranged in an array 800 surround-
ing gemstone 100. Hemispherical array 800 is defined by
several user-selectable parameters. The “viewing distance”
describes the distance from the “camera insertion point” to
the center ofeach camera lens. In a preferred embodiment, the
camera insertion point is selected as the origin of the global
coordinate system.

The sizc of cach camcra lcns is sclcctcd in tcrms of its

angular size ir1 azimuth and elevation, as seen from the cam-
era insertion point. In a preferred embodiment, each camera
has the same angular dimension. The angular size of each
camera in azimuth is referred to as the “horizontal resolu-

tion.” The angular size ofeach camera in elevation is referred
to as the “vertical resolution.” In the example camera array
800 depicted in FIG. 8, the horizontal resolution is 45° and the
vertical resolution is 30°.

In a preferred embodiment, the maximum angular extent in
elevation of the camera array can be selected. This quantity is
referred to as the “maximum vertical angle.” The maximum
extent of the camera array in azimuth can also be specified.
This quantity is referred to as the “maximum horizontal
angle.” In the example camera array 800 depicted in FIG. 8,
tl1e maximum horizontal angle is 360° a11d the maximum
vertical angle is 90°.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the
cameras are [is] permitted to overlap. The effect ofthe overlap
is to provide each camera with a second, larger “lens.” The
angular extent of this second lens in azimuth and elevation is
referred to as its “horizontal overlap” and “vertical overlap.”
No vertical overlap is permitted beyond 90° elevation.

7.2 Define Camera Local Coordinate Systems
In a preferred embodiment, the local coordinate system of

each camera is created by transforming the global coordinate
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system. The origin of the camera local coordinate system lies
at the camera insertion point. The z-axis is normal to the plane
of the camera, and the negative z-axis passes through the
angular center point ofthe camera. The x— and y—axes lie in the
plane of the camera.

7.3 Build Camera Zone Lists

As described above, a copy of the master zone list contain-
ing data common to all cameras is allocated to each camera.
Each camera’s copy is then populated with camera-specific
data to prepare the camera to receive data describing refracted
light.

FIG. 9 is a flowchart dcpicting an cxamplc proccss for
building a camera-specific copy of the master zone list for a
camera. This process illustrates one manner in which step 708
ofFIG. 7 can be performed.

In a step 904, each camera zone is examined to detemiine
whether the corresponding facet is visible to the can1era. In a
preferred embodiment, this determination is made by com-
paring the z coordinates of the camera center point and the
“pass-through point” of the facet plane. The pass-through
point is computed by substituting the coordinates ofthe cam-
era location into the equation for the plane of the facet and
solving for the new z coordinate. As described above, the
camera location is the point in the camera plane at the angular
center of the camera.

The comparison of the pass-through point to the can1era
location diffcrs, dcpcnding on whctl1cr thc sclcctcd facct is
above or below tl1e girdle oftl1e gemstone. Iftl1e selected facet
is above the girdle, then a pass-through point having a greater
z coordinate than that ofthe camera’s center indicates that the
selected facet is visible to the camera. If the selected facet is

below me gemstone girdle, then the camera location having a
z coordinate greater than that of the pass-through point indi-
cates that the facet is visible. An indication of the zone’s

visibility to the camera is stored as part of the zone descrip-
tion.

In a step 906, the zone area for each zone is computed, and
the zone areas for all ofthe camera zones are totaled to create
a total zone area for tl1e camera. The zone area for a zone is

computed by projecting the corresponding facet onto the
plane ofthe camera. The area ofthe projection is the zone area
for thc zonc corresponding to thc facct. In a stcp 908, thc
percentage of tl1e total zone area occupied by each zone is
computed. Once the camera-specific copies of the master
zone list have been built for each camera, the camera array is
ready to capture data describing light refracted from the gem-
stone.
8.0 Determine Illumination Model

To stimulate the gemstone model, an illumination model is
constructed. An illumination model includes one or more

illumination vectors (also referred to as “light vectors”) of a
predetermined intensity.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the
incident intensity of each illumination vector is selected as
one Watt per square meter. Each illumination vector is used to
project each facet into the gemstone, thereby creating beams
ofrefracted light. Each beam propagated within the gemstone
has an associated cross-sectional intensity. When a beam is
refracted out ofa gemstone facet, the cross-sectional intensity
of the beam and me area of the portion of the refracting facet
illuminated by the refracting beam (as perceived by the cam-
era capturing the refracted light) are used to determine the
extant flux of the refracting light.

Each time a parent beam strikes a facet, the cross-sectional
ir1ter1sity of tl1e resulting reflected child beams (reflected and
refracted, if any) is derived from the cross-sectional intensity
of the parent beam. The flux of any refracted beam is deter-
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mined by the camera capturing the refracting beam by inul-
tiplying the cross-sectional intensity of the refracted beam by
the area of the facet illtuninated by refraction perceived by
that camera. based on the relative orientations ofthe camera

and facet. as described below. Other methods of tracking
beam energy through the gemstone can be employed without
departing from the spirit and scope ofthe present invention. as
would be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention. one of two
illumination models can be selected: spherical diffuse or
conicular. Other illumination models can be employed with-
out departing from the spirit and scope of the present inven-
tion, as would be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art.

The spherical diffuse model is an hemispherical array of
point light sources arranged about the crown ofthe gemstone.
The locations of these point sources are defined by user-
specified parameters which are similar to those for the defi-
nition ofthe czunera model. FIG. 10 depicts a typical spherical
diffuse illumination model.

'lhc location of each light source in the spherical diffuse
illumination model is selected in terms of its angular location
in azimuth and elevation. as seen from the global origin. In a
preferred embodiment all adjacent light sources are separated
by a selected elevation angle (termed the “vertical resolution"
for the illumination model) and a selected azimuth angle
(termed the “horizontal resolution" for the illumination
model). In the example spherical diffuse lighting array 1000
depicted ir1 FIG. 10. the horizontal resolution is 45° and the
vertical resolution is 30°

In a preferred embodiment. the maximum angular extent in
elevation ofthe lighting array can be selected. This quantity is
referred to as the “maximum vertical angle” for the illumina-
tion model. The maxirntun extent of the lighting array in
azimuth can also be specified. This quantity is referred to as
the “maximum horizontal angle” for the illumination model.
In the example spherical diffuse lighting array 1000 depicted
in FIG. 10. the maximum horizontal angle is 360° and the
maximum vertical angle is 90°. Once the lighting array is
constructed, an illumination vector is created for each light
source in the array. Each light vector originates at the light
source and terminates at the global origin.

While the spherical diffuse illumination model is indepen-
dent of the arrangements of the facets. the conicular model is
defined in temis relative to each individual facet. The conicu-

lar illumination model defines a number of light rays evenly
spaced about the surfaces of a number of cones of varying
cone angles centered on the normal line ofthe facet plane.

FIG. 11 depicts a typical conicular illumination model. The
conicular illumination model is defined with respect to nor-
mal line 1104 of facet 1102. A number of cones 1106 are

defined at regular cone angles from normal litre 1104. A
number ofillumination vectors are disposed upon the surface
ofeach cone at regular intervals. pointing toward the center of
the gemstone and meeting at the facet plane 1108. Because
the conicular illumination model is oriented with respect to
the orientation ofa facet. new conicular illumination model is

generated each time a new facet is selected for illumination.
9.0 Compute Dispersion Indices for Gemstone Material

In one embodiment of the present invention. not only is
“white” light propagated through the gemstone along the
light beam’ s Pointing vector. but also dispersion components
are propagated as well. In the preferred embodiment. each of
seven dispersion components is propagated through the gem-
stone. These dispersion components are of different wave-
lengths from the “white" light. and therefore will propagate in
slightly different angular directions with respect to the
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“white" beam component. based on their respective indices of
refraction. These indices are dependent upon the gemstone
material.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart depicting one process for computing
the indices of refraction for various dispersion components
according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. This
process described with reference to FIG. 12 is one process by
which step 324 of FIG. 3(a) can be implemented.

The optical properties of any gemstone material can be
characterized by its dispersion constants. Therefore. in a step
1204. the dispersion constants for the gemstone material in
question are obtained. These data may be obtained from a
computer file or table, or directly from the user through inter-
face prompts. In a preferred embodiment. these constants
include two wavelength constants (It. and A2) and two dielec-
tric constants corresponding respectively to the wavelength
constants. (C1 and C2). Exemplary constants for diamond
gemstone material are given by A. Manewood in “PROPER-
TIES AND GROWTII OF DIAMOND." edited by Gordon
Davies. King‘s College. London. UK. 1994. 'lhese constants
are given below.

C ,-0.3306
Cz=4.3356
).,—l75
a:2=l06
Next. the dispersion components are defined by assigning

minimum. maximum. and average wavelengths to each. as
shown in a step 1206. Finally. the indices of refraction for
each dispersion component are computed using equation
12.1-’ 1. given below.

. - C~.\~
nt.1]= fl . + ‘ ..l- —.t;

For each dispersion component. the maximum wavelength is
used to calculate the maximum index of refraction. the mini-

mum wavelength is used to calculate the minimum index of
refraction. and the average wavelength is used to calculate the
average index of refraction. In a preferred embodiment. the
data describing each dispersion component is stored in a data
structure in a linked list. An exemplary data structure.
entitled. “dispbuf.” is outlined and described below.
10.0 Illuminate the Gemstone Model

FIGS. 13(a) and 13(b) are a flowchart describing an
example process for illuminating a gemstone model accord-
ing to one ctnbodimcnt of the invention. This example pro-
cess is one way in which step 332 of FIG. l3(b) can be
implemented.

In a preferred embodiment. the present invention allows
the user to specify one of two modes ofoperation: “single”
and “automatic.” In the “automatic" mode. the grade of the
gemstone is based on illumination of every facet in the gem-
stone. In the “single” mode. the gemstone grade is based on
the illumination of only one ttser-specified facet. In altema-
tive embodiments, other modes are contemplated. For
example. in an alternative embodiment. the evaluation of the
stone can be based on a defined set ofa plurality of facets.

Referring to FIG. l3(a). the user specifies one of the two
facet selection methods. as shown in a step 1304. If the user
selects the single mode of facet selection, as shown by the
“single" arrow from step 1306. then the user is prompted to
select a facet. as shown in a step 1308. If the user wishes to
quit the routine, the user can respond by either exiting the
routine or by selecting a point on the screen. If the user
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decides to exit the routine, as shown by the “yes” arrow from
step 1310, then processing exits the illumination loop, as
shown in a step 1340.

Alternatively, if the user has selected a point on the screen,
then that point n1ust be examined to determine whether it lies
iii a facet of the gemstone. Ifnot, as shown by the “no” arrow
from step 1312, then the user is again prompted to pick a
screen point, as shown in a step 1308.Altematively, ifthe user
has selected a facet in the gemstone, as shown by the “yes”
arrow from step 131 2, then the selected facet is highlighted on
the display to inform the user that he has made a valid selec-
tion, as shown in a stcp 1314.

Processing then diverges based on the illumination model
selected by the user, as shown in a step 1316. As described
above, in the preferred embodiment, the light vectors in the
circular illumination model are calculated based on the nor-

mal vector ofthe facet illuminated. Therefore, in this embodi-
ment, the illumination vectors are computed after the facet is
selected. Thus, the facet illumination vectors for the circular
illumination model are calculated i11 a step 1330.

The selected facet is then sequentially illuminated by each
illumination vector. For each illumination vector, a light beam
is created into the gemstone as a result of a refraction of the
original light beam by the illuminated facet. This light beam
is then propagated through various reflections within the
gemstone until light eventually exits the gemstone through a
rcfraction. Data describing the light cxiting thc gcmstonc is
then collected for processing by the cameras. In one embodi-
ment, where process limits are employed, data is only col-
lected until the energy in the beam is exhausted, or sulfi-
ciently close to zero. Then, another illumination vector is
selected for processing. This process continues until all illu-
mination vectors have been processed for the selected facet.

First, one of the illumination vectors generated is selected,
as shown in a step 1332. Next, the selected illumination vector
is refracted into the gemstone model, thereby creating a light
beam within the gemstone model, as shown in a step 1334.
This light beam is then propagated through reflections within
the gemstone. Ifthe light beam strikes a facet ofthe gemstone
at less than the critical angle of the gemstone material, then
some of the light will exit the gemstone through refraction.
Data describing this rcfractcd light bcam is captured for pro-
cessing by the cameras to obtain a gemstone grade. See step
1336.

Each light vector is sequentially processed in this manner.
When the last light vector has been processed for the selected
facet, as shown by the “yes” arrow from step 1338, the data
collected by the cameras is used to grade the gemstone, as
shown in a step 1350, and the grade is displayed to the user, as
shown iii a step 1352. The user is then prompted to select
another facet, as shown in a step 1308.

If the diffuse illumination model has been selected, the
orientation of the illumination vectors is independent of the
orientation of the facets selected for processing. Illumination
vectors for the diffuse illumination model can be generated
when that model is selected, as described above, and need not
be regenerated once a facet is selected for processing. For the
same reason, however, each illumination vector should be
checked to determine whether it strikes the facet selected for

processing. If it does strike the facet, then the light vector is
propagated within the gemstone, and data regarding the light
exiting the gemstone is captured for processing by the cam-
eras, as described above.

For the diffilse illumination model, an illumination vector
is selected, as shown i11 a step 1318. To deten11i11e whether the
selected illumination vector strikes the selected facet, the
pass-through visibility point in the plane ofthe selected facet
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is computed, as shown in a step 1320. The pass-through
visibility point is completed as described above with respect
to the camera zone list.

If the selected illumination vector does not strike the

selected facet, as shown by the “no” arrow from step 1322,
then the user is prompted to select another facet, as shown in
a step 1308. Alternatively, if the selected illumination vector
strikes the selected facet, as shown by the “yes” arrow from
1322, then the illumination vector is propagated through the
gemstone, as described with respect to steps 1334 and 1336,
as shown in steps 1324 and 1326. When the last light vector
has bccn proccsscd, thc data collcctcd by the cameras is used
to grade tl1e gemstone, as shown in a step 1350, and tl1e grade
is displayed to the user, as shown in a step 1352. The user is
then prompted to select another facet, as shown inastep 1308.

Altematively, the user may select the “automatic” facet
selection mode, as shown by the “automatic” arrow from step
1305. If so, then each facet in the gemstone is processed as
described above for a single facet in the “single” facet selec-
tion mode, and the gemstone grade is based on data generated
by all of the gemstone facets. In one embodiment of the
present invention, every facet in the gemstone is illuminated,
and data is collected for light exiting every facet in the gem-
stone. In another embodiment, only facets in the crown are
illuminated, and only light exiting crown facets is considered
in determining the grade. In another embodiment, every facet
in thc gcn1 is illuminated, and only light cxiting crown faccts
is considered for tl1e grade. In yet another embodiment, only
crown facets are illuminated, and light exiting all facets ofthe
gemstone are considered in determining the grade. Other such
permutations and combinations are within me spirit and
scope of the present invention, as would be apparent to one
skilled in the relevant art after reading this description.

Referring to FIG. 13(b), if the “automatic” facet selection
method is selected, then the first step is to select one of the
gemstone facets for processing, as shown in a step 1360. The
facet is then processed as described above in the “single”
mode with respect to steps 1316 through 1338, as shown in
corresponding steps 1362 through 1382.

If facets remain to be processed, as indicated by the “no”
branch from step 1384, then a new facet is selected for pro-
ccssing, as shown in 1360.Altcrnativcly, ifno faccts rcmain to
be processed, as shown by tl1e “yes” branch from step 1384,
then processing exits the illumination loop, as shown in step
1386. Processing then resumes at step 220 in FIG. 2, where
the data collected by me cameras is graded.
11.0 Example Data Structure for a Gemstone Model

Once a light vector and facet have been selected for pro-
cessing, the light vector is “refracted” into the model to create
a light beam. The data relating to the beam of light is tracked
with that beam and updated as the beam is reflected in the
stone. That is, as the properties of the bean1 of light change as
the beam is reflected (e.g., resulting energy remaining in a
reflected beam), this updated data is maintained for the bean1.
This sectionofthe document describes an example data struc-
ture for storing data relating to the light beams propagated
through the gemstone model.

In a preferred embodiment, the resulting data is stored in a
data structure called “ltbeam” although other data structures
can be implemented. This data structure implemented in the
preferred embodiment describes the characteristics of the
light beam at the surface ofthe refracting facet. This operation
corresponds to steps 1324 and 1334 in FIG. 13(a), andto steps
1370 and 1380 in FIG. 13(b).

As ligl1t beams are propagated and reflected within tl1e
gemstone, a data structure is used to capture the data describ-
ing these light beams. This preferred data structure is now
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described. As described above, the light beam calculation
proceeds bounce by bounce. Each light beam is described by
a “ltbeam” data structure. When a parent light beam is
reflected to create one or r11ore cl1ild light beams, the data
elements of the child light beam data structures are derived
from the data elements ofthe parent light beam data structure.
Once the child light beams are calculated, the parent light
beam data structure can be released. Using this technique,
light beam data structures are required simultaneously in a
maximum oftwo generations of a beam. Previous light beam
data structures can be released, resulting in a highly efficient
memory resource allocation technique.

The preferred light beam data structure is presented below.

typedef struct ltheam {
struct ltbeam *next;
struct facet *inface;

struct facet *outface;
struct facet *parent;
struct resbuf *verts;
struct resbuf *path;

ads_real domain[3] [2];
adsgeal dircos[8] [3];

adsireal index;
adsireal areair;
adsireal areaix;

ads_real xsec_intp;
ads_real xsec_ints;
ads_real ampls[2];

ads_real disp_int[7];
ads_real degpol;
ads_real volum;

}

The preferred light beam data structure is a linked list. The
“ltbeam *next” element is a pointer to the next light beam data
structure in the linked list. Beams in different bounces (i.e.,
beams of different generations) are not linked to each other,
but beams in the same bounce are linked together.

The “facet_*inface” element is a pointer to the data struc-
ture for the facet through which the light in the beam origi-
nally entered the gemstone. The “facet *outface” element is a
pointer to the data structure for the facet through which the
previous refraction of the beam occurred.

The “facet *parent” element contains a pointer to the data
structure for the facet from which the light beam was just
reflected (termed the “parent” facet for the beam). The “res-
buf*verts” data structure is apointer to a linked list ofvertices
of a polygon describing the portion of the parent facet illu-
minated by the reflected light beam.

The “resbuf *path” element is a pointer to a linked list of
vertices for a polygon describing the projection of the reflec-
tion of the light beam back onto the parent facet. The
“domain” element is a 3x2 array describing the coordinates of
the bounding box for the reflection of the light beam. The
“dircos” eleme11t is an 8><3 array containing the direction
cosines (with respect to the axes of the global coordinate
system) for the dispersion components of the light beam. The
“index” element is the index of refraction for the gemstone
nraterial in which the reflecting facet of the light beam lies.

The “area_r” element contains the area of the reflection of

the light beam in the plane of the reflecting facet. The
“area_x” element contains the cross sectional area ofthe light
beam. This quantity is calculated by multiplying the cosine of
the angle of incidence of the light beam upon the plane of the
reflecting facet by the quantity area_r. The intensities of the
magnetic and electric components of the wl1ite monochrome
components of the light beam are stored in the “xsec_intp”
and “xsec_ints” elements, respectively. When a light beam is
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refracted, these two values are averaged to create the values
stored in the “xsec_int” element of the “refract” data struc-
ture.

The “ampls” eler11er1t is a 2-element array that stores the
amplitudes of the electric and magnetic components of the
white monochromatic component of the light beam, as
described above with respect to the “refract” data structure.
The “ampls” element is used to limit the “lifetime” of a beam
within the gemstone. In one embodiment, when the “ampls”
value for a particular light beam falls below a predetermined
threshold value, that lightbeam is discarded because further
processing ofthe light beam would not significantly affect the
grade.

The “disp_int” element is a 7-element array that contains
the intensities for all of the dispersion components except the
white monochromatic components. The “deg_pol” element
contains the degree of polarization of the white monochro-
matic component of the light beam, calculated as described
above with respect to the “refract” data structure. The “vol-
ume” element contains a running total of the volurrre of genr-
stone material traversed by the light beam, and the corre-
sponding portions of its parent light beams since entering the
gemstone.
12.0 Refraction of Light into the Stone

Once the model has been constructed and is illuminated,
the process ofmodeling or tracing the light through the stone
can begin. The first part ofthis tracing is to model or trace the
refraction of the light from the light sources of the illumina-
tion model into the stone. An example process for accom-
plishing such refraction is now described.

The incident light vector is represented as two points in the
global coordinate system. Referring to FIG. 14, this global
coordinate system representation of the light vector is con-
verted to a representation in the local coordinate system ofthe
refracting facet, as shown in a step 1404. This local coordinate
system representation of the incident light vector is then
converted into direction cosines with respect to the axes ofthe
local coordinate system, as shown in a step 1406. Next, the
angle ofincidence ofthe light vector is computed with respect
to the facet’s normal line, as shown i11 a step 1408. The angle
of incidence is the same as the direction cosine angle for the
z axis. Next, the actual area of the facet is computed by
methods that would be apparent to one skilled in the relevant
art. This value is stored, as shown in a step 1410.

Next, the refracted directions and intensity polarization
and amplitudes are computed for each dispersion component,
and for the Pointing vector. First a beam component is
selected for processing, as shown in a step 1411. The beam
component can be the “white” beam component, or one ofthe
“dispersion” components. In a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, there are seven dispersion components:
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet and ultraviolet.

Next, the angle ofrefraction for the selected beam compo-
nent is computed based on the index of refraction for that
component, as shown in a step 1412. Then, the direction
cosines for the refracted beam component vector are com-
puted, as shown in a step 1414. These direction cosines are
computed with respect to the axes of the local coordinate
system.

If the selected beam component is one of the “dispersion”
components, then its refracted direction vector will deviate
from that of the previous dispersion component by a certain
angle of deviation. The angle of deviation is computed in a
step 141 6. Finally, the direction cosines oftl1e refracted beam
component vector are translated to the global coordinate sys-
tem, as shown in a step 1418.
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Processing then diverges based on whether the selected
beam component is the “white” component or a “dispersion”
component, as shown in a step 1420. First, the intensity of the
electric and magnetic components of the selected beam com-
ponent are computed. If the selected beam component is the
“white” component, then electric and magnetic i11tensity
components are stored separately as xsec_ints and xsec_intp,
respectively, as shown in a step 1422. However, ifthe selected
beam component is not the “white” component, then the
computation of the intensity components is effected by the
refracted angle of deviation calculated in a step 1416. The
clcctric and magnetic intcnsity componcnts calculatcd are
averaged and stored as “disp_int”, as shown ir1 a step 1428.

Next, the degree ofpolarizatio11 of the selected beam com-
ponent is calculated, as shown in steps 1424 and 1430. The
degree ofpolarization is a measure of the relative amplitudes
of the electric and magnetic components of the light beam.
The resulting value is stored in the “deg_pol” field.

Finally, the amplitude of the selected beam component is
computed, as shown in steps 1426 mid 1432; the resulting
values are stored in the “ampls” array. The direction cosines
of the refracted beam component are stored in the “dircos”
array. Steps 1411-1432 are repeated for each beam compo-
nent, as shown in a step 1434.
13.0 Reflect Light Within Gemstone Model

The process described above withreference to FIG. 14 is an
example process for determining the light rcfractcd into the
gemstone by a facet. In order to continue the modeling pro-
cess, this light refracted into the stone is modeled as it strikes
one or more facets in the stone, resulting in a set of one or
n1ore reflections. Subsequent reflections from each ofthe first
set of reflections are modeled. This process is continued for
each subsequent reflection.

In a preferred embodiment, the light beam refracted into
the stone, its subsequent reflections, and any refractions out of
the stone are modeled as three dimensional light beams. That
is, each light beam has a cross sectional area, and a direction
of propagation. The interaction of this three-dimensional
beam with each facet (also defined in three dimensions) is
modeled. This three-dimensional approach results in an
evaluation ofthe stone which is far superior to that obtainable
from two-dimcnsional modcls.

Note that computer simulation techniques are available
that could be applied to evaluate the propagation of light
within a gemstone. One such technique is known as “ray
tracing.” Ray tracing could be used to extend the Tolkowsky
technique from two dimensions to three dimensions. How-
ever, a very large number of ray traces would be required to
evaluate a single gemstone model. The computational
resources required to implement this technique would impose
an overly burdensome cost upon the evaluation ofgemstones,
and so is not practicable. Further, computer ray tracing does
not consider cross-sectional geometry, and so carmot con-
sider light beam characteristics such as beam volume.

One process for modeling the propagation of light within
the gemstone is now described. In a preferred embodiment of
the present invention, the modeling ofthe propagation of light
within the gemstone model is structured as three nested loops:
bounce, beam, and facet loops. A “bounce” describes a set of
simultaneous reflections. In the first bounce, a light beam is
created by propagating the light reflected from or refracted by
a facet within the gemstone until it strikes one or more other
facets. The facet from which a ligl1t beam originates is termed
the “sending” facet for that light beam. The facet(s) that the
light beam eventually strikes are termed the “receiving”
facet(s) for that light beam. When the light beam reflects
internally from a gemstone facet, the resulting reflected light
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beam(s) are termed “child” light beams. The light beam
which struck a facet resulting in the child beam is termed the
“parent” light beam.

For example, if the parent light beam in the first bounce
strikes three receiving facets, then three child light beams are
created. These three light beams make up the second bounce.
If these three light beams in the second bounce strike a com-
bined total often facets, for example, the third bounce will be
comprised often new ligl1t beams. The three child light beams
of the second bounce become parents to the ten child light
beams in the third bounce, and so on.

In one embodiment, the beams within cach bouncc are
processed sequentially. In ar1 alternative embodiment, beams
within each bounce are processed in parallel using multi-
threading or parallel processing techniques.

For each beam being processed, every facet in the gem is
searched to determine whether that beam strikes that facet.

When a ligl1t beam is found to strike a facet, that facet is
processed to determine the resulting reflections and refrac-
tions, if any. If a facet is not struck by the light beam, such
processing need not be performed.

In the sequential embodiment, when all of the facets for a
particular beam have been processed, the next beam is pro-
cessed. When all of the beams for a particular bounce have
been processed, the next bounce is processed. Alternative
embodiments can be implemented for processing beams in an
alternative order, as opposed to this bouncc-by-bouncc
approach.

In a preferred embodiment, a predetermined bounce
threshold is set to limit the number ofbounces processed. Ifa
predetermined bounce threshold has been set, the processing
terminates when the number of bounces exceeds that thresh-

old. Additionally a processing limit can be set such that pro-
cessing terminates when the light remaining in the beam is
deemed too insigmficant to merit further processing. This
limit can be used instead of or in addition to the bounce
threshold.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating one process for reflecting
light within the gemstone model according to a preferred
embodiment of the invention. As stated above, the preferred
process follows a bounce-by-bounce technique, wherein each
beam of each bouncc is processed scqucntially. After reading
this description it will become apparent to a person skilled ir1
the art l1ow to process reflections in the gemstone using other
processing methodologies.

In a step 1504, the firstbounce is selected for processing. In
a step 1506, the first beam within the bounce is selected for
processing. In a step 1508, the first facet in the gemstone is
selected for processing with the selected beam.

If the beam is parallel to the facet, then it will not strike the
facet, and thus should not be processed. Thus, in a step 1510
it is determined whether the beam is parallel to the selected
facet. If so, as indicated by the “yes” branch, the next facet is
retrieved.

If the beam is not parallel to the facet, as indicated by the
“no” branch from step 1510, then a screening test is per-
formed to determine whether it is possible for that beam to
strike that facet, as shown ir1 a step 1512. In a preferred
embodiment, the test proceeds by comparing a “bounding
box” of the polygon described by the light beam’s reflection
in the sending facet to the “bounding box” of the facet in
question. If the bounding boxes do not intersect, as indicated
by the “no” branch from step 1514, then there will be no
reflection of the chosen beam from the chosen facet. There-

fore, no further processing needs to be performed for the
bean1/facet pair. Consequently, another facet is selected for
processing, as shown in step 1508.
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In one embodiment, the “bounding box” is a parallelogram
circumscribing the polygon, as described below. Because the
botmding box comparison is far less time-consuming than the
reflection—facet comparison (described below), this screening
test conserves a significant degree of processing resources.

The bounding boxes are compared by projecting the
bounding box ofthe reflection along the Pointing vector ofthe
light beam. A simple test determines whether the two bound-
ing boxes intersect, as described below.

If the bounding boxes intersect, as indicated by the “yes”
branch from step 1514, then the bea1n/facet pair may result in
a subsequent rcficction.

In the embodiment illustrated ir1 FIG. 15, before further
processing is continued, the amplitude ofthe beam is checked
to determine whether further processing of this beam would
significantly affect the outcome of the evaluation of the gem-
stone, as shown in a step 1515. In one embodiment, this is
done by comparing the beam amplitude to a defined mini-
mum amplitude. If the beam amplitude is less than a prede-
termined minimum, then processing for this beam/facet pair
does not need to be continued and another facet is selected for

processing.
If the beam amplitude is above the minimum, then the

reflection is compared to the receiving facet directly, as
shown in steps 1516 and 1518. Specifically, in the illustrated
embodiment, the boundary of the beam is projected onto the
pla11c of thc facct to dctcrminc whcthcr thc boundary of thc
projection overlaps tl1e boundary oftlie facet. In other words,
these steps determine whether part or all of the beam as
projected by the sending facet actually strikes the chosen
facet in question.

If the projection of the reflection onto the plane of the
receiving facet does not overlap the receiving facet, then
further processing ofthe beam/facet pair is not required and a
new facet is selected for processing, as shown in a step 1508.
However, ifthere is an overlap, light will be reflected from the
chosen facet. Therefore, a new light beam is created as a result
of this reflection, as shown in astep 1520.

In one embodiment, the user can limit processing by speci-
fying a minimum area of overlap. If the area of a facet illu-
minated by a light beam is less than the specified overlap area
thrcshold, thc bcam/facct pair does not nccd to bc processed,
and so no reflections or refractions will be generated for that
light beam’facet pair.

Ifthe incident angle ofthe light beam on the receiving facet
is less than the critical angle of the gemstone material, as
shown by the “yes” branch fron1 step 1522, then ligl1t will exit
tl1e gemstone through the facet. Therefore, a refracted light
beam is created, as shown in a step 1524.

In the described embodiment, processing of the light beam
continues until all of the facets in the gemstone have been
processed for that beam, as shown in a step 1526. When the
last facet has been processed for the light beam, as shown by
the “no” branch 1526, then the next beam is processed, until
all of the light beams in the bounce have been processed, as
shown in a step 1528. When the last bounce has been pro-
cessed, as shown by the “no” branch from step 1530, then
reflection processing terminates.
14.0 Project Reflection Bounding Box onto Receiving Facet
Plane

As described above, the direct comparison of a projected
light beam to a selected facet to determine whether the facet
is illuminated is a time-consuming process. Therefore, In a
preferred embodiment of the present invention, this process
car1 be avoided ir1 many cases through a simple screening test.
The step of performing this screening test was described
above as steps 1512 and 1514.
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One embodiment for performing this test is now described.
In this test, two quadrilaterals are then defined. One quadri-
lateral circumscribes the projection of the beam in the send-
ing facet plane, and the other circumscribes the selected facet.
These two quadrilaterals are referred to as the “beam bound-
ing box” and the “facet bounding box," respectively.

The beam bounding box is projected along the Pointing
vector of the reflected light beam onto the plane of the
selected facet. This projection is referred to as the projection
ofthe beam. This projection ofthe beam has a bounding box
referred to as the “projection bounding box.” The projection
bounding box can bc computed from the projcction of thc
beam bounding box or1 to tl1e plane of tlie facet. The projec-
tion bounding box is compared to the facet bounding box. If
no overlap is found for these two bounding boxes, then the
reflected light beam cannot possibly illuminate the selected
facet. Therefore, the time-consuming direct comparison of
the projected beam’s geometry to the selected facet’s geom-
etry is rendered unnecessary.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
creating the above-described bounding boxes according to a
preferred embodiment of the invention. The process
described with reference to FIG. 16 is one process for imple-
menting step 1512 in FIG. 15.

In a step 1604, tl1e bounding box for tl1e selected facet is
created. I11 a preferred embodiment, the bounding box for the
sclcctcd facct is crcatcd by taking thc x and y values of thc
facet domain computed during facet extraction. In an alterna-
tive embodiment, the bounding box for tl1e selected facet is
created by examining each vertex of the selected facet in turn
to determine the minimum and maximum x and y values for
the vertices of the selected facet.

These four values are then used to define the vertices of a

parallelogram circumscribing the selected facet. This paral-
lelogram is the bounding box for the selected facet. Because
the comparison ofthe facet bounding box ofthe selected facet
to the projection bounding box is accomplished in two-di-
mensional space, rather than three-dimensional space, only
the x and y coordinates of this bounding box are required. As
would be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art, any two
Cartesian coordinates could be used for this process.

In a stcp 1606, thc bounding box for thc bcam is crcatcd.
This bounding box is created by examining each of tl1e ver-
tices ofthe beam to determine the minimum and maximum x,
y and z values for the vertices of the reflection. These six
values are then used to define the vertices of a parallelogram
circumscribing the polygon describing the beam in the plane
ofthe sending facet. This parallelogram is the beam bounding
box.

Next, the bounding box of the beam is projected along the
Pointing vector of the reflected light beam onto the plane of
the selected facet to create the projection bounding box. The
projection operation necessitates the use of a z coordinate in
defining the reflection bounding box, as described above. In a
preferred embodiment, the projection bounding box is cre-
ated by projecting each vertex of the reflection bounding box
along the Pointing vector of the reflected light beam onto the
plane of the selected facet, and then using the projected ver-
tices to define a quadrilateral on the plane of the selected
facet. This quadrilateral is the projection bounding box.
15.0 Compare Projected Bounding Box to Facet Bounding
Box

FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for
comparing the projected bounding box to the facet bounding
box according to a preferred embodiment of tlie invention.
This FIG. 17 illustrates one example process for implement-
ing step 1514 of FIG. 15. In the preferred embodiment, the
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comparison between the two bounding boxes is effected
through the use of x and y coordinates only. As described
above, any two of the three Cartesian coordinates could be
used without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention. The projection of each bounding box onto
the x-y plane describes a parallelogram, which in one
embodiment is a rectangle. Therefore, the comparison can be
reduced to determining whether two parallelograrns (termed
the “projection rectangle” and the “facet rectangle”) in a
plane overlap.

In a preferred embodiment, two scenarios are examined to
dctcrminc whether the rcctanglcs ovcrlap. In thc first sce-
nario, one or more vertices of one rectangle falls within the
boundary ofthe other rectangle. In a step 1704, the vertices of
the projection rectangle are compared to the boundaries ofthe
facet rectangle. In a step 1706, the vertices of the facet rect-
angle are compared to the boundaries of the projection rect-
angle.

In the second scenario, none of the vertices of either rect-
angle fall within the boundary of the other, yet they still
overlap. In a step 1708, the sides of the two rectangles are
compared to determine whether this is the case.

FIG. 18 is a flowchart depicting a process for comparing
the vertices of one rectangle to the boundaries of another
according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. This
operation corresponds to each of steps 1704 and 1706 in FIG.
17.

Referring to FIG. 18, a vertex of one rectangle is selected
for comparison to the sides of the second rectangle, as shown
i11 a step 1804. The vertex is first compared to the minimum
and maximum x values describing the sides of the second
rectangle, as shown i11 a step 1806. Ifthe vertex is not between
the two sides, then another vertex of the first rectangle is
selected for processing, unless the last vertex of the rectangle
has been processed, as shown in a step 1810.

However, if the selected vertex falls between the “x sides”
of the second rectangle, then the vertex is examined to deter-
mine whether it falls between the minimum and maximum y
extents ofthe second rectangle, as shown in a step 1808. Ifthe
vertex does not fall between these “y sides,” then another
vertex is selected for processing, until all vertices of the first
rcctanglc havc bccn processed, as shown i11 a step 1810.
However, if the selected vertex falls between the “y sides” of
the second rectangle, thenthe vertex falls within the boundary
of the second rectangle and overlap is indicated, as shown in
a step 1812.

FIG. 19 is a flowchart depicting a process for comparing
the sides of the facet rectangle to the sides of the projected
rectangle according to a preferred embodiment. This opera-
tion corresponds to step 1708 in FIG. 17. The two rectangles
will overlap in one of two scenarios, which are depicted in
FIGS. 20 and 21.

In FIG. 20, the projection rectangle 2004, indicated by
dashed lines, is of greater x extent and lesser y extent than
facet rectangle 2002, represented by the dotted lines. FIG. 21
depicts the complementary scenario, where the facet rect-
angle is of greater x extent and lesser y extent than the pro-
jectio11 rectangle.

FIG. 19 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
comparing the sides of the facet rectangle to the sides of the
projected rectangle according to a preferred embodiment.
This operation corresponds to step 1708 in FIG. 17. The
scenario depicted in FIG. 20 is tested in steps 1904 and 1906
of FIG. 19. In step 1904, the x sides of the facet rectangle are
compared to tl1ex sides oftl1e projection rectangle. Iftl1e facet
x sides are not between the projection x sides, then the sce-
nario of FIG. 20 is incorrect. However, if the facet x sides lie
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between the projection x sides, then the projection sides are
tested to determine whether they lie between the facet y sides,
as shown in step 1906. Ifnot, then the scenario of FIG. 20 is
incorrect. However, if the projection sides do lie between the
facet y sides, then the scenario of FIG. 20 is correct, and
rectangle overlap is indicated, as shown in a step 1908.

If the scenario of FIG. 20 is found to be incorrect, then the
scenario ofFIG. 21 is tested, as shown in steps 1910 and 1912.
In step 1910, the projection x sides are compared to the facet
x sides. Ifthe projection x sides lie between the facet x sides,
then the facet y sides are compared to the projection y sides,
as shown in a step 1912. If the facet y sidcs lic bctwccn the
projection y sides, then the scenario ofFIG. 21 is correct, and
bounding box overlap is indicated, as shown in a step 1908.
Otherwise, both scenarios of FIG. 20 are incorrect, and no
overlap is indicated.
16.0 Create Reflected Light Beam

When a virtual light beam within the gemstone model
strikes a facet, a new beam is created by the reflection, as
described with respect to step 1520 in FIG. 15. FIG. 22 is a
flowchart depicting an example process for creating a
reflected light beam, according to a preferred embodiment of
the invention. The beam striking the reflecting facet is termed
the “parent” beam, and the resultant reflected beam is termed
the “child” beam. Data describing the child beam is derived
from the data describing the parent beam, the position and
geometry of thc rcflccting facct, and thc rcfractivc index of
the gemstone material.

For each beam component, the reflected direction, energy
loss through refraction, intensity, and degree of polarization
are calculated. Finally, the accumulated beam volume for the
child beam is calculated. Referring to FIG. 22, a beam com-
ponent is selected, as shown in a step 2204.

In a preferred embodiment, the calculations of angles of
incidence and refraction are performed in the local coordinate
system of the reflecting facet. Therefore, the direction vector
of the beam component is converted from the global coordi-
nate system to the facet local coordinate system, as shown in
a step 2206. In a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the direction vector of the beam component is described
by direction cosines with respect to the axis of the relevant
coordinate system.

Next, the direction vector for the reflected beam compo-
nent is computed, as shown in a step 2208. Because, in the
preferred embodiment, the incident direction vector is repre-
sented in the facet local coordinate system, in this embodi-
ment, the reflected direction vector can be calculated by oper-
ating only o11 the direction cosine for the local 2 axis, which is
the normal line for the facet plane.

Some beam energy may be lost through refraction. The
portion ofenergy lost through refraction is based on the angle
of refraction. Therefore, the angle of refraction is calculated
in a step 2210.

Next, the reflected direction vector for the beam compo-
nent is converted from the facet local coordinate system to the
global coordinate system, as shown in a step 2212. Then the
cross-sectional intensity of the reflected beam component is
calculated, as shown in a step 2214. This calculation is based
on the amount of energy remaining in the reflected beam,
which is based on the portion ofenergy lo st through refraction
calculated in step 2210. In one embodiment, this calculation
is similar to that described for reflecting light into the gem-
stone, as shown in a step 1422.

Next, the degree ofpolarization for the beam component is
calculated, as shown ir1 a step 2216. I11 one embodiment, this
calculation is similar to that described for refracting light into
the gemstone, as shown in a step 1424.
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Where the beam is comprised of several components, steps
2206 through 2216 are performed for each beam component,
as shown in steps 2218 and 2204. When all of the beam
con1po11e11ts l1ave been processed, the accun1ulatedbea111 vol-
ume for the child beam is calculated, as shown in a step 2220.
This is accomplished by apportioning the accumulated vol-
ume of the parent beam to each child beam based on percent-
age ofcross-section ofthe parent beam, and adding to that the
portion of the volume of the parent beam that is reflected by
the reflecting facet to create the child beam.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, only
the beam volume that is related to the Pointing vector of the
live beam is tracked. In an alternate embodiment, the beam
volumes for each dispersion component are also tracked.
17.0 Propagate Refracted Light to Cameras

When light is refracted from the gemstone, as discussed
above, depending on the direction of that propagated light,
that light is propagated to one or more cameras for capture
and measurement. In a preferred embodiment, eachrefraction
is processed by one camera only, unless camera overlap is
specified. In an alternative embodiment, each refraction can
be processed by more than one camera, even if no overlap is
specified. As discussed above, the cameras collect light
refracted from the gemstone model, for processing to deter-
mine the gemstone grade.

FIG. 23 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
propagating refracted light to the cameras, according to a
preferred embodiment of the invention. This process illus-
trates one mam1er in which step 1524 of FIG. 15 can be
performed.

When light exits the gemstone model through refraction, a
new beam is created to describe the characteristics of the

refracting light, as shown in a step 2304. In a preferred
embodiment, this data is stored in the “refract” data structure,
as described in detail below. In alternative embodiments,
other data structures are used.

Next, one or more cameras are selected to process the
refracted light. The camera(s) are selected by determining
which of the cameras in the camera array are illuminated by
the refracted beam, as shown in a step 2306. Once a camera
has been selected, that camera is used to capture the data
describing the refracted light beam, as sl1owr1ir1 a step 2308.
When reflection and refraction for the light in the gemstone is
complete, and the cameras have collected the resulting data,
that data is processed to generate a gemstone grade.
18.0 Locate Cameras Illuminated by Refracted Beam

Once a refracted beam has been generated to represent the
light exiting the gemstone model through refraction, the cam-
era illuminated by the refracted beam is selected for process-
ing. FIG. 24 is a flowchart an example process for locating the
cameras illuminated by a refracted beam according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the invention. This operation is an
example implementation of step 2306 in FIG. 23.

First, a “viewing plane” is defined with respect to the
refracted beam, as shown in a step 2404. In a preferred
embodiment, the viewing plane is defined as nonnal to the
Pointing vector of the light beam at the viewing distance
selected by the user. As discussed above, the pointing vector
is also referred to as the direction vector for the white beam

component.
Once a viewing plane has been defined, the refracted light

beam is projected onto that plane, as shown in a step 2406, for
defining the direction ofthe beam with respect to the cameras,
a11d for measuring certain characteristics of the beam. The
projection of the light beam onto the viewing plane results in
a repetitive pattern, as shown in FIG. 25.
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The angular extent of the projection of the refracted beam
onto the viewing plane is then measured as seen from the
global origin, as shown in a step 2408. In a preferred embodi-
ment, the projection measured is that for the white beam
component only. Other embodiments contemplate a measure-
ment using dispersion components. In the preferred embodi-
ment, the angular measurements are the minimum and maxi-
mum angles of azimuth and elevation.

In a step 2410, the angular extent of the projection of the
white beam component onto the viewing plane is compared to
the angular extents of the cameras in the camera array, to
determine which camera is illuminated by the refracted bean1.
Because, ir1 tl1e preferred embodiment, botl1 tl1e projection
and the camera lenses are described in the same manner (that
is, in terms of elevation and azimuth angles), in this embodi-
ment, the comparison is a simple calculation, as would be
apparent to one skilled in the relevant art.
19.0 Capture Refracted Beam Data Using Camera

In the preferred embodiment, once the camera illuminated
by the refracted beam is found, that ca1nera’s data is updated
using data from the refracted beam. FIG. 26 is a flowchart
illustrating an example process for capturing refracted beam
data using the illuminated camera according to a preferred
embodiment of the invention. This illustrates an example
process for performing step 2308 of FIG. 23.

As described above, each camera measures data for each
gemstone facet selected for measurement. In one embodi-
ment, for each car11era, tl1e data collected fror11 eacl1 facet of
the gemstone is stored separately. Therefore, the data describ-
ing a refracted light beam illuminating a camera can be used
to selectively update only the camera zone that corresponds to
the refracting facet. Therefore, in this embodiment, the first
step is to determine the camera zone that corresponds to the
refracting facet, as shown in a step 2604. In a preferred
embodiment, the data describing the refracted light beam
includes a pointer to the refracting facet, and each camera
zone includes a pointer to its corresponding facet. Therefore,
the zone corresponding to the refracting facet can be found
through a simple comparison.

Each camera Z0118 measures an average angle ofdispersion
for tl1e refractions it has captured. When a camera captures a
new refraction, the average angle of dispersion for the corre-
sponding car11era zone is updated, as sl1owr1ir1 a step 2606.

Next, various parameters describing the incident energy of
the refracted beam upon the viewing plane are calculated and
used to update the camera zone corresponding to the refract-
ing facet, as shown in a step 2608.

Finally, the computed energy data and data from the
refracted light beam are used to update the camera zone
corresponding to the refracting facet, as shown in a step 2610.
This data includes, but is not limited to, refraction intensity,
area, optical power, disperse power, dispersed intensity x path
length, total beam volume, volumetric density and absorp-
tion. Each camera and each camera zone include a counter to

count the number of refracted beams captured. These
counters are updated to reflect the capture of the newly
refracted beam.

20.0 Project Refracted Beam onto Viewing Plane
FIG. 27 is a flowchart depicting an example process for

projecting a refracted beam onto its viewing plane according
to a preferred embodiment. This illustrates an example pro-
cess for implementing step 2406 of FIG. 24.

When light is refracted fron1 a gemstone onto a planar
surface, it creates a rainbow pattern of similar overlapping
shapes arranged i11 a certain direction. This direction is called
the “dispersion axis.” In a step 2704, this axis is defined. The
dispersion axis becomes the x axis of the viewing plane local
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coordinate system with the x axis oriented so that increasing
volumes of x correspond to dispersion components of
increasing wavelengths. The Z axis is a vector normal to the
viewi11g plane oriented toward the origin of the global coor-
dinate system. They axis is a vector in the viewing plane
oriented by the x and z axis according to the right-hand rule.

Next, the “path width” of the dispersion projection on the
viewing plane is measured, as shown in a step 2706. In a
preferred embodiment, this measurement is the difference
between the minimum and maximum y Values of the disper-
sion projection. The dispersion axis is defined by connecting
the two points on the viewing plane defined by the intersec-
tion of the viewing plane and the direction vectors of two
dispcrsion componcnts. Thc “path lcngth” is thcn computed,
as shown in a step 2708. In a preferred embodiment, the path
length measurement is based on the angles of deviations of
the direction vectors of the refracted dispersion components.
The “path area” is then calculated based on thepath width and
path length. The “path area” is used to compute the spectral
power.

Finally, the incident flux at the Viewing plane is determined
by multiplying the intensity, the cosine of the angle of devia-
tion, the path length, and the path width.
21.0 Spatial Domain Processing

As described above, when processing reflections in the
stone, ifa reflected or refractedbearn does not overlap a facet,
there is no need to determine the projection of that beam on
that facet and its subsequent reflection or refraction there-
from. However, ifthe area ofa beam does overlap a facet, then
the invention determines the actual area of the facet illumi-

nated by that beam. This area is referred to as the overlap area
between the light beam and the illuminated facet. More spe-
cifically, in a preferred embodiment as described above, if a
botmding box defined by the projection ofthe beam area onto
tl1c planc of thc rccciving facct ovcrlaps a bounding box
defined by the receiving facet, then the invention determines
the actual area of the facet illuminated by that beam.

Generally speaking, the boundaries of the light beam pro-
jected from the sending facet are projected onto the receiving
facet in the direction of the light beam. If there is a spatial
overlap of tl1e projection of tl1e light beam and tl1e facet, tl1e
boundaries of this overlap are determined. This “overlap
boundary” defines the boundary of the light which is subse-
quently reflected off of or refracted by the receiving facet.

When light impinges upon a facet of the stone, that facet
may refract a portion of that light into the stone depending on
the angle of incidence of the light. The refracted beam has a
particular shape, or cross-sectional area defined by the shape
ofthe facet that refracted the light into the stone. The shape of
tlie refracted beam can be described by an n-sided polygon.

Once refracted into tl1e stone, the refracted beam impinges
upon one or more facets, resulting in one or more reflections
of that beam in the stone. Likewise, each of these reflections
subsequently impinges upon one or more facets of the stone,
resulting in yet another reflection in the stone. Depending on
tl1c angle of incidence of thc bcam with rcspcct to a facct, all
or part of a beam may be refracted out of the stone.

In order to accurately determine the energy in the reflection
or refraction from the receiving facet, and to accurately deter-
mine the shape of the resultant beam, it is necessary to deter-
mine the shape of the intersection between the original beam
ar1d tl1e receiving facet. This shape detennines tl1e shape of
the resultant beam reflected from or refracted by the receiving
facet.
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For example, in FIG. 1 the shape of the reflected beam 120
is a function of the intersection of beam 112 with facet 116.

This portion of the document describes the manner in which
this shape is determined.

When a light beam, either reflected from or refracted by a
sending [a] facet interacts with a receiving facet, there are
three scenarios which can result. These three scenarios are a

partial overlap of the bean1 with the receiving facet, a total
overlap ofthe facet by the beam, or a total overlap ofthe beam
by the receiving facet. A fourth scenario occurs where the
light beam does not project upon a receiving facet. This fourth
sccnario, thcn is dcfincd by no ovcrlap bctwccn thc bcam and
tl1e receiving facet.

These four scenarios are illustrated in FIG. 28, which com-
prises FIGS. 28(a) through 28(d). Referring now to FIG. 28,
a receiving facet 2804 and a beam oflight 2808 are illustrated
for each of the four scenarios. In FIG. 28(a) beam of light
2808 is shown as being projected upon facet 2804. The area of
overlap between the facet 2804 and the beam 2808 is illus-
trated by the shaded region.

FIG. 28(b) illustrates the scenario in which beam of light
2808 totally overlaps receivi11g facet 2804. In this scenario,
the area of overlap is comprised of the entire area of facet
2804. To represent this, facet 2804 is illustrated as being
entirely shaded.

FIG. 28(c) illustrates the scenario where the beam 2808
illuminatcs only a portion of rccciving facct 2804. In this
scenario tl1e area ofoverlap consists entirely oftl1e area of tlie
beam projected on the facet and thus, this area is illustrated as
being shaded in FIG. 28(c).

FIG. 28(d) illustrates the scenario where beam 2808 and
facet 2804 do not overlap one another. In this scenario there is
no light from beam 2808 reflected from or refracted by facet
2804.

These four scenarios illustrate the interaction that a beam

of light may have with a facet. Because the invention traces a
beam oflight through its various reflections and refractions in
a stone, it is important to know the shape and area of each
reflected or refracted beam, and, of course, the direction in
which it travels. Spatial domain processing is directed toward
determining the common area, or the area ofoverlap between
thc bcam and thc rccciving facct (i.c. thc shadcd arca illus-
trated ir1 FIG. 28). This common area indicates tl1e size and
shape of the reflected or refracted beam (the child beam) as it
leaves the facet in question.

The scenario illustrated in 28(a) where the projection ofthe
beam 2808 overlaps the facet 2804 has other variations as
illustrated in FIG. 29. FIG. 29 is comprised of FIGS. 29(a)
and 29(b). FIG. 29(a) illustrates a scenario where one or more
(but not all) vertices of the projection of the beam 2808 lie
within the boundaries of the facet 2804. The scenario illus-

trated in the 29(b) illustrates a scenario where one or more
(but not all) of the vertices of facet 2804 are enclosed by the
boundaries of the projection of the beam 2808.

Note that while the facet 2804 is illustrated as a triangle,
and the projection of the beam 2808 is illustrated as a four
sided polygon, it will become apparent to a person skilled in
the relevant art after reading this discussion that the principles
of the invention can be applied to facets and beams shaped as
other n-sided polygons.

Also note that for many gemstones, one side ofone or more
facets may actually be rounded. An example of when this
situation arises is where a facet of a stone has a boundary on
the girdle of the stone, a11d the girdle of the stone is rounded.
I11 this instance, tl1e preferred embodiment of the invention
models that boundary of the facet as a single segment or as a
plurality of segments to effectively trace the arc. The decision
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as to how many segments are required to accurately trace the
arc can be based upon a tradeoff between the amount of light
“lost” by the modeling software, and the increased complex-
ity ofusing additional segments to define a facet boundary. In
this embodiment, light is “lost” in the area of the facet
between the plurality of segments which make up the defined
boundary and the actual boundary arc. This light is consid-
ered lost, because light which impinges on this area it is not
considered in computing the energy in a reflection or refrac-
tion from that facet.

FIG. 30 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a pro-
ccss for determining boundaries of a child beam as a result of
a reflection or refraction of its parent beam from a facet
according to one embodiment ofthe invention. The manner in
which this is accomplished is by determining the spatial over-
lap, or the common area, of the light beam and the receiving
facet.

Referring now to FIG. 30 in a step 3004, the segments
which define the boundaries ofthe facet and the projection of
the beam onto that facet are detennined. In one embodiment
the data structure is established such that the beams and facets

are defined in terms oftheir Vertices. In this embodiment, step
3004 utilizes a computation to determine the segments from
the Vertices. In one embodiment, the segments of the both the
facet and the projection of the beam onto the facet as deter-
mined in step 3004 are stored in a linked list of segments.

Note that in a preferred cmbodimcnt as dcscribcd above,
the facets of the stone are defined in terms of their Vertices in

a global coordinate system. Similarly, the vertices ofthe beam
and the propagation direction of the beam are also stored in
terms of this global coordinate system. For ease of process-
i11g, in a preferred embodiment, the segments ofboth the facet
and the projection of the beam onto the facet are determined
iii an arbitrary coordinate system of the facet.

In a step 3008 it is determined whether each vertex of each
segment ofthe projection ofthe beam lies inside or outside of
the facet. This is accomplished by booling each vertex of a
segment with the facet boundaries. In one embodiment, this is
performed for each segment ofthe boundary ofthe projection
of the beam to determine whether one, both, or neither end
points of that segment lie within the boundary of the facet.

In one cmbodimcnt, this is accomplished by taki11g each
value of the coordinate of the vertex in question and substi-
tuting these values into the equation of each segment in the
boundary of the facet to determine whether there is a inter-
section between that segment and the value of the coordinate
of the vertices.

In a step 3012, it is determined whether each vertex of a
facet lies within the boundary ofthe projection ofthe beam on
that facet. This process is performed for each vertex of each
segment of the facet in a manner which is analogous to the
n1a1mer in which it was determined in step 3008 whether the
vertices of the projection of the beam were within the bound-
ary ofthe facet. Although a number oftechniques can be used
to determine whether a vertex ofa segment is inside or outside
a boundary, one example process for performing steps 3008
and 3012 is described in detail below with reference to FIG.
34.

In a step 3016, intersections of the segments of the projec-
tion of the beam with the segments of the facet are found. If
there is a intersection, in a step 3020, this intersection is used
to determine the segments that make up the area of overlap.
For example, consider the scenario illustrated in FIG. 31. In
this scenario, segments 1 and 2 of facet 3104 intersect seg-
ments A a11d C of beam projection 3108.

Thus, in step 3020 the segments are redefined as bolded
segments L, M, N, and 0. These segments are used to define
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the overlap area ofthe projection ofthe beam onto the receiv-
ing facet. In the example illustrated in FIG. 30, segments L,
M, N, and O are the segments which define the botmdaries of
the areas ofoverlap between the facet 3104 mid the projection
ofthe beam 3108 onto facet 3104.

In a step 3024, these segments are processed to detemiine
which segments are adjacent to each other segment. Depend-
ing on the data structure used, these segments can be con-
verted to a new linked list of vertices which defines the over-

lap boundaries.
21.1 Determination of Segments for Facet and Beam Pro-

jcction Boundaries
As stated above, in one embodiment of the invention, the

data structure is established such that the facets and the beam

projections are defined and stored in terms of their Vertices.
FIG. 32 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a process
for determining the segments ofa projection ofa beam onto a
facet from such vertices. In one embodiment, as described
above, the Vertices are stored in a linked list.

In a step 3202, the first and second Vertices in the linked list
are retrieved. These vertices define the first segment of the
projection of the beam. In a step 3204, these vertices are
translated to the coordinate system of the facet. This is done
so that the segments ofboth the facet and the projection ofthe
beam can be expressed and manipulated in the same coordi-
nate system.

In a stcp 3208, the translated vcrticcs are assigned as the
end points of the first segment of the projection of the beam.
In a step 3210, the segment data defined by the two end points
is stored in memory.

If there are additional vertices that define the projection of
the beam, these vertices are retrieved and the operation
repeats at step 3204. This is illustrated by decisionblock 3212
and step 3216. This process is repeated for each adjacent pair
of Vertices of the beam projection being evaluated. In the
embodiment where the vertices are stored in a linked list, only
one new vertex needs to be retrieved in step 3216. This is
because, in this embodiment, the second vertex of the previ-
ous segment is actually the first vertex of the next segment.

Note that in one embodiment, the Vertices ofthe facets and
of the beam boundaries are described in terms of a world or

global coordinate system. In this cmbodimc11t, thcsc vcrticcs
are translated into a local coordinate system of the facet as
described with reference to step 3204. In the preferred
embodiment, the local coordinate system of the facet is
defined such that such that two axes of the local coordinate

system lie in the plane of the facet and the third axis of the
local coordinate system is perpendicular to this plane. For
ease of description, the axes of the arbitrary coordinate sys-
tem of the facet which lie in the plane of the facet are
described in this document as being the x and y axes. Follow-
ing this convention, the z axis in this arbitrary coordinate
system is perpendicular to the plane of the facet.

The repetition ofthis process for the vertices of the facet to
determine the facet segments is illustrated in FIG. 33. In a step
3302, the first and second Vertices in the linked list ofVertices
of the facet are retrieved. In a step 3304, these vertices are
translated to the coordinate system of the facet.

In a step 3308, the translated vertices are assigned as the
end points of the first segment of the facet. In a step 3310, the
segment data defined by the two end points is stored in
memory.

If there are additional Vertices that define the facet, these
Vertices are retrieved and the operation repeats at step 3204.
This is illustrated by decisionblock 3212 a11d step 3216. This
process is repeated for each adjacent pair of vertices of the
facet being evaluated.
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As a result of this process, the receiving facet and the
projection of the beam onto that facet are each described in
terms of the segments which make up their boundaries.

One advantage of translating the facet vertices into the
local coordinate system of the facet (step 3304) and the ver-
tices of the beam projection into the same coordinate system
(step 3304) is that the z component ofeach ofthese vertices is
0. As such, the boolean and algebraic computations that are
performed in determining the spatial overlap ofthe projection
of the beam with the boundaries of the facet are greatly
simplified.

21.2 Dctcrminc Whcthcr Vcrticcs arc Insidc or Outside of

Opposite Boundary
As described above with reference to FIG. 30, in a step

3008 the invention determines whether each ofthe vertices of

a segment defining the boundary ofthe proj ection ofthe beam
is within the boundaries ofthe receiving facet. Similarly, step
3012 determines whether each vertex of a segment defining
the facet boundary lies within the boundary of the beam
projected on that facet. The manner in which such a determi-
nation can be made according to one embodiment of the
invention is now described in greater detail. After reading this
description, it will become apparent to one skilled in the
relevant art after reading this description, how this can be
accomplished using alternative processes.

FIG. 34 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a pro-
ccss for dctcrrnimng wl1cthcr a vertex of thc boundary of thc
projection of the beam lies within tl1e boundaries of tl1e
receiving facet according to one embodiment of the inven-
tion. Because the vertices of the projection of the beam and
the vertices of the receiving facet are all described in the
coordinate system of the facet, only two coordinates of the
vertices (namely, the x and y coordinates) need to be consid-
ered in the preferred embodiment.

In a step 3402, one ofthe coordinates of a first vertex of the
projection of the beam is chosen. For example, according to
one convention, the x coordinate of the vertex is chosen. In
step 3404, this x coordinate of the first vertex is expressed as
a linear expression. In other words, if the (x,y) coordinates of
the first vertex are (3,2), then the linear expression for the
chosen x coordinate is x:3. Thus, this represents a line in the
x,y plane which is parallel to thcy axis, and intcrsccts thc x
axis at x—3.

In a step 3408, this linear expression is examined to deter-
mine whether it intersects a segment which makes up the
boundary of the receiving facet. In one embodiment, this is
accomplished by determining maximum and minimum x val-
ues of the facet botmdary segment from the x coordinates of
that segment’s vertices. And comparing that with the x value
of the vertex’s coordinate. If the value of x is within the

bounds defined by the maximum and minimum values, the
expression intersects the facet boundary segment in question.
Ifthe linear expression intersects the facet boundary segment
i11 question, this result is stored. This is illustrated by steps
3412 and 3416.

In a step 3420, if there is an intersection between the linear
expression and the facet boundary segment in question, the
other coordinate is checked to determine whether it is within
maximum and minimum bounds for that coordinate deter-

mined by the intersecting facet boundary segment. Note that
i11 the illustrated embodiment, ifthere is no intersection ofthe
x coordinate with the segment in question, the other coordi-
nate (i.e., they coordinate) does not need to be checked.

Steps 3408 and 3412, andpossibly 3416 and 3420 (depend-
ing or1 tl1e results of tl1e test ir1 3412), are repeated for each
segment ofthe facet boundary to determine whether the linear
expression determined in step 3404 intersects each of those
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facet boundary segments and whether the other coordinate of
the vertex lies within minimum and maximum bounds estab-

lished by the intersected segments. This is illustrated by deci-
sion step 3424, which determines whether there are any
untested segments of tl1e facet boundary, and step 3428,
which retrieves the next untested segment ofthe facet bound-
ary.

Once all the segments of the facet boundary have been
tested, the vertex is evaluated to determine whether it is inside

or outside the facet boundary. This is illustrated by a step
3432.

Note that in some applications (such as the gcmstonc appli-
cation described herein), the polygons which describe the
projection of the beam a11d the facet boundaries will not have
any obtuse angles. That is, the perimeters ofthe facets are all
convex shapes. Also, each of these boundaries will be closed
boundaries such that the sum of their angles equals 360°.
Therefore, if the linear expression for a vertex intersects one
segment boundary of the receiving facet, it will necessarily
intersect a second segment of the facet boundary.

Additionally, because the linear expression will intersect
the boundary at two points, and because these two points can
be coincident with two vertices of the boundary, the maxi-
mum number ofsegments intersected by the linear expression
is 4. This is best illustrated by a simple example. FIG. 35 is a
diagram illustrating such an example. FIG. 35 illustrates a
beam projcction boundary 3508 ovcrlappi11g a facct boundary
3504. Segr11er1tY.9.12 of facet boundary 3504 intersects four
segments of beam projection boundary 3508 by intersecting
vertices P1 and P2. This is because vertex P1 is a part of
segments 3552 and 3542, and vertex P2 is a part of segments
3522 and 3532.

FIG. 36 is a diagram illustrating an example of a possible
scenario where a vertexV ofa beam projection lies within the
boundaries A, B, C, D ofa facet 3602. In this example, vertex
V has the (x,y) coordinates (8, 5). From viewing FIG. 36, it is
readily apparent that vertex V lies within the boundaries of
facet 3602. The process described in FIG. 34 is now described
in terms of this example scenario to further illustrate the
process.

As described above, in a step 3402, the coordinate ofvertex
V is cxtractcd. In thc cmbodimcnt dcscribcd, it is thc x coor-
dinate which is extracted. In this case, tl1e x coordinate of
vertex V is 8. In an alternative embodiment, the y coordinate
could is extracted first, and the x coordinate evaluated in step
3420.

In a step 3404, this coordinate is expressed as a linear
expression x:8. In steps 3408 it is determined whether this
linear expression x:8 intersects the facet boundary segment
in question. For the purpose of this example, the first facet
boundary segment examined is segment A. Segment A is
described by the expression y:12 for 10sX,s18; and y is
undefined for all other values ofx. Thus, the linear expression
x:8 does not intersect segment A.

Therefore, if there are more segments in the facet bound-
ary, the next segment is retrieved as illustrated by steps 3424,
and 3428. For the purpose of this example, the next segment
retrieved is segment B.

Segment B is described by the expression x:18. Because
segment B is parallel to the linear expression x:8, linear
expression x:8 does not intersect segment B. Note that in the
preferred embodiment, even if segment B is described by the
expression x:8 (i.e., even if segment B is coincident with the
linear expression), this is considered 11ot to be an intersection.

Therefore, if there are r11ore segments ir1 tl1e facet bound-
ary, the next segment is retrieved as illustrated by steps 3424,
and 3428. For the purpose of this example, the next segment
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retrieved is segment c. Segment C is defined by the expression
y:4 for 4sx,s18. Segment C is undefined for all other values
of x. Therefore, the linear expression x:8 intersects segment
C. Thus, in step 3416, segment C is noted as intersecting the
expression. In a step 3420, they coordinate is used to define a
range of y values.

In this example, there is one more segment in the facet
boundary. That is segment D. Thus, segment D is retrieved as
illustrated by steps 3424, and 3428. Segment D is given by the
expression X11 for 4sx,sl0and 4sy,sl 2. Thus, linear expres-
sion x:8 intersects segment D. Thus, in step 3416, segment D
is noted as intcrsccting thc cxprcssion. In a stcp 3420, the y
coordinate is used to further define tl1e range of y values.

Because this is the last segment, the process moves to step
3432 where it is determined whether the vertex lies within the

boundary of the facet. Because linear expression x:8 inter-
sects segments C and D, there is a possibility that vertexV (8,
5) lies within the boundary defined by segments A, B, C and
D. However, there is also a probability that the vertex V may
lie outside of this boundary. To determine whether vertex V
lies within the boundary, range of y values (e.g., maximum
and minimum values ofy) determined for segments C and D
i11 step 3420 are examined to determine whether the y value of
the coordinate lies within the determined range. Note that in
tlie example illustrated, the range of y values is given by the
minimum value of 4 and the maximum value of 8 (the inter-
scction of thc lincar cxprcssion with scgmcnt D).

FIG. 37, which comprises FIGS. 38 and 39, is an opera-
tional flow diagram illustrating an example embodiment for
implementing the process for determining whether a vertex is
inside or outside an opposite boundary. The process now
described with reference to FIG. 37 is an example embodi-
ment for implementing the process described with reference
to FIG. 34. For ease ofdescription, this example embodiment
is described in terms of the example illustrated in FIG. 36.
More specifically, this example embodiment is described in
the context of determining whether vertex V, having (x,y)
coordinates (8,5), is inside or outside the boundary defined by
segments A, B, C, and D.

In a step 3802, one of the coordinates of the vertex being
examined is chosen. In the example embodiment described,
this coordinate is thc x coordinate. In this cxamplc, thc x
coordinate is 8. In step 3804, tl1e cl1oser1 coordinate (tl1e x
coordinate in this example) is described as a linear expres-
sion. For the example illustrated in FIG. 36, this linear expres-
sion is x:8.

In a step 3808, tl1e first segment ofthe opposite boundary is
retrieved. The process can begin with any boundary segment
A, B, C, or D. However, for purposes of this discussion,
assume the first segment retrieved from the opposite bound-
ary is segment A.

In a step 3812, the maximum and minimum value for the
retrieved segment are determined. Thus, if the retrieved seg-
ment is segment A, the maximum and minimum x values for
this segment are 10 and 18. The maximum and minimum x
values for segment B are 18. The maximum and minimum
values for segment C are 4 and 18. The maximum and mim-
n1um x values for segment D are 4 and 10.

In a step 3816, it is determined whether the x value of the
subject vertex is within this range ofx values for the segment.
As described above with reference to step 3812, the range of
x values for segment A is 10 through 18. Because the x value
of the subject vertex is 8, it is not within this determined
range. I11 other words, the linear expression x:8 does not
intersect segn1e11t A.

Therefore, the process continues to step 3912 where it is
determined whether the segment being evaluated is the last
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segment of the opposite boundary. In other words, it is deter-
mined whether each of the other segments of tlie opposite
boundary have already been evaluated using this process
described in FIG. 37. If tl1e curre11t segment is r1ot tl1e last
segment (if there are more segments to be evaluated), the
operation continues at step 3820 where the next segment to be
evaluated is retrieved.

Following the current example as illustrated in FIG. 36,
assume the next segment retrieved is segment B. Repeating
the process described with reference to steps 3812, 3816, and
3912, it is determined that the minimum and maximum x
values for segment B are both 18 and the x value ofvertex V
(x:8) is not within this range. In other words, the linear
cxprcssion x:8 docs not intcrscct scgmcnt B.

Therefore, because this is not the last segment to be evalu-
ated, the next segment is retrieved in step 3820.Assuming that
the next segment retrieved is segment C, i11 step 3812, the
minimum and maximum x values for segment C are deter-
mined. Segment C, having vertices (4, 4) and (18,4), has a
rninirnurn x Value of 4 and a r11axir11ur11 x value of 18. Thus, ir1

step 3816, when evaluated against this range, vertexV having
coordinates (8, 5), the coordinate x:8 is within this range. In
other words, the linear expression x:8 intersects segment C.
Thus, in this iteration the process continues at a step 3824.

In step 3824, the x value of the vertex in question is sub-
stitutcd into thc cxprcssion of thc currcnt scgmcnt and thc
expression is solved for y. In terms oftlie current example, the
x value, x:8, is substituted into the expression of segment C.
Segment C is defined by the expression y:4, for values of x
between 4 and 18. Solving this expression for y yields a value
of 4.

Ina step 3828, it is determined whether the current segment
is the first segment in this process for which there was a
intersection with the linear expression. Specifically, in terms
of the current example being discussed, in step 3828, it is
determined whether segment C is the first segment evaluated
in this process for which the linear expression x:8 had an
intersection. This determination is made because, according
to this embodiment, the invention establishes an initial range
of y values based on the first intersection and updates this
range for subscqucnt intcrscctions as dcscribcd bclow. This
range is then ultimately used to determine whether tl1e vertex
in question is inside or outside the opposite boundary.

In this example as described herein, segment C is in fact the
first segment retrieved for which there was an intersection
with the linear expression x:8.

Therefore, the process continues at step 3832 where a
range ofy values is defined as the y value at the intersection of
the linear expression with the segment. In the current
example, the linear expression x:8 intersects segment C at the
point (8,4). Thus, the range of y values is defined as y:4. In
other words, the minimum y value is 4 and the maximum y
value is 4.

In the example implementation described above, where the
linear expression intersects a first segment, there will be at
least an intersection with a second segment. Therefore, it is
not necessary to determine at this point in the process whether
the current segment is the last segment in the boundary, and
the operation continues at step 3820 where the next segment
is retrieved. Following the current example illustrated in FIG.
36, the only segment which has not been evaluated is segment
D. Therefore, step 3820 retrieves segment D. In a step 3812,
the maximum a11d minimum x values for segment D are
determined. Because seg111e11t D is defined by tl1e vertices (4,
4) and (10, 12), the maximum x value for segment D is 10 and
the minimum x value for segment D is 4.
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In step 3816, it is determined whether the x value ofvertex
V is within this range. Because the value x:8 is within the
range of x values for segment D, the operation continues at
step 3824. In this step, the x value x:8 is substituted into the
expression ofsegment D, and the expression is solved for y. In
the example illustrated in FIG. 36, segment D is defined by
the expression xfiz Therefore, substituting the vertex’s value
of x:8 into this expression yields the result y:8.

The process continues at step 3828 where it is determined
whether the segment being evaluated is the first segment for
which there was an intersection with the linear expression.
This time through the loop, however, scgmcnt D is the second
segment for wl1icl1 there was ar1 intersection. Therefore, the
operation continues at a step 3902 where it is determined
whether this new value of y is within, above, or below the
established range of y. As described above, when evaluating
segment C, the range of y was defined by a minimum and
maximum value of yfll. The value for y determined with
reference to segment D is y:8. This value of 8 is above the
range determined for step C. Therefore, i11 a step 3904 the
range of y values is redefined to have a minimum y:4 and a
maximum y:8.

Accordingly, had the result in the substitution in step 3824
been a value less than the established range for y (for
example, had this resulted in a value of y:3) the new range
defined in step 3904 would have a maximum value ofy:4 and
tl1c value determined in step 3824 for the current segment as
tl1e new rninimurn value (ir1tl1e example stated above y—3).

In a step 3912, it is determined whether the current segment
is the last segment to be evaluated. Departing from the
example in FIG. 36, assume there are additional segments to
be evaluated. In this scenario, the operation continues at step
3820. If there is a third segment which intersects the linear
expression, the vertex’s value for x is substituted into the
expression for this segment to determine the new value y.
Because our current range is a minimum y:4 and a maximum
y:8, this latest value for y is evaluated to determine whether
it is above, below or within this range. Ifit is within this range,
the minimum and maximum values for y are not changed. If
it is above this range, it becomes the new maximum value for
tl1e range. Likewise, if it is below the range, it becomes the
new minimum value for the range.

Returning to tl1e example ofFIG. 36, because segr11er1t D is
the last segment for evaluation, the process continues at step
3916 where it is determined whether there was an intersection

of the linear expression with any of the segments of the
boundary. As described above, in the current example, the
linear expression x:8 intersects two segments: segment C,
and segment D.

Thus, in this example, tl1e operation continues at step 3920.
However, before describing step 3920, the scenario where
there is no intersection is first described. If each segment of
the boundary is evaluated in accordance with steps 3812,
3816, 3912 a11d 3820, and no intersection is found, this indi-
cates that the vertex in question was not within the opposite
boundary. This is illustrated in step 3924.

Returning to the current example, it was determined above
tl1at the linear expression x:8 intersected segments C a11d D.
Therefore, the process continues at step 3920 where it is
determined whether the y value of the vertex in question is
within the range determined for y values. For the vertex (8, 5)
having ay value of 5, it is determined whether this value is
within the range ofy values determined in the above process.
Specifically, in the current example, in a step 3904, the range
ofy values was finally defined as having a 111i11i1nu111 y:4 a11d
a maximum y:8. Therefore, in this example, the vertex’s y
value ofy:5 is within this range.
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Therefore, the process finally determines that the vertex is
within the opposite boundary as illustrated by step 3928. If
the y value for the vertex is not within this defined range, the
vertex is identified as not being within the opposite as illus-
trated by step 3924. Thus, for the vertex in question, it is
known whether this vertex lies inside or outside the opposite
boundary.

FIG. 40 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a pro-
cess by which the range of y values is determined according
to one embodiment of the invention. More specifically, FIG.
40 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one example
process for carrying out stcps 3828, 3832, 3902 and 3904.

In a step 4002, it is deterr11ir1ed wl1etl1er tl1e segment being
evaluated is the first segment which intersected the linear
expression. If this is the first segment, it is assumed that the
range of y values is the y value at the intersection of that
segment with the linear expression. This occurs in a step
3404. Steps 4002 and 4004 can be carried out as described
above with reference to steps 3828 and 3832.

If, on the other hand, in a step 4002 it is determined that the
segment being evaluated is not the first segment for which
there was an intersection, the range ofy values is updated. As
described above, the range of y value is updated based on
whether tl1e current y value (determined in step 3824) is above
or below the established range. For the second intersection,
the established range is a single value. For example, after
processing scgmcnt C in the above example, the range of
values is a minimum y—4 and a r11axir11urn y—4. If tl1e new y
value is below this range, decision step 4008 is true and
processing continues at step 4012 where this y value becomes
the new minimum for the range.

If, for example, the current range ofy values is a minimum
y:3 and a maximum y:7, and the new y value determined in
step 3824 is y:l, the new range of values is y:1 for the
minimum y value, and y:7 for the maximum y value. On the
other hand, if the y value determined is not less than the
minimum of the range, decision step 4008 is false and it is
determined whether the y value is greater than the maximum
ofthe range in step 4016. Ifthe new y value is greater than the
maximum for the range, this new y value becomes the new
maximum for the range. For example, given a current range
having a minimum value of F3, and a maximum y:7, if the
new y value is y—l2, tl1e range is redefined ir1 step 4020 as
minimum y:3 and maximum y:l2.

Ifthe y value detennined in step 3824 is neither less than
the minimum value ofthe range or greater than the maximum
value of the range it is within the range (or equal to the range
where the range is a single value). In this case, the range does
not need to be updated.

FIG. 41 describes a process for assigning vertices to the
segments of the overlap boundary according to one embodi-
ment of the invention. As described above, this process is
done for each segment of one boundary by determining its
intersectionpoints with one or more segments ofthe opposite
boundary, and determining which ofthese intersection points
will replace which vertex of the original segment to result in
the overlap segment. FIG. 42 is an operational flow diagram
illustrating one embodiment for determining which intersec-
tion point to assign as a vertex of a segment of the overlap
boundary.

Generally speaking, the process works by evaluating the
intersection points of the segments of the beam projection
boundary with the segments of the facet boundary to deter-
mine new segment endpoints which make up the overlap
boundary. In the preferred embodiment, wl1ere a first vertex
of an original segment is outside the opposite boundary, an
intersection point on the segment which is closest to the first
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vertex of that segment becomes the new first vertex of the
overlap segment. Similarly, if a first vertex of an original
segment is outside the opposite boundary, an intersection
point 011 the segment wl1icl1 is closest to the second vertex of
the original segment becomes the new second vertex of the
overlap segment.

For a given segment in one boundary for which there is
overlap (refer to as subject segment), the process described
below with reference to FIG. 42 is performed for each seg-
ment of the opposite boundary for which there is overlap to
determine which intersection point defines the vertex of the
overlap boundary for the subject segment. Ir1 a step 4202, the
first segment of the opposite botmdary is retrieved. For
cxamplc, ifa scgmcnt ofthc facct boundary is bcing cvaluatcd
to determine new vertices which will define the overlap seg-
ment, a segment ofthe beam projection boundary is retrieved.
For ease of discussion, the segment being evaluated is
referred to as the subject segment, and the retrieved segment
of the opposite boundary is referred to as the first segment of
the opposite boundary.

In a step 4204, it is determined whether the first segment of
the opposite boundary intersects the subject segment. If it
does not intersect the subject segment, the next segme11t ofthe
opposite boundary is retrieved in step 4202.

If, on the other hand, in step 4204 it is determined that the
rctricvcd scgmcnt intcrsccts thc subjcct scgmcnt, thc point of
intersection is determined in a step 4208. If this is tl1e first
intersection point found between the subject segment and a
segment ofthe opposite boundary, the invention assumes that
this first intersectionpoint is the closest point to the vertices of
the subject segment as illustrated by decision step 4212 and
step 4216. That is, this intersection point is defined as the
closest intersection point to the original first vertex of the
subject segment and the closest intersectionpoint to the origi-
nal second vertex of the subject segment.

Now that an assumption has been made that the found
intersection point is the closest point to both the first and
second vertices of the subject segment, if there are more
segments of the opposite boundary to be evaluated, the next
segment of the opposite boundary is retrieved. This is illus-
tratcd by dccision stcp 4250 and stcp 4202.

If the next retrieved segment of tl1e opposite boundary l1as
an intersection with the subject segment, that intersection is
computed in step 4208. Ifthis is the second intersection point
found for the subject segment, the invention determines
whether the second intersection is closer to one or botl1 of the

first vertex in the second vertex of the subject segment than
was the first intersection point. This is illustrated by decision
step 4218 and process step 4220. If this second intersection
point is closer to either the first and/or the second vertex ofthe
subject segment than was the first intersection point, this
second intersection point is defined as the current closest
point to that vertex. This is illustrated by a step 4224.

In other words, if the second intersection point is closer to
tl1e first vertex of the subject segment, than was the first
intersection poi11t, this second intersection point is defined as
tl1e closest point to the first vertex of the subject segment.
Similarly, if the second intersection point is closer to the
second vertex of the subject segment than was the first inter-
section point, this second intersection point is defined as the
closest point to the second vertex of the subject segment.

The process of retrieving a next segment of the opposite
boundary and determining whether there is an intersection of
that segn1e11t with tl1e subject seg111e11t is repeated for each
segment of the opposite boundary as illustrated by decision
step 4250.
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Note that each time a new seg;rnent is retrieved with an
intersection, an intersection point is evaluated to detemiine
whether it is closer to either the first vertex, the second vertex,
or both vertices of the subject segment than the previously
defined or determined closest intersection point. If so, this
new intersection point is defined as the closest vertex to the
appropriate one or both of the first and second vertices of the
subject segment. This is illustrated by steps 4228, 4232, 4236,
4238, 4242, and 4246.

Note, that as described above, in a preferred implementa-
tion each segment of one boundary can have a maximum of
four intcrscctions with thc oppositc boundary. This maximum
scenario occurs where tl1e segr11er1t of one boundary actually
intersects two vertices of the other boundary. Therefore, in
this scenario N:4 in steps 4228 through 4246.

The embodiment described above with respect to FIG. 42
is now described with reference to the example scenario illus-
trated in FIG. 43. This example helps to illustrate this process
in one potential example situation. For the purpose of this
example, assume that the subject segment is segme11t FS1 of
facet boundary 4304 and that from this segment FS1 the
process is determining shortened segment DSI which is a
segment of the overlap facet boundary 4304 and beam pro-
jection boundary 4308. Thus, in this example, the “subject
segment” is segment FS1 having a first vertex FPI and a
second vertex FP2. In step 4202, a first segment of the oppo-
sitc boundary (bcam projcction boundary 4308) is rctricvcd.
For tl1e purpose ofthis example, this segment is assumed to be
segment PS1 .

In a step 4204, segment PS1 is evaluated to detemiine
whether intersects subject segment FS1. Because there is no
intersection, the next segment is retrieved. For the purpose of
this example, the next segment is assumed to be segment PS2.
Segment PS2 does in fact intersect subject segment FS1.
Therefore, in a step 4308, the intersection point of subject
segment FS1 with segment PS2 is determined.

Because this is the first intersection point found for the
subject segment, decision step 4212 is true, and in step 4216,
this intersection point, point DP2, is defined as the closest
point to vertices FPl and FP2 of subject segment FS1.

Beam projection boundary 4308 is evaluated to determine
wl1cthcr thcrc arc morc scgmcnts as illustratcd by dccision
step 350. As a result, segn1er1tPS3 is retrieved. Because there
is no intersection of segment PS3 with subject segment FS1,
the next and final segment PS4 is retrieved. Because there is
an intersection between segment PS4 and subject segment
FS1 in step 4208, this intersection point is determined. This
intersection point is illustrated in FIG. 43 as point DPI.

Because this intersection point DPI is the second intersec-
tion point of subject segment FS1 with beam projection
boundary 4308, decision step 4218 is true. Therefore, in step
4220 it is determined whether point DPI is closer to vertex
FPl than the previously defined closest point (DP2). Simi-
larly, it is also determined whetherpoint DPl is closer to point
FP2 than the previously defined closest point DP2.

As is apparent from the illustration, point DPI is in fact
closer to point FPI than DP2, therefore, point DPI is defined
as the new closest vertex to the IIISL vertex of subject segment
FS1 (FP1). Because there are no more segments in beam
projection boundary 4308 to be evaluated with respect to
subject segment FS1, the process of 42 for subject segment
for FS1 is completed.

As a result of this process, point DPI is defined as the
closest intersectionpoint to vertex FPI , and intersection point
DP2 is defined as tl1e closest intersection poi11t to vertex FP2
along subject segment FS1. Thus, to put this example in the
perspective of the process described with respect to FIG. 41,
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point DP1 would be assigned as the new first vertex ofoverlap
segment DS1 and point DP2 would be defined as the second
vertex of overlap segment DS1 in step 4136.

For the example illustrated in FIG. 43, the process
described above with reference FIG. 42 is repeated with seg-
n1e11tFS2 as the subject segment. As a result of this process,
point DP3 is defined as the closest intersection point along
subject segment FS2 to vertex FP2. Similarly, intersection
point DP4 is defined as the closest intersection point along
segment FS2 to vertex FP3. The process is repeated with
segments PS2 and PS4 as the subject segments to determine
tl1c intcrscction points which will bc dcfincd as thc vcrticcs
for overlap segments DS2 and DS4. Thus, as a result of
applying the process described with reference to FIG. 42 to
the example illustrated in FIG. 43 four overlap segments,
DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 are defined each having two verti-ces.

Several of these steps described above make references to
determining the distance from an intersection point to a vertex
and comparing that with a previously found distance between
another intersection point in that vertex to determine which is
closest. This determination can be made using simple alge-
braic computations by computing either true distances
between the points in question or by looking at the differences
i11 either the x or y value of the coordinates of those points
depending onthe orientation ofthe segment with regard to the
axes of the coordinate system.

FIG. 41 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a pro-
cess for redrawing segments of the reflection boundary and
facet boundary as segments defining a boundary for the over-
lap portion of the projection of the beam with the facet
according to one embodiment of the invention. The process
illustrated in FIG. 41 utilizes the information obtainedregard-
ing whether the vertices of each segment of a boundary are
inside or outside the opposite boundary.

More specifically, in steps 3008 and 3012 ofFIG. 30, it was
determined whether each vertex ofthe projection of the beam
lies within the facet boundary and whether each vertex of the
facet lies within the boundary of the projection of the beam.
One embodiment for making this determination is described
i11 detail with reference to FIG. 34. This information is used in
tlic cmbodimcnt illustrated in FIG. 41 to dctcrminc i11tcrscc-

tion points for facet boundary segments and beam projection
segments. Referring now to FIG. 41, given a segment having
two vertices, a first vertex and a second vertex, four scenarios
are possible: the first vertex of the segment is inside the
opposite boundary and the second vertex is outside; the sec-
ond vertex is inside the opposite botmdary and the first vertex
is outside the boundary; both vertices of the segment are
outside the opposite boundary; and both vertices are inside
the opposite botmdary. These four scenarios are illustrated in
steps 4102, 4104, 4106, and 4108, respectively.

In the first scenario, where the first vertex ofthe segment is
inside the opposite boundary and the second vertex is outside
tl1e boundary, there is a single point of intersection where the
segment in question intersects a segment of the opposite
boundary. In a step 4122, this intersection point is deter-
mined. In a step 4132, this intersection point is assigned as
new vertex 2.As a result, the segment in question is redefined
as a segment having two vertices. The first vertex being the
first vertex of the original segment, and the second vertex
being the intersection point between the original segment and
tl1e segment of the opposite boundary.

In this embodiment, processing of the segment in the sec-
ond scenario is very similar to that of tl1e segment i11tl1e first
scenario. Specifically, if the second vertex of the segment in
question is inside the opposite botmdary, and the first vertex is
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outside the opposite boundary, as illustrated by decision step
4104, the intersection point of the segment in question with
the segment of the opposite boundary is determined in a step
4124. In a step 4134, the segment in question is redefined as
having a first vertex being the intersection point between the
original segment and the segment of the facet boundary with
which it intersects. The second vertex of the redefined seg-
ment is the same as the second vertex of the original segment.

In the third scenario where both vertices are outside the

opposite boundary, there will be two intersection points.
Thus, in a step 4126, if both vertices of the segment in ques-
tion lic outsidc the opposite boundary as dctcrmincd in step
41, tl1e intersection points of this segment with tl1e segments
ofthe opposite boundary are determined. In a step 4136, these
intersection points are defined as new vertices l and 2 of the
redefined segment. In an embodiment where a linked list of
vertices are maintained to simplify processing, new vertex 1
is defined as the intersection point closest to the original
vertex 1 ofthe segment in question and new vertex 2 is defined
as the intersection point closest to the original vertex 2 of the
original segment.

In a step 4140, this process of determimng the intersection
points and redefining the segment is repeated for each seg-
ment ofthe boundary which intersects the opposite boundary.
For example, the process defined by steps 4102 through 4136
is repeated for each segment of the beam projection which
intcrsccts onc or morc scgmcnts of tlic facct boundary.

In a step 4150, tl1e above process is repeated for each
segment of the other botmdary which intersects one or more
segments of its opposite boundary. For example, steps 4102
through 4140 are repeated for each segment of the facet
boundary which intersects one or more segments of the beam
projection boundary.

As a result of the process described with reference to FIG.
41, a set ofsegments which describes the overlap boundary of
the beam projection with tl1e facet is defined.

FIGS. 43 and 44 illustrate two example scenarios of an
overlap of a beam projection 4308 with a facet 4304. These
scenarios are used to further describe the process of FIG. 41.
Reflection boundary 4308 is made up of four segments PSl ,
PS2, PS3, and PS4. These segments are defined by four ver-
ticcs PPl, PP2, PP3, and PP4. Facct boundary 4304 is made
up of three segments FSl, FS2 and FS3 as defined by three
vertices FPl, FP2 and FP3. The overlap boundary is defined
by four segments DS1, DS2, DS3, and DS4.

Referring first to FIG. 43, the process described with ref-
erence to FIG. 41 is applied to determine the new segments
DS1, DS2, DS3, and DS4. In this description, the process is
applied to me segments of the facet first and then to the
segments ofthe projection ofthe beam. As would be apparent
to one skilled in the art, this order can be reversed.

One segment of the facet boundary which intersects the
beam projection boundary is segment FSl. Both vertices of
segment of FSl (vertices FPl, FP2) lie outside the boundary
of the projection of the beam 4308. Therefore, decision step
4106 is true. The intersection points for segment FSl as
determined in step 4126 are new points DP1 and DP2. In step
4136, points DP] and DP2 are assigned as new vertices and
define a new segment DS1. As dictated by step 4140, this
process is repeated for the other segment of the facet bound-
ary 4304 intersecting the beam projection boundary 4308.
This is segment FS2. By a similar process as described for
segment FSl, a new segment DS3 is defined having vertices
DP4 and DP3. Because there are no more segments of the
facet boundary 4304 wl1icl1 intersect tl1e beam projection
boundary 4308, the process proceeds to 4150 or it is repeated
for the segments of the projection boundary 4308 which
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intersect withthe facet boundary 4304. Segment PS1 does not
intersect facet boundary 4304, therefore segment PS1 is not
considered in this process. Segment PS2 intersects facet
boundary 4304 and both of its vertices PP2, PP3 lie outside
facet boundary 4304. Therefore, step 4106 is satisfied and a
new segment DS2 is defined as having vertices DP2 and DP3.
Segment PS3 has no intersection with facet boundary 4304
and is therefore not considered in this process. Segment PS4
intersects facet boundary 4304 and both of its vertices PP1,
PP4 lie outside facet boundary 4304. Therefore, by a similar
process, a new segment DS4 is defined having vertices DP4
and DPI.

FIG. 44 illustrates a scenario where two of tlie segr11ents of
facet boundary 4304 have one vertex outside ofthe projection
boundary 4308 and the other vertex inside the projection
boundary 4308.A third vertex of facet 4304 has both vertices
FP3, FPI lying within beam projection boundary 43 08. Con-
sidering first segment FS1, segment FS1 has a first vertex FP1
lying inside the beam projection boundary 4308 and a second
vertex FP2 lying outside beam projection boundary 4308.
Thus, step 4102 is satisfied. The intersection point for seg-
n1e11tFSl is determined in step 4122 as new point DP2. New
point DP2 is assigned as the new vertex for newly defined
segment DS1 in step 4132.

Segment FS2 has a first vertex FP2 outside beam projection
boundary 4308, and a second vertex FP3 lying inside beam
projcction boundary 4308. Thus, stcp 4104 is satisficd. There-
fore, ir1 a step 4124, DP3 is determined as the intersection
point for segment FS2. Vertex DP3 is assigned as the new
vertex 1 for segment DS3 in step 4134. Thus, as a result of the
first two passes through the process described with reference
to FIG. 41, new segments FS1 and DS3 are defined. New
segment DS2 is defined utilizing the same process as
described above for defining segment DS2 with reference to
FIG. 43.

Note that segment FS3 has two vertices FP3, FP1 lying
inside the beam projection boundary 4308. Therefore, there is
no intersection of segment FS3 with the beam projection
boundary 4308. Because both vertices FP3, FPI of segment
FS3 are inside beam projection boundary 4308, a new seg-
ment need not be defined. In one embodiment, vertices FP3,
FP1 can bc rclabclcd as Vcrticcs DP2, DP1. The coordinates
of these vertices regardless of the labeling remains the same.

As a result of the process described above, new segments
are defined which describe the boundary of tlie overlap area
between the facet boundary and the beam projection bound-
ary. According to one embodiment, the next step in the pro-
cess is to determine the “order” of these segments such that
their definitions can be stored iii a linked list. As stated above,
the linked list is a useful embodiment for storing a11d retriev-
ing data. FIG. 45 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
process for ordering the segments of the overlap boundary
according to one embodiment ofthe invention. In a step 4504,
the redefined segments a first redefined segment is retrieved.
In a step 4508, the remaining redefined segments are exam-
ined to determine which segment is closest to the segment
retrieved in step 4504. In a step 4512, the boundary is not yet
closed, the process continues at step 4516 where the closest
segment to the previously found closest segment is deter-
mined. This loop continues until the boundary of the overlap
is closed.

As described above in reference to FIG. 30 in a step 3020,
the final step of determining the overlap botmdary of a beam
projection in a receiving facet is to determine the overlap
segments. I11 one embodiment, the overlap boundary is
defined by a linked list of vertices which describe, in order,
the segments which make up the overlap boundary.
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As described above with reference to FIGS. 41 and 42, the
vertices of the overlap segments are determined. Also dis-
cussed above, is the preferred embodiment of using a linked
list data structure. In keeping with this embodiment, the over-
lap boundary canbe defined in terms ofa linked list ofvertices
which define, in order, the segments of the overlap boundary.
That is, the linked lists ofvertices start with a first vertex ofthe
overlap boundary, and links, in order (either clockwise, or
counterclockwise) each subsequent vertex around the perim-
eter ofthe boundary until the last vertex is linked with the first
vertex. Determining the correct order ofthese vertices in such
a linked list is now dcscribcd according to one cmbodimcnt of
the invention with reference to FIGS. 46 and 47.

In a step 4604, a first segment of the overlap boundary is
chosen. More specifically, in the preferred embodiment, the
vertices of the first segment are retrieved and an order for
these vertices is chosen such that one vertex is defined as the

first vertex for that segment and the other vertex is defined as
the second vertex for that segment. The segment retrieved in
step 4604 is referred to as the “current” segment.

In one embodiment of the invention, step 4604 is actually
performed by first searching the segments of one boundary
(either the B projection boundary or the facet boundary) to
determine whether there are any segments in that boundary
for which there is an overlap. Note that in the case of the
scenario illustrated in FIG. 28(b), for example, an overlap
boundary cxists, however, one ofthosc two boundarics has no
segments which contribute to that overlap, while all the seg-
ments in the opposite boundary have an overlap. Specifically,
in the scenario illustrated in FIG. 28(b), the beam projection
boundary 2808 contains no segments which have an overlap.
Therefore, the facet boundary 2804 is searched to find a
segment having an overlap (i.e., a segment of the overlap
boundary). This embodiment is especially useful where the
data structure is implemented as a linked list, and the list of
segments for the beam projection boundary and the list of
segments for the facet projection boundary each contain all of
the segments in that boundary whether or not one of the
segments is defined as an overlap segment. Note that where
one of the segments in the list is an overlap segment, its
vertices are determined in one embodiment, as described
above with rcfcrcncc to FIGS. 41 and 42.

Ir1 a step 4608, a next segment of the overlap boundary is
retrieved. The retrieved segment may or may not be a segment
adjoining the segment retrieved in step 4604. Thus, the pro-
cess described below makes this detemiination.

In a step 4612, the invention assumes that the segment
retrieved in step 4608 (referred to as the “first” segment) is the
closest segment of the overlap boundary to the current seg-
ment.

This assumption is made without knowing whether this
first segment is actually the segment which is closest to the
current segment. In other words, in a step 4612, the invention
assumes that the first segment retrieved is attached to (shares
a common vertex with) the current segment. In one embodi-
ment, the invention additionally assumes an orientation of
this first segment. More specifically, the invention assumes
that a particular one of the vertices of the first segment is
coincident with one ofthe vertices (referred to as a designated
vertex) ofthe current segment. Note that coincidence may not
be exact due to rounding of mathematical results.

In this embodiment, the distance between these two
assumed vertices is defined as the shortest distance. For

example, in one embodiment, the invention assumes that the
first vertex of the first segment is the closest vertex to the
second vertex of the current segment. Thus, the segment is
assumed to be adjacent to the current segment and is assumed
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to have a particular orientation (that is, the segment points
away from the current segment in the direction of its second
vertex).

In one embodiment, before continuing with further pro-
cessing, this basic assumption is tested by determining
whether the other vertex ofthe first segment is in fact closer to
the designated vertex of the current segment. If this is the
case, the orientation of the segment as originally assumed, is
incorrect, and is therefore redefined.

In a step 4616, another segment of the overlap boundary is
retrieved. This segment is referred to as the “next” segment,
for case of discussion. In a stcp 4620, thc distance from this
next segr11er1t to tl1e current segment is cor11puted. In a step
4704, it is determined whether this next segment is closer to
the current segment than was the previous segment (i.e., than
was the first segment retrieved in step 4608). If this next
segment is closer than the previous segment, in a step 4708,
this next segment is redefined as the current closest segment.

In a preferred embodiment, in step 4708, the correct orien-
tation of the next segment is also determined such that the
vertices of that segment can be identified in proper order for
the linked list.

In a step 4712, the process determines whether there are
any segments which have not been evaluated and which
belong to the overlap boundary. If there are additional seg-
ments, the process continues as step 4616, where the next
scgmcnt of thc ovcrlap boundary is retrieved. This ncxt scg-
r11er1t’s distance to tl1e current segr11er1t is computed, and it is
determined in step 4704 whether this segment is closer than
the segment currently defined as the closest segment.

If so, in step 4708, this segment is redefined as the closest
segment, and the process repeats for each remaining segment
of the overlap boundary to determine whicl1 of the set of
segments in the overlap boundary is closest to tl1e current
segment. Once all of the other segments have been evaluated
against the current segment (the segment of the overlap
boundary retrieved in step 4604), and each of these have been
tested as described above to determine which is closest, the
operation continues at step 4716 where the linked list is
updated to reflect the vertices of the closest segment. More
particularly, in one embodiment, the second vertex of the
closcst scgmcnt is added to thc linkcd list which already
includes tl1e first ar1d second vertices of tlie current segn1er1t.

In a step 4720, it is determined whether the overlap bound-
ary is closed. That is, it is determined whether each segment
iii the overlap boundary other than the first segment retrieved
i11 step 4604 has been assigned as a closest segment to another
segment.

Ifit is not, the process continues by looking for the segment
which is closest to the segment defined as the closest segment
to the current segment in the previous iteration. In other
words, the closest segment found in the previous iteration is
now tl1e “current” segment, and its closest segment is found.
Now, the process resumes at step 4608, where a next segment
ofthe overlap boundary is retrieved, assumed to be the closest
segment to the new current segment, and compared against
other unassigned segments of the overlap boundary to deter-
mine which is in fact the closest. This entire process repeats
until every segment, other than the very first segment, is
assigned as a closest segment to a current segment.

The details and the function of this process will become
n1ore clear to the reader if considered in light of an example
scenario. Therefore, the process described in reference to
FIGS. 46 and 47 is now generally described in terms of a
simple example. The example utilized is tl1e overlap bound-
ary illustrated in FIG. 43. As described above, this overlap
boundary is defined by overlap segments DS 1, DS2, DS3, and
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DS4. These segments have vertices DPI, DP2; DP2, DP3;
DP3, DP4; and DP4, DPI; respectively.

In step 4604, the first segment of the overlap boundary is
retrieved. For the purposes of describing this example, this
first segment is assumed to be segment DS1. In the embodi-
ment in which a linked list data structure is utilized, the
vertices of segment DSI are assigned as the first and second
vertices ofthe linked list. For example, vertex DPI is assigned
as the first vertex in the linked list and vertex DP2 is assigned
as the second vertex in the linked list. For ease ofdiscussion,
the segment DSI is referred to as the “current segment.”

In a stcp 4608, a ncxt scgmcnt of thc ovcrlap boundary is
retrieved. For tl1e purpose of this example, assume that this
next segment retrieved is segment DS3.

Ina step 4612, the process assumes that segment DS3 is the
closest segment in the overlap boundary to segment DS1.
That is, the segment DS3 is assigned as the “closest segment”
without yet comparing its distance against the other segments
to determine whether this assignment is correct and can be
maintained.

As described above, in one embodiment, this assignment is
actually made by assigning the distance from one of the
vertices ofsegment DS3 to one ofthe vertices ofsegme11t DSl
as the shortest distance. For example, the invention in one
embodiment will assign the distance between the first vertex
of segment DS3 and the second vertex of segment DSI as the
shortest distance. In thc cxamplc illustrated in FIG. 43, and
assuming that tl1e first vertex of segr11er1t DS3 is DP3, this
assignment results in the distance from vertex DP3 to vertex
DP2 being assigned as the assumed shortest distance.

In the preferred embodiment, this initial assumption is
verified with respect to segment DS3 by computing the dis-
tance between vertex DP4 and vertex DP2. If vertex DP4 is

actually closer to vertex DP2 than was vertex DP3, the dis-
tance between vertex DP4 and vertex DP2 is designated as the
new shortest distance.

Also, which vertex ofDS3 is actually closest to vertex DPI
defines the orientation of segment, DS3. For example, in the
example illustrated in FIG. 43, the vertex DP3 is actually
closer to vertex DP2 than is vertex DP4. Therefore, in one
embodiment, the orientation of vertex DS3 is defined such
that vcrtcx DP3 is thc first vcrtcx, and vcrtcx DP4 is thc
second vertex of segr11er1t DS3.

As this example clearly shows by referring to the illustra-
tion of FIG. 43, seg1nent DS3 is actually not the closest
segment to segment DS1. However, this example illustrates
how the process described according to this embodiment
makes an assumption regarding the closest segment based on
the available data, and then through subsequent iterations
attempts to prove the assumption wrong and updates the
assignment ofthe closest segment—or, alternatively does not
update the assignment if the imtial assumption is not proven
wrong.

In an alternative embodiment, other techniques can be
implemented for determining the correct order of tlie linked
list of segments. In one embodiment, this can be accom-
plished by comparing the vertices of the segments to see
which segments share a common vertex with which other
segments. An order can then be established in this manner.

In a step 4616, a next segment of the overlap boundary is
retrieved. For the purpose of this example, assume that the
next segment retrieved is segment DS2.

In step 4620, me distance from this next segment DS2 to
the original segment FSl is computed. As described above, in
one embodiment, this distance is actually co111puted based o11
the distance of the vertices of segment DS2 to one vertex of
segment DS1. Particularly, in keeping with the embodiment
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described above, the distance between vertex DP3 of segment
DS2 and vertex DP2 of segment DS1 is computed. Addition-
ally, the distance between vertex DP2 of segment DS2 and
vertex DP2 of segment DS1 is computed. As clearly illus-
trated by the diagram of FIG. 43, vertex DP2 of segment DS2
and vertex DP2 of segment DS1 are one and the same (or at
least extremely close, but slightly offdue to rounding errors).
Therefore, their distance is effectively zero. Because this
distance is the shortest distance yet determined, segment DS2
is defined as the closest segment and vertex DP2 of segment
DS2 is defined as the first vertex of that segment.

This process repeats for segment DS4, as illustrated by
decision step 4712. Once segment DS4 is processed in a
similar manner, it is determined that the distance between
vertex DP2 of segment DS2 and vertex DP2 of segment DS1
is in fact the shortest distance. Therefore, the definition of the
closest segment remains segment DS2, and the linked list of
vertices is updated in step 471 6 to now include vertex DP3 . As
a result, there are now three vertices in the linked list: DPI,
DP2, and DP3.

In an alternative embodiment, the process is concluded
once a vertex having a distance ofzero is found. Note that this
embodiment may not be ideal where rounding errors results
i11 an erroneous determination of the closest vertex.

In step 4720, it is determined that the overlap boundary is
not closed. That is, only segments DS1 and DS2 have been
i11cluded in the linked list. Segments DS3 and DS4 remain to
be evaluated to determine their correct orientation and order
for inclusion of their vertices in the linked list.

Because, in the example illustrated in FIG. 43, at this
juncture the overlap boundary is not closed in a step 4608, a
next segment of the overlap boundary is retrieved. The seg-
ments which have not been assigned according to the current
example are segments DS3 and DS4. For the purpose ofthis
example, assume that segment DS3 is the next segment
retrieved in step 4608.

In step 4612, the process assumes that this segment DS3 is
actually the closest segment to segment DS2. Again, in the
preferred embodiment, this assumption is n1ade by assuming
that one ofthe vertices, DP4, DP3, is closest to vertex 2 (DP3)
of segment DS2. This assumption is checked by comparing
tl1e differences between the distances between the two verti-

ces of segment DS3 and the second vertex of segment DS2,
and updated if necessary.

In a step 4616, the next segment of the overlap boundary,
which is segment DS4, is retrieved.

In step 4620, the distance of this segment DS4 from seg-
ment DS2 is computed. Again, in the preferred embodiment,
this is accomplished by computing the distances between
vertices DP4 a11d DP3 and vertices DPI and DP3. If this

segment DS4 is closer than segment DS3, it is redefined as the
current closest segment, as illustrated by steps 4704 and 4708.
In actuality, however, as seen by the illustration in FIG. 43,
segment DS4 is in fact not closer to segment DS2 than seg-
ment DS3. Therefore, step D.9.708 is bypassed in this opera-
tion, and the process continues at step 4712 to determine
whether this was the last segment to be evaluated for com-
parison against segment DS2. Because it was, in step 4716,
the linked list ofvertices is updated to reflect that vertex DP4
is the fourth vertex in the linked list.

In step 4720, it is determined that the overlap boundary is
not closed, as segment DS4 has not been evaluated. Thus, the
process continues at step 4608, where segment DS4 is the
next segment ofthe overlap boundary retrieved. In step 4612,
it is assumed that this segment DS4 is the closest segment to
segment DS3. In the preferred embodiment, the orientation of
segment DS4 is determined by determining which vertex of
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segment DS4 is actually closest to the second vertex of seg-
ment DS3. Because there are no additional segments to be
evaluated, the process resumes at step 4716, where the linked
list ofvertices is updated to reflect that vertex DP4 poi11ts back
to the beginning of the list, vertex DP1.
22.0 Evaluation And Computer Grade

22.1 Evaluate Output Light Attributes
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

data collected by the cameras is processed to obtain a cut
grade for the gemstone. As described above, a number of
measurements are collected for each light beam refracted to
the cameras. These measurements are actually measurements
ofa set ofone or more attributes ofthe light exiting the stone.

These attributes can include, without limitation, average
angle of spectral deviance, white flux density (brilliance),
spectral luminance (dispersion or fire), total refraction count
(scintillation), spectral flux density, white optical power,
spectral power, white intensity, dispersion intensity, total
refraction area, and total refractio11 area to surface area den-
sity.

In one embodiment, any one or more of these attributes is
measured for the light exiting the stone. The results of these
measurements can be tabulated to provide an indication ofthe
light output from the stone.

Additionally, any or all of the above values may be output
by horizontal and vertical camera angles and evaluated with
or without regard to facet type and witl1 or without regard to
deviance reductions, weighting or averaging.

The measurements can be collected and recorded for each

facet, for a region of the stone, or for the entire stone. Each
camera in the camera model is capable of determining these
measurements for the light beams which it receives.

22.2 Grading Camera Data
The cut grade may be based on an analysis, computation, or

compilation ofany or all ofthese measurements, for the stone
and can be defined to include other factors as well.

In a preferred embodiment, each collected attribute mea-
surement is compared to the theoretical maximum measure-
ment for the particular type of gemstone cut (for example,
round, brilliant, marquise, etc.). Each attribute measurement
can therefore be expressed as a percentage of the theoretical
maximum. Each of these percentages car1 be reported as a
component of the grade, expressed as a percentage.

In a preferred embodiment, the composite gemstone cut
grade is determined by averaging the percentages for three
attributes: brilliance, dispersion and scintillation. The total
gemstone grade is then expressed as a percentage. These three
attributes are chosen in the preferred embodiment because it
is believed they are the most important attributes of the ligl1t
output. Other attributes can be selected in alternative embodi-
ments.

In fact, in alternative embodiments, any one or more of
these or other attributes may be combined according to a
chosen formula to determine a grade for the stone. For
example, a grade may be expressed as an average, a weighted
average, a sum, or some other expression of the chosen set of
attributes.

FIG. 48 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
grading camera data, according to the preferred embodiment
ofthe invention. This process illustrates one manner in which
step 220 of FIG. 2 can be performed. In a preferred embodi-
ment, the three measurements of the light refracted from the
gemstone model that are used to compute the gemstone grade
are flux density (also referred to as “brilliance”), spectral
luminance (also known as “fire”), and refraction count (also
known as “scintillation”).
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As described above, each zone in each camera maintains
several measures of received flux: one for the white beam

component, and one for each dispersion component. Ir1 a step
4804, the total flux density for each zone, and for each cam-
era, is computed.

As described above, in a preferred embodiment, measure-
ments are collected for each component ofthe grade, and then
these absolute measurements are compared to “ideal” mea-
surements to determine a scaled grade. Therefore, iii a step
4806, the flux density measurements for the zones and cam-
eras are combined to create a composite absolute flux density
n1casurcmcnt for thc cntirc gcmstonc. Similarly, compositc
absolute measures for dispersion and refraction count are
computed in steps 4808 and 4810, respectively. Finally, these
absolute measurements for brilliance, fire a11d scintillation
are compared to ideal values to create scaled values, as shown
iii a step 4812.

In a preferred embodiment, the scaled grade is obtained by
dividing the absolute measurement by the ideal measurement
to obtain a percentage. Finally, as shown iii a step 4814, the
scaled measurements are combined to create a composite
scaled cut grade for the gemstone.

22.3 Compute Gemstone Brilliance
FIG. 49 is a flowchart depicting an example process for

computing the flux density for eacl1 zone and each camera.
This illustration is an example process for implementing step
4804 in FIG. 48. First, a camera is sclcctcd for processing, as
shown ir1 a step 4904. Then, a zone witl1ir1 the selected camera
is selected for processing, as shown in a step 4906.

The selected zone is checked to determine whether it is

visible to the selected camera. As described above, this deter-
mination was made when the camera zones were constructed,
and was stored as a part of the zone data structure. The zone
data structure is described i11 detail below. If the zone is not

visible, another zone within the camera is selected for pro-
cessing.

Ifthe zone is visible, then the total flux density for the zone
is computed, as shown in a step 4910. As described above,
each zone maintains several to, measures ofreceived flux: one
for the white component, and one for each dispersion com-
ponent. In a preferred embodiment, the total flux density for
tl1c zone is computed by dividing thc total flux for thc whitc
beam component by tl1e area of tlie projection of the facet
corresponding to the zone upon the plane of the camera. In an
alternative embodiment, the total flux density is computed by
dividing the sum of the fluxes for each dispersion component
by the area of the projection. Other methods of computing
total flux density based on the stored measures of flux are
within the spirit and scope of the present invention, as would
be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art.

Each zone in the camera is processed similarly, as shown in
a step 4904. When the last zone in the camera has been
processed, the total flux density for the camera is computed,
as shown in a step 4916. The total flux density for the camera
is derived from the flux densities of the camera’s zones, as
would be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art. Each
camera is processed similarly, as shown in a step 4920.

In a preferred embodiment, when the flux densities for each
zone and camera have been computed, the absolute compos-
ite flux density for the gemstone is computed. Note, that
depending on the goals of the grading process, the individual
flux densities may be retained for evaluation.

FIG. 50 is a flowchart depicting an example process for
computing the absolute flux density for the gemstone model,
according to a preferred embodiment of tlie invention. This
illustrates one process for implementing step 4806 ofFIG. 48.
In the preferred embodiment, the cameras are examined one
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group at a time. In a preferred embodiment, the groups of
cameras are selected based on elevation angles. Thus in a step
5004, a “ring” ofcameras is selected for processing. This ring
of cameras is formed by selecting all cameras at a given
elevation angle. In a preferred embodiment, the ring of cam-
eras having the lowest elevation angles are processed first.
Then the ring of cameras at the next lowest elevation angle is
processed, and so on.

In a preferred embodiment, grade measurements are col-
lected by zo11e type (for example, table, break, main, and star).
In a step 5006, a zone type is selected for processing. The
cameras in the selected ring are then processed, one camera at
a time. In a step 5008, a camera in the ring is selected for
processing.

In a step 5010, all of the zones iii the camera are examined
to select all zones iii the camera that are of the selected zone

type. The total flux density for all ofthe selectedcarnera zones
is then computed, as shown in a step 5010. Each camera in the
selected ring is processed in a similar maimer, as shown in a
step 5012.

When all of the cameras in the ring have been processed,
the total flux density for the selected zone type is computed
for all ofthe cameras iii the ring, as shown in a step 5014. Each
zone type is processed similarly, as shown in a step 5016.

When all ofthe zone types have been processed through the
camera ring, thc total and average flux dcnsity is computed for
tl1e entire rir1g of cameras, as shown in a step 5018. The result
is a measure of gemstone brilliance for a given elevation
angle.

Each ring of cameras is processed similarly, as shown in a
step 5020. When all of the cameras have been processed, the
total flux density for the gemstone is computed, as shown in a
step 5022. The result is a composite measure of the brilliance
of the entire gemstone.

In a preferred embodiment, supplementary brilliance
information is computed. This infonnation can include flux
density totals for each zone type and standard deviations of
flux densities over a vertical range.

22.4 Compute Gemstone Dispersion
FIG. 51 is a flowchart depicting an example process for

computing the absolute dispcrsion for thc gcmstonc modcl,
according to a preferred embodiment of tlie invention. This
illustrates one process for implementing step 4808 ofFIG. 48.
In the preferred embodiment, the cameras are examined one
group at a time. In a preferred embodiment, the groups of
cameras are selected based on elevation angles. Thus in a step
5104, a “ring” ofcameras is selected for processing. This ring
of cameras is formed by selecting all cameras at a given
elevation angle. In a preferred embodiment, the ring of cam-
eras having the lowest elevation angles are processed first.
Then the ring of cameras at the next lowest elevation angle is
processed, and so on.

In a preferred embodiment, grade measurements are col-
lected by zo11e type (for example, table, break, main, and star).
In a step 5106, a zone type is selected for processing. The
cameras in the selected ring are then processed, one camera at
a time. In a step 5108, a camera in the ring is selected for
processing.

In a step 5110, all of the zones iii the camera are examined
to select all zones iii the camera that are of the selected zone

type. The total dispersion for all of the selected camera zones
is then computed, as shown in a step 5110. Each camera in the
selected ring is processed in a similar maimer, as shown in a
step 5112.

When all of the cameras in the ring have been processed,
the total dispersion for the selected zone type is computed for
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all of the cameras in the ring, as shown in a step 5114. Each
zone type is processed similarly, as shown in a step 5116.

When all ofthe zone types have been processed through the
camera ring, the total and average dispersion is computed for
the entire ring of cameras, as shown in a step 5118. The result
is a measure of gemstone fire for a given elevation angle.

Each ring of cameras is processed similarly, as shown in a
step 5120. When all of the cameras have been processed, the
total dispersion for the gemstone is computed, as shown in a
step 5122. The result is a composite measure ofthe fire ofthe
entire gemstone. In a preferred embodiment, supplementary
firc information is computed. This information can include
dispersion totals for each zone type and standard deviations of
dispersions.

22.5 Compute Gemstone Scintillation
FIG. 52 is a flowchart depicting an example process for

computing the absolute refraction count for the gemstone
model, according to a preferred embodiment ofthe invention.
This illustrates one process for implementing step 4810 of
FIG. 48. In the preferred embodiment, the cameras are exam-
ined one group at a time. In a preferred embodiment, the
groups of cameras are selected based on elevation angles.
Thus in a step 5204, a “ring” of cameras is selected for
processing. This ring of cameras is formed by selecting all
cameras at a given elevation angle. In a preferred embodi-
ment, the ring of cameras having the lowest elevation angles
arc proccsscd first. Thcn thc ring ofcameras at the ncxt lowcst
elevation angle is processed, and so on.

In a preferred embodiment, grade measurements are col-
lectedby zone type (for example, table, break, main, and star).
In a step 5206, a zone type is selected for processing. The
cameras in the selected ring are then processed, one camera at
a time. In a step 5208, a camera in the ring is selected for
processing.

In a step 5210, all of the zones in the camera are examined
to select all zones in the camera that are of the selected zone

type. The total refraction count for all of the selected camera
zones is then computed, as shown ina step 5210. Eachcamera
i11 the selected ring is processed in a similar manner, as shown
in a step 5212.

When all of the cameras in the ring have been processed,
tl1c total rcfraction count for tl1c sclcctcd zonc type is com-
puted for all of tlie cameras ir1 tl1e ring, as shown in a step
5214. Each zone type is processed similarly, as shown in a
step 5216.

When all ofthe zone types have been processed through the
camera ring, the total and average refraction count is com-
puted for the entire ring of cameras, as shown in a step 5218.
The result is a measure of gemstone scintillation for a given
elevation angle.

Each ring of cameras is processed similarly, as shown in a
step 5220. When all of the cameras have been processed, the
total refraction count for the gemstone is computed, as shown
i11 a step 5222. The result is a composite measure of the
scintillation of the entire gemstone. In a preferred embodi-
ment, supplementary scintillation information is computed.
This information can include refraction count totals for each

zone type and standard deviations of refraction counts.
23.0 Establishing Maximum Values for Light Attributes

As described above with reference to the grading of a
gemstone, in one embodiment, the gemstone canbe evaluated
based on tl1e attributes of the light exiting the stone. In one
embodiment, the stone is graded by comparing measure-
ments of one or more light attributes to a maximum value
established for that attribute. Such a maximum ca11 be, for
example, a theoretical maximum, a derived maximum or
some other maximum value based on actual data. In one
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embodiment, a maximum value for each of one or more
attributes is computed by modeling each of the various pos-
sibilities of the cut of the gemstone and determining the
highest value of each attribute for all of the possibilities
modeled.

FIG. 53 is an operation flow diagram illustrating at a high
level an example process for determining maximum attribute
values by modeling various gemstone cuts. In a step 5302, a
range and resolution for the gemstone models is established.
For example, in one embodiment, a range of proportions for
each the table, crown and pavilion measurements is estab-
lishcd. Within this range, a rcsolution is dcfincd which cstab-
lishes tl1e number of different cut proportions which will be
examined within this range to determine the attribute mea-
surements.

In a step 5304, for each gemstone model defined by the
range and resolution, light is traced through the gemstone
model and the exiting light is measured to determine the
attribute values for each of the attributes in question. In a step
5308, the maximum measurement for each attribute from all
ofthe modeled cuts is selected as tl1e maximum value for that
attribute.

Thus, as a result of this process, a series of gemstone cuts
within a predefined range are modeled, a11d the light exiting
those models is measured to determine the attribute measure-
ments for each of the cuts. The maximum attribute measure-

mcnts dctcrmincd in this process arc sclcctcd as thc maxi-
mum values for tl1e attribute.

FIG. 54 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example embodiment for implementing the process
described above with reference to FIG. 53.

In a step 5402, the parameters of the stone for which the
attributes are to be defined are established. For example, for a
round gemstone, the proportion parameters of importance are
the table percentage, the crown percentage, and me pavilion
percentage. In other words, it is these proportions which are
important in determining the quality of the cut. Additionally,
parameters such as facet types, facet numbers, facet locations,
and other cut-related information can be defined as a param-
eter which is varied to establish all of the possible permuta-
tions of cut for the stone.

In a step 5404, a range of these paramctcrs is established.
Preferably, there is a range established for each parameter.
For example, the range of parameters for the table may be
table proportions from 35% to 65%. It is within the estab-
lished range of parameters that the various combinations of
parameters defining the different cuts will be evaluated.

In a step 5412, a resolution within these ranges is estab-
lished. This is the step size within the range.

In a step 5416, each possible combination of cut param-
eters is modeled, light is traced through the gemstone and the
output measured to determine the attribute values. For each
combination, if a measured attribute is a maximum value for
that attribute, that value is recorded in a step 5420.

FIG. 55 is an operational flow diagram illustrating an
example process for implementing the operation.

In a step 5504, a gemstone model is set up for the current
permutation. That is, a unique combination of parameters is
chosen and a model is created for those parameters. In a step
5508, the invention traces the light for this particular model.
In a step 5512, the output light attributes are measured.

The value ofeach attribute measured is compared against a
previous maximum measured value to determine whether the
new measurement is greater than the previously—stored n1ea—
surement. This is illustrated by decision step 216. If the
attribute measured for the current combination is greater than
the previously—stored maximum attribute value, this new
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attribute value is recorded as the maximum attribute value in

a step 5520. If it is not a maximum, the recorded maximum is
not changed, and processing continues at a step 5524. In a step
5524, it is determined wl1etl1er all oftlie various con1bir1atior1s
ofparameters have been modeled and measured. If not, there
is another combination to be considered, and the process
resumes at step 5504 where the next model is set up. This
process continues for each combination ofproportionparam-
eters until all ofthe combinations have been considered. Each

time an attribute value is greater than a previously-stored
maximum attribute value, this new attribute value is stored as
the new maximum. Thus. once the process is completed, a
maximum modeled attribute value is obtained.

24.0 Softwarc/Hardwarc Implcmcntation
The present invention may be implemented using hard-

ware, software or a combination thereof and may be imple-
mented in a computer system or other processing system. In
fact, in one embodiment, the invention is directed toward a

computer system capable of carrying out the functionality
described herein. An example computer system 5602 is
shown in FIG. 56. The computer system 5602 includes one or
n1ore processors, such as processor 5604. The processor5604
is connected to a communication bus 5606. Various software

embodiments are described in terms of this example com-
puter system. After reading this description, it will become
apparent to a pcrson skilled in the relevant art how to imple-
ment the invention using other computer systems and/or com-
puter architectures.

Computer system 5602 also includes a main memory 5608,
preferably random access memory (RAM, and can also
include a secondary memory 5610. The secondary memory
5610 can include, for example, a hard disk drive 5612 andjor
a removable storage drive 5614, representing a floppy disk
drive, a magnetic tape drive, an optical disk drive, etc. The
removable storage drive 5614 reads from and/or writes to a
removable storage unit 5618 in a well known manner.
Removable storage unit 5618, represents a floppy disk, mag-
netic tape, optical disk, etc. which is read by and written to by
removable storage drive 5614. As will be appreciated, the
removable storage unit 5618 includes a computer usable stor-
age mcdium having storcd thcrcin computcr software and’or
data.

In alternative embodiments, secondary memory 5610 may
include other similar means for allowing computer programs
or other instructions to be loaded into computer system 5602.
Such means can include, for example, a removable storage
unit 5622 and an interface 5620. Examples of such can
include a program cartridge and cartridge interface (such as
that found in video game devices), a removable memory chip
(such as an EPROM, or PROM) and associated socket, and
other removable storage units 5622 and interfaces 5620
which allow software and data to be transferred from the

removable storage unit 5618 to computer system 5602.
Computer system 5602 can also include a communications

interface 5624. Commrmications interface 5624 allows soft-

ware and data to be transferred between computer system
5602 and external devices. Examples of communications
interface 5624 can include a modem, a network interface
(such as an Ethernet card), a communications port, a PCM-
CIA slot and card, etc. Software and data transferred via
communications interface 5624 are in the form of signals
which can be electronic, electromagnetic, optical or other
signals capable of being received by communications inter-
face 5624. These signals 5626 are provided to cor1n11unica-
tions interface via a channel 5628. This channel 5628 carries

signals 5626 and can be implemented using wire or cable,
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fiber optics, a phone line, a cellular phone link, an RF link and
other communications channels.

In this document, the terms “computer program medi11rn’
and “computer usable medium” are used to generally refer to
media such as removable storage device 5618, a hard disk
installed in hard disk drive 5612, and signals 5626. These
computerprogram products are means for providing software
to computer system 5602.

Computer programs (also called computer control logic)
are stored in main memory and/or secondary memory 5610.
Computer programs can also be received via communications
intcrfacc 5624. Such computcr programs, whcn cxccutcd,
enable the computer system 5602 to perform the features of
the present invention as discussed herein. In particular, the
computer programs, when executed, enable the processor
5604 to perform the features ofthe present invention. Accord-
ingly, such computer programs represent controllers of the
computer system 5602.

In an embodiment where the invention is implement using
software, the software may be stored in a computer program
product and loaded into computer system 5602 using remov-
able storage drive 5614, hard drive 5612 or communications
interface 5624. The control logic (software), when executed
by the processor 5604, causes the processor 5604 to perform
the functions of the invention as described herein.

In another embodiment, the invention is implemented pri-
marily in hardware using, for example, hardware components
such as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).
Implementation of the hardware state machine so as to per-
form the functions described herein will be apparent to per-
sons skilled in the relevant art(s). In yet another embodiment,
the invention is implemented using a combination of both
hardware and software.

25.0 Example Data Structures
In a preferred embodiment, the present invention is imple-

mented in software using various data structures. The follow-
ing discussion describes exemplary data structures for use in
this preferred embodiment.As will become apparent to one of
ordinary skill in the art after reading this description, the
invention can be implemented using alternative data struc-
tures.

First, a number of array indiccs arc dcfincd to facilitate
indexing data stored ir1 arrays. In the present invention, a
planar surface is represented by the coefficients of an equa-
tion describing a line normal to the plane. The equation is of
the form Ax+By+Cz+D:0. The four coefiicients A, B, C and
D are defined as four consecutive elements of an array. The
first section of code below defines indices for these planar
coefiicient members.

a

/"‘dti.h main symbolic definition header file
#include <function.def>
/*define planar coefrnernbers*/
#define A 0
#define B l
#define C 2
#define D 3

The next section of code defines the indices of a transform

matrix for converting vectors between the global coordinate
system and a local coordinate system. The transform matrix
contains one set of L, M, N, and OR values for each of the
three local axes: x', y', and 2'. L represents the cosine of the
angle between the local axis and the global x axis. This
quantity is referred to as a direction cosine. Likewise, M
represents the cosine of the angle between the local axis and
the global y axis, and N represents the cosine of the angle
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between the local axis and the global z axis. The three OR
values represent the global coordinates of the origin of the
local coordinate system.

/*defi.ne local coordinate system transforrn rnatrix*/
#define L 0
#define M l
#define N 2
#define OR 3

The next section of code defines other miscellaneous vari-

ables, including the values for a boolean variable and con-
stants for translation between degrees and radians.

/*defi_ne other variables*/
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#defi.ne Pl 3.l4l59Z65358979323846
#def.[1e DEGRAD (PI/180.0)
#defi.ne DTR (180.0/PI)

The next section of code defines the array indices for the
eight dispersion wavelengths tracked by the present inven-
tion.

/*defi.ne dispersion index codes*/
7‘7defi.ne RED 0
#defi_ne ORANGE 1
#defi_neYELLOW 2
#defi_ne GREEN 3
#defi_ne BLUE 4
#defi_ne VIOLET 5
#defi_ne UVIOLET 6
#defi_ne WHITE 7

The next few sections ofcode define various data structures

used in the processing of a preferred cmbodimcnt of thc
present invention. The first data structure describes a facet.

/*define data st_ruc1:ures*/

tyaedef struct facet{
sttuct facet *next;
struct rcsbuf *vcrt;
a sireal coefs[4];
a sireal acs[4][3];
a s real facdom[3][2];
char factyp[20];
char faclay[1 5];
in facno;
};

As described above, he gemstone model is comprised of a
number of facets. Each facet is represented by a facet data
structure. The elements oftl1e facet data structure will now be
described.

The facet data structure is a linked list. The “facet *next”

element is a pointer to the next facet data structure in the
linked list of facets. The “resbuf *vert” element is a pointer to
a linked list ofthe vertices ofthe facet. The “coefs” element is

a one-by-four array containing the coefficients of the normal
line for the plane of the facet. The “acs” element is a four-by-
three array describing the relationship between the local coor-
dinate system and the global coordinate system, as described
above. The “facdom” element is athree—by—two array describ-
ing thc “domain” (also referred to as the “bounding box”) of
tlie facet; the elements of the array define the minimum and
maximum x, y and z values of the global coordinates found
within the facet, thereby defining the “bounding box” of the
facet.
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The “factyp” element is an array of 20 characters that
describes the facet type (for example, table, bezel, star, or
main for a round-cut gemstone). The “faclay” element is an
array of 15 integers that describes tl1e layer ofthe gemstone ir1
which the facet lies (for example, pavilion, girdle or crown).
Each facet in the gemstone is numbered. The “facno” elen1ent
contains the number of the facet.

The next data structure, called “ref_seg”, is used to deter-
mine the portion of a facet illuminated by a beam. To make
this determination, adjacent facet vertices are connected by a
line segment. These segments collectively describe the
boundary of the facet. The projection of the beam onto the
plane of tlie facet is compared to these segments to determine
what portion of the facet is illuminated by the beam.

typedef struct ref seg{
stmct refiseg *next;
adsireal fi.rst[3];
adsireal second[3];
short int hoolel;
short int boole2;
short int boole3;i
J;

The “ref_seg” data structure is a linked list. The “ref_seg
*next” element points to the next segment in the linked list of
segments describing the boundary ofthe facet. The “first” and
“second” elements contain the coordinates of the vertices

joined by the segment; these coordinates are stored in facet-
local coordinates. The “boole” elements are boolean vari-

ables dcscribing thc results of the vertex boolcan dctcrn1ina-
tior1. The “boolel” eler11ent is true if the first vertex falls
within the beam. The “boole2” element is true if the second
vertex falls within the beam. Even if neither vertex falls

within the beam, it is still possible fora portion ofthe segment
joining the vertices to fall within the beam. If this is the case,
then the “boole3” element is true. The inclusion ofthis spatial
knowledge within the ref_seg data structure results in sigmfi—
cant conservation of computational resources.

During the beam-tracing phase of the operation of the
present invention, a facet will refract a beam (that is, light will
leave the gemstone through the facet) when the incident angle
of the beam is less than the critical angle of the gemstone
material, as described above. When this happens, an instance
of the “refract” data structure is created to capture the data
dcscribing the light cxiting thc gcmstonc, for transport to thecameras.

typedef struct refract{
struct refract *next;
struct facet "‘outfac;
stmct resbuf *ve1ts;
adsireal dircos[8][3];
adsireal pathwid;
adsireal angdev;
ads_real area_r
ads_real xsec_int[8];
ads_real area_x[8];
ads_real aInpls[2];
ads_real deg_pol;
ads_real Volurn;1.is

The refract data structure is a linked list. The “refract

*next” element is a pointer to the next refract data structure in
tlie linked list. The “facet *outfac” eler11er1t is a pointer to tl1e
facet data structure for the refracting facet (that is, the facet
from which the light exited the gemstone). The “resbuf
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*verts” element is a pointer to a linked list of the vertices of
the polygon describing the portion of the refracting facet that
is illuminated by the light beam exiting the gemstone. The
“dircos” elen1ent is an eight—by—three array containing the
direction cosines of the dispersion components of the light
exiting the gemstone. For each beam component (that is, red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, ultraviolet and white) the
array contains the cosines of the angles between each axis of
the global coordinate system and the [Poynting] Pointing
vector of that dispersion component.

When a beam is refracted by a facet (that is, light exits the
gcmstonc), the light is projected onto a “Viewing plane” that
is normal to the [Poynting] Poi/Hing vector oftl1e light beam.
The viewing plane is used to measure the dispersion charac-
teristics ofthe light. Two points are calculated on the plane:
one for each of two selected dispersion components. The two
points describe the intersections ofthe direction vectors ofthe
two selected dispersion components with the viewing plane.
The x axis of the local coordinate system for the viewing
plane is a vectorpassing through both points. The y axis ofthe
viewing plane local coordinate system also lies in the viewing
plane.

The difference between the minimum and maximum y
values of the projection of the refracted beam onto the view-
ing plane is known as the path width. The path width for the
refracted beam is stored in the “pathwid” element. The
“ang_dcv” clcmcnt stores the angle between the [Poynting]
Puinzing vectors for the red and ultraviolet dispersion com-
ponents ofthe refractedbearn. The “area_r” element contains
the area ofthe refracting facet illuminated by the beam exiting
that facet.

Each dispersion component in the refracted beam can be
characterized by two measures of inte11sity: electric i11tensity
and magnetic intensity. The “xsec_int” element is an eight-
element array containing the average of these two intensities
for each dispersion component. The “area_x” element is an
eigl1t-element array containing the area of the viewing plane
illuminated by each dispersion component and the cross-
sectional area of the white beam projected onto the camera’ s
viewing plane. The “ampls” element is a two-element array
that contains the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic
components of the white monochromatic component. The
“ampls” eler11er1t is used to measure the brilliance component
of the cut grade, and is also used to determine whether the
refraction should be processed by the cameras. In one
embodiment, when the “ampls” value for a particular refrac-
tion is below a predetermined threshold value, that refraction
is discarded because further processing of that refraction
would not significantly affect the grade. The “deg_pol” ele-
ment contains a measure of the relative intensities of the

electric and magnetic components of the white monochro-
matic component; this measure is known as the “degree of
polarization.”

Before leaving the stone, the refracted beam traverses a
certain volume of gemstone material within the gemstone.
The “volum” element contains a measure of this traversed

volume. This measure can be used i11 conjunction with an
absorption component to determine the color grade of the
gemstone.

As light beams are propagated and reflected within the
gemstone, a data structure is required to capture the data
describing these light beams. Therefore, the present invention
provides a data structure called “ltbeam”. As described above,
the light beam calculation proceeds bounce by bounce.
Within a particular bounce, each ligl1t beam is described by a
“ltbeam” data structure. When a light beam in a first bounce is
reflected to create one or more light beams in a second
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bounce, the data elements of the light beam data structures in
the second bounce are derived from the data elements of the

light beam data structure in the first bounce. Once the light
beams ir1 the second bounce are calculated, the ligl1t beam
data structure in the first bounce can be released. Using this
technique, light beam data structures are required simulta-
neously in a maximum of only two bounces. Previous light
beam data structures can be released, resulting in a highly
efficient memory resource allocation technique. The light
beam data structure is presented below.

typedef struct ltbeam{
struct ltbeam *next;
struct facet *lnface;
sLruct facet *outface;
struct facct *parcnt;
struct resbuf *verts;
struct resbuf *path;
ads_real domain [3] [2];
ads_real dircos[8][3];
ads_real index;
ads_real area_r
ads_real area_x
ads_real xsec_ir1tp;
ads_real xsec_ints;
adsgeal a111pls[2];
adsircal disp,int[7];
adsireal degipol;
adsireal volum;1.J»

The light beam data structure is a linked list. The “ltbeam
*next” element is a pointer to the next light beam data struc-
ture in the linked list. Beams in different bounces are not

linked to each other; only beams in the same botmce are
linked together. The “facet_*inface” element is a pointer to
the data structure for the facet through which the light in the
beam originally entered the gemstone. The “facet ”‘outface”
element is a pointer to the data structure for the facet through
which the previous refraction of the beam occurred. The
“facet *parent” element contains a poi11ter to the data struc-
ture for the facet from which the light beam was just reflected
(termed the “parent” facet for the beam). The “resbuf"‘verts”
data structure is a pointer to a linked list of vcrticcs of a
polygon describing the portion oftl1e parent facet illuminated
by the reflected light beam. The “resbuf *path” element is a
pointer to a linked list ofvertices for a polygon describing the
projection of the reflection of the light beam onto the parent
facet. The “domain” element is a 3x2 array describing the
coordinates ofthe botmding box for the reflection of the light
beam. The “dircos” element is an 8><3 array containing the
direction cosines (with respect to the axes of the global coor-
dinate system) for the dispersion components of the light
beam. The “index” element is the index of refraction for the

gemstone material in which the reflecting facet of the light
beam lies. The “areair” element contains the area of the

reflection of the light beam in the reflecting facet. The
“area_x” element contains the cross sectional area ofthe light
beam. This quantity is calculated by multiplying the cosine of
the angle of incidence of the light beam upon the reflecting
facet by the area_r. The intensities of the magnetic and elec-
tric components of the white monochromatic components of
the light beam are stored in the “xsec_intp” and “xsec_ints”
elements, respectively. When a light beam is refracted, these
two values are averaged to create the values stored in the
“xsec_int” element of the “refract” data structure. The

“ampls” eler11er1t is a 2-element array that stores the ampli-
tudes of the electric and magnetic components of the white
monochromatic component of the light beam, as described
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above with respect to the “refract” data structure. The
“arnpls” element is used to limit the “lifetime” of a beam
within the gemstone. In one embodiment, when the “ampls”
value for a particular light beam falls below a predetermined
threshold value, that lightbeam is discarded because further
processing ofthe light beam would not significantly affect the
grade. The “disp_int” element is a 7-elernent array that con-
tains the intensities for all of the dispersion components
except the white monochromatic components. The “degipol”
element contains the degree of polarization of the white
monochromatic component of the light beam, calculated as
described abovc with respect to thc “rcfract” data structure.
The “volume” eler11er1t contains a running total of the Volume
of gemstone material traversed by the light beams and its
parent light beams since entering the gemstones.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a data
structure is established to contain the data describing each
wavelength that is tracked in order to calculate dispersion.

typcdcf stmct dispbuf{
struct dispbuf *next;
int index;
ads_real indexr;
ads_real wavlen;
ads_real n_min;
ads_real n_max;
ads_real wv_min;
ads_real wv_max;
};

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, eight
dispcrsion components are momtorcd. Thcrcforc, cight “dis-
pbuf” data structures are required. The “dispbuf” data struc-
ture is a linked list. The “dispbuf *next” element points to the
next data structure in the linked list. The “index” element

contains the integer index value assigned to the dispersion
component described by the data structure. For example,
referring to the variable definitions above, the “index” value
for the green dispersion component is three. The “indexr”
data element is the absolute index refraction for the wave-

length of the dispersion component. The “wavlen” data ele-
ment contains the actual wavelength of the dispersion com-
ponent. The minimum and maximum indices ofrefraction for
this wavelength are stored in the “nimin” and “nimax” data
elements, respectively. The minimum and maximum wave-
lengths for the dispersion component are stored in the
“wv_min” and “wv_max” data clcmcnts, respectively.

As described above, wl1er1 light exits the gemstone, the data
describing that light is captured in the “refract” data structure.
As part of gemstone cut grading, the data collected by the
“refract” data structures is processed by the cameras. In a
preferred embodiment of the present invention, a data struc-
ture is established to contain not only data describing the
camera but also data captured by the camera. That data struc-
ture, called “camera,” is presented below.

typedefstruct camera{
struct camera *next;
sttuct zone *zones;
adsircal inspt[3];
adsireal acs [4] [3 ];
adsireal maxhang;
ads_real minhang;
ads_real maxvang;
ads_real minvang;
ads_real maxhrang;
ads_real minhrang;
ads_real maxvrang;
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-continued

ads real minvrang;
ads_real v_area
ads_real r_a.rea[8];
ads_real intens[8];
ads_real power[8];
ads_real spectdens;
ads_real intens_dur;
adsgeal enr;dens;
adsireal dienridens;
adsireal volume;
ads_real vol_dens;
int noviszon;
int no_ref;1.J 5

The camera data structure is a linked list data structure. The

“camera *next” data element points to the next camera data
structure in the linked list. As described above, for each facet

of the gemstone that is visible to a camera, a “zone” is estab-
lished. The “zone *zones” data element points to a linked list
ofzones for the camera. The “inspt" data eleme11t contains the
global coordinates for the insertion point for the camera. In
one embodiment of the present invention, the insertion point
of the camera is the global origin. As described above, the
origin of the global coordinate system is at the geometric
center of the girdle at the intersection of the girdle and the
pavilion.

The “acs” data eler11er1t describes the orientation and posi-
tion of the local camera local coordinate system with respect
to the global coordinate system. As described above, the “acs”
element is a four-by-three array containing the direction
cosines of each axis of the local coordinate system with
respect to each axis of the global coordinate system, and the
global coordinates of the origin of the local coordinate sys-
tem. The z axis of the camera local coordinate system points
toward the origin of the global coordinate system.

As seen from the global origin, the camera “lens” is a
bounded plane that can be described in terms ofminimum and
maximum horizontal and vertical angles measured at the
global origin. The maximum and minimum horizontal angles
are stored in the “maxhang” and “minhang” data elements.
The maximum and minimum vcrtical angles for the camera
are stored in the “rnaxvang” and “rninvang” data elements.

In some applications, it is desirable to permit camera lenses
to overlap. Therefore, the camera data structure includes data
elements to describe the extent of the overlap, which can be
described as a bounded plane somewhat larger than the cam-
era lens. The maximum and minimum horizontal angles for
this section are stored in the “maxhrang” and “minhrang”
data elements, respectively. The maximum and minimum
vertical angles for the section are stored in the “maxvrang”
and “minvrang” data elements.

The “V_area” data element contains the total area of the
facets visible to a camera when projected onto the viewing
plane of the camera The “r_area” data element is an array
containing one value for each dispersion component; each
value contains the total area occupied by refracted beams for
that dispersion component, as projected onto the viewing
plane of the camera. The “intens” element is an array con-
taining one element for each dispersion intensity component;
each element contains the total intensity visible to the can1era
for that dispersion component. As noted above, only light
refracted by facets in the crown is measured.

The “power” data element contains the total optical power
visible to the camera for each dispersion component. I11 one
embodiment a measure of the ratio of the dispersed energy to
the surface area of the refracting facet, also known as the
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“spectral density” of the beam, summed for all dispersion
components, is used as a grading component; this value is
stored as the “spectdens” element The “intens_dur” data ele-
ment is a measure of tlie dispersion of tlie beam for all facets
visible to the camera. This quantity is determined by multi-
plying the path-length, intensity, and cosine of the angle of
deviation for each dispersion component and summing the
products. This quantity is a measure of the dispersion, or
“fire,” of the gemstone.

The “enr_dens” data element is a direct measure of the

brilliance ofthe gemstone, a11d contains a measure ofthe total
energy density emanating from all crown facets visible to the
camera. The “d_enr_dens” is a measure of the total dispersed
cncrgy dcnsity for all crown faccts visible to thc camera. The
“volume” data element is a measure of the total volume of

gemstone material traversed by the refracted beam, as
described above. The “vol_dens” data element is a measure of
the volumetric density visible to the camera (that is, the total
volume of the beam divided by the area of the refraction as
seen by the camera. The integer data element “noviszon” is
the total number of zo11es visible to is tl1e camera. The integer
data element “no_ref’ is the number of refracted beams vis-
ible to the camera.

The zone data structure is presented below. There is one
such data structure for each zone, for each camera. A particu-
lar facet can have many corresponding zones: one for each
camera to which the facet is visible. These zones need not
have the same data element values.

tyaedef sttuct zone{
struct zone *next;
stiuct refract *lmages;
truct refract *last;
truct facet *face;

sireal 7,area
s real cov perc;
s_real r_area[8];
s_real intens[8];
s_real power[8];
s_real spectdens;
s_real intens_dur;
s_real enr_dens;
sireal dienridens;
sireal aviangdev;
sireal volume;
s_real vol_dens;
no_ref;
visible;
count;

:1:
m

'9‘«'i3‘«'i‘-‘«'979‘«'9‘«'9‘-'9‘-'9‘-'9‘-'9‘-'3-'
The zone data structure is a linked list. The “zone *next”

data element is a pointer to the next zone data structure in the
linked list. The “refract *images” data element is a pointer to
one or more data elements for rendering graphic images for
displaying the gemstone model to a user. The “refract *last”
data element is a pointer to the last such graphics image in
memory. The “facet *face” data element is a pointer to the
facet data structure for the facet that corresponds to the zone.

The “z_area” data element is the area of the projection of
the zone onto the viewing plane of the camera. The “cov_
perc" data element is z_area divided by the total area of all
visible zones projected on the viewing plane of the camera,
expressed as a percentage. The “r_area” component is an
array containing the area for each dispersion component;
each element contains the total area illuminated by refrac-
tio11s within tl1e zo11e for that dispersion component. The
“intens” data element is an array containing the total i11tensity
visible to the camera for the zone for each dispersion com-
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ponent. The “power” data element is an array containing the
total optical power visible to the camera for the zone for each
dispersion component.

The “spectdens , i11te11s_dur , enr_dens”, a11d “d_en-
r_dens” data elements are as described for the camera data

structure, but limited to the particular zone. Corresponding
values are summed to provide the values for the camera. For
example, the “spectdens” value for a camera is derived by
summing the “spectdens” values for each crown zone visible
to the can1era.

The “av_angdev” data element represents the average
angle of deviation, and is calculated by dividing the sum of
the angles of deviation by the number of such angles (ie., the
numbcr of rcfractions). Thc “volume” and “vol_dcns” data
elements represent the total volume and total volumetric den-
sity for the refracted beams visible to the camera from the
zone. The “no_ref” data element is the total nun1ber of refrac-
tions visible to the camera from the zone. The “visible” data

element is a boolean value that represents whether the zone is
visible to the camera. The “count” data element is an integer
representing the cardinal 11u111ber as signedto this zo11e for thiscamera.

As part ofthe grading algorithm, data is collected for all of
the facets of a particular type (e.g., break, main, table). The
data structure used for this collection, called “zone_nams”, is
presented below.

typedef smict zone,ne1ms{
sttuct zoneinarns ”next;
char name[20];
int number;
ads_real r_total;
ads_real r_mean;
ads_real r_dev;
int i_total;
int i_mean;
int i_dev;
};

This data structure is a linked list. The “Zone-nams *next”

data element is a pointer to the next data structure in the linked
list. Thcrc is onc “zonc_nanms” data structure for cach facct

type. Tl1e “char name” data element is a string containing tl1e
name ofthe type offacet (for example, break, main, star, etc.).
The “number” data element is a unique integer assigned to the
zone type. The “r_total,” “r_mean,” and “r_dev” data ele-
ments contain the total, mean a11d standard deviation for the
zone areas ofthe specified zone type. The “i_total,” “i_mean,”
and “i_dev” data elements contain the total, mean and stan-
dard deviation for the intensities collected by the zones ofthe
specified zone type.

In one embodiment, a data structure is provided to collect
data regarding the illumination model selected. The “vector”
data structure is used to describe each light vector incident on
the gemstone. The “vector” data structure is presented below.

typedef sttuct Vector{
stmct vector *next;
adsireal srcpt[3];
ads_real tgtpt[3];
ads_real xintp;
ads_real xints;1.J9

Tl1e vector data structure is a li11ked list. Tl1e “vector *next”

data element points to the next data structure in the linked list.
The “srcpt” and "tgtpt” data elements are source and target
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points, respectively, for an illumination vector. The “xintp”
and “xints” data elements describe the electric and magnetic
i11tensities, respectively, of the illumination vector.

In another embodiment, a spherical diffuse illumination
model is employed; a different data structure is used to
describe the range of this lighting model. This data structure,
called “angl_mg” is presented below.

typedef struct angl,rang{
struct angl_rang *next;
ads real inspt[3];
ads_real minhor;
ads_real maxhor;
ads_real hresol;
ads_real minver;
ads_real maxver;
adsireal vresol;
};

This data structure is a linked list. The “angl_mg *next”
data element points to the next data structure in the linked list.
The “inspt” data eler11er1t contains the insertion poir1t for the
illumination source. In a preferred embodiment, the insertion
point is the global origin. The spherical diffuse illumination
model is characterized by multiple point sources of illumina-
tion. The arrangement of the point sources is specified by
values for minimum and maximum horizontal angles, hori-
zontal resolution, minimum and maximum vertical angles,
and vertical resolution, which are stored in the “minhor”,
“maxhor”, “hresol”, “minver”, “maxver”, and “vresol” data
elements.

A similar data structure is provided to describe the posi-
tions ofthe cameras. This data structure, called “camidat”, is
presented below.

typedef struct ca.m,dat{
stnrct camidat *next;
ads_real inspt[3];
ads_real minhor;
ads_real maxhor;
ads_real hresol;
ads_real minver;
ads_real maxver;
ads_real vresol;
adsireal viover
adsireal hiover
};

The “minhor,” “maxhor,” “hresol,” “minver,” and “maxver,”
elements describe the angular extent of the camera lens,
excluding overlap. The “v_over” and “h_over” elements
describe the angular extent of the camera lens overlap.

Many of the calculation parameters for the present inven-
tion are user-selectable. These user-selectable configuration
settings can be saved and retrieved for later use. The grade for
particular gem cut is a function ofthese configurations. These
configuration parameters are stored in a data structure called
“config”, which is presented below.

typcdcf stmct config{
int nobncs;
adsireal miniarea;
ads_real min_ampl;
/* camera config*/
ads_real cinspt[3];
ads_real cminhor;
ads_real cmaxhor;
ads_real chresol;
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-continued

ads real cminver;
ads_real cmaxver;
ads_real cvresol;
ads_real cv_over;
ads_real ch_over;
/*lig_hts config*/
ads_real slinspt[3];
adsgeal slminhor;
adsireal slmaxhor;
adsireal slhresol;
ads_real slminver;
ads real slmaxver;
ads_real slvresol;l
J;

The “nobncs” data element is an integer specifiing the
maximum number of bounces that are to be processed. The
processing ofthe model can also be limited by the area and/or
the amplitude ofthe light beam. For example, when the cross-
sectional area of a light beam falls below a certain threshold,
that projection should not be subject to further processing. A
user can select this minimum area, which is stored in the
“min_area” data eler11er1t. Likewise, the user can select ar1
amplitude threshold below which beams should not be pro-
cessed; this value is stored in the “min_ampl” data element.

This data structure also includes camera configuration set-
tings. The “cinspt” data element contains the global coordi-
nates for the camera insertion point. The remaining camera
configuration parameters describe the positioning ofthe cam-
eras, as described above.

This data structure also includes the configuration settings
for the lighting model. The “slinspt” data element contains
the global coordinates for the lighting insertion point, and the
remaining lighting parameters describe the locations of the
illumination point sources, as described above.

Finally, a data structure is providedto store the components
ofthc gcmstonc gradc. Thcsc componcnts arc “cnr’dcns” for
energy density (also known as brilliance), “spect”lum” for
spectral luminance (also known as dispersion), and scint” for
scintillation.
26.0. Conclusion

While various embodiments of the present invention have
been described above, it should be understood that they have
been presented by way of example only, and not limitatio11.
Thus, the breadth and scope of the present invention should
not be limited by any of the above-described exemplary
embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with
the following claims and their equivalents.

I claim:

1. A method for grading the cut of a gemstone, comprising
the steps of:

illuminating a computerized gemstone model using [an] a
computerized illumination model, wherein said gem-
stone model is a full three-dimensional (3D) represen-
tation of said gemstone that defines the geometry and
position of all ofthe gemstone facets, and wherein said
illumination model produces a light beam;

refracting said light beam into said gemstone model
through a first facet of said gemstone model to produce
a refracted light beam, said refracted light beam via said
first facet of said gemstone model is modeled with a
three-dimensional shape and the three-dimensional
shape ofthe refracted light beam is defined by an area of
saidfirstfacet;

reflecting said refracted ligl1t beam within said gemstone
model from a second facet of said gemstone model to
produce a reflected light beam;
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refracting said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model through said second facet of said gemstone
model;

refracting said [refracted and] reflected light [beams] beam
out of said gemstone model through a third facet of said
gemstone model to produce an exiting light beam; and

measuring said exiting light beam.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of

generating said gemstone model.
3. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of:

defining facet types and facet locations for the gemstone to be
graded.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of:
considering cut proportion for the gemstone to be graded.

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of:
defining said facet types and facet locations in a global coor-
dinate system of the gemstone to be graded.

6. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of:
defining said facet types and facet locations in a linked list
data structure.

7. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of:
generating said gemstone model to represent an existing cut
or a proposed cut.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
generating said illumination model.

9. The method of claim [8] 1, [further comprising the step
of: defining a light source] wherein refracting said refracted
light beam out ofsaid gemstone model through said second
facet ofsaidgemstone model occurs when said refracted light
beam reaches said second facet at an angle of incidence
smaller than a critical angle.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of:
defining a plurality oflight sources arranged in an array above
a crown of said gemstone model.

11. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of:
defining a light source to simulate specified lighting condi-
tions for the gemstone to be evaluated.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein said measuring step
comprises the steps of:

generating a camera model having a camera;
projecting a given facet onto said camera when said given

facct is visible to said camera to produce a zone;
dividing the flux of each ligl1t beam refracted out of the

gemstone model by said given facet by the area of said
zone to produce a plurality of flux densities; and

summing said flux densities for said given facet for said
camera to produce a given facet camera flux density.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein said camera model
includes a plurality of cameras and said given facet is of a
given facet type, and wherein said measuring step further
comprises the step of:

summing said given facet camera flux densities for the
given facet type for said plurality of cameras to produce
a given facet type sum;

dividing said given facet type sum by the number of facets
in said gemstone model of the given facet type to pro-
duce a given facet type average;

summing said facet type averages for all of the facet types
in said gemstone model to produce a facet type average
sum; and

dividing said facet type average sum by the number offacet
types in said gemstone model to produce a composite
flux density measurement for the gemstone.

14. [The] A method [of claim 1, wherein] for grading the
cut ofa gemstone, comprising.‘

illuminating a computerizedgemstone model using a com-
puterized illumination model, wherein said gemstone
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model is afull three-dimensional (3D) representation of
said gemstone that defines the geometry andposition of
all ofthe gemstonefacets, and wherein said illumination
model produces a light beam;

refracting said light beam into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a reflacted light beam;

reflecting said refracted light beam within said gemstone
model from a secondfacet of said gemstone model to
produce a reflected light beam, said reflecting step com-
prises the steps of:

proj ccting said rcfractcd light beam, along the direction of
travel of said refracted ligl1t beam, onto the plane of said
second facet of said gemstone model to produce a pro-
jection of said refracted light bearn[;],

computing the geometry of the intersection of said second
facet and said projection of said refracted light beam[;],
and

computing a reflected direction of travel based on said
direction of travel of said refracted light beam and the
orientation of said second facet[;],

whereby said reflected light beam is defined by said geom-
etry and said reflected direction of travel;

refracting said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model through said second facet of said gemstone
model;

refracting said reflected light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to
produce an exiting light beam; and

measuring said exiting light beam.
15. The method of claim 1, wherein said gemstone model

is defined in a coordinate space having three variables, and
wherein said reflecting step comprises the steps of:

projecting the geometry of said second facet onto a coor-
dinate plane defined by setting a first coordinate space
variable to zero to produce a facet projection;

circumscribing said facet projection with a rectangle
defined by the minimum and maximum second and third
coordinate space variables of the vertices of said facet
projection to produce a facet bounding box;

projecting said refracted light beam onto the plane of said
facct to produce an illumination;

projecting the geometry of said illumination onto said
coordinate plane to produce an illumination projection;
and

circumscribing said illumination projection with a rect-
angle defined by the minimum and maximum second
and third coordinate space variables of the vertices of
said illumination projection to produce a projection
bounding box;

wherein said refracted light beam illuminates said second
facet when said facet bounding box and said projection
bounding box overlap.

16. A method for modeling the propagation of light in an
optical system, comprising the steps of:

projecting a beam of light at a first one of a plurality of
surfaces of said optical system, wherein said beam of
light is represented by [an] a computerized illumination
model and said plurality of surfaces are represented by
[an] a computerized optical system model;

modeling the propagation of light from said first one ofsaid
plurality of surfaces of said optical system through the
optical system as defined by said optical system model,
said beam oflight having a cross sectional area and a
direction ofpropagation; a11d

measuring the attributes of [the light] said beam oflight at
a predetermined point in the optical system.
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17. A method for establishing maximum attribute values
for a gemstone cut for use in evaluating gemstones having
said gemstone cut comprising the steps of:

varying a proportion parameter, by a hardware processor,
for the gemstone cut to obtain a plurality of gemstone
models, each ofsaid gemstone models having a different
proportion permutation;

evaluating each of said gemstone models, by the hardware
processor, to obtain a set of values for each attribute, at
least one attribute being an amplitude value used to
determine whether a refraction is to be processed in
determining a grade ofsaid each ofsaidgemstone mod-
els; and

selecting the maximum value ofeach attribute from said set
ofattribute values to establish maximum attribute values

for the gemstone cut.
18. The method of claim 17, wherein said evaluating step

comprises the steps of:
illuminating said gemstone models using an illumination

model, wherein said illumination model produces a light
beam;

refracting said light beam into said gemstone models
through respective first facets of said gemstone models
to produce corresponding refracted light beams;

reflecting said refracted light beams within said gemstone
models from respective second facets of said gemstone
models to produce corresponding reflected light beams;

refracting at least one of said refracted light beam and said
reflected light beam out of said gemstone models
through respective second and third facets of said gem-
stone models to produce corresponding exiting light
beams; and

measuring attributes of said exiting light beams.
19.A system for grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising:
means for illuminating a gemstone model using an illumi-

nation model, wherein said gemstone model is a full
three-dimensional (31)) representation ofsaidgemstone
that defines the geometry and position of the gemstone
facets, and wherein said illumination model produces a
light beam;

means for refracting said light beam into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted ligl1t beam;

means for reflecting said refracted light beam within said
gemstone model from a second facet of said gemstone
model to produce a reflected light beam;

means for refracting at least one of said refracted light
beam and said reflected light [beams] beam out of said
gemstone model, and said reflected light beam being
refracted through a third facet of said gemstone model to
produce an exiting light beam; and

means for measuring said exiting light beam, said exiting
light beam is represented as stored information includ-
ing a direction cosine ofa dispersion component ofsaid
exiting light beam.

20. The system ofclaim 19, further comprising:
means for generating said gemstone model.
21. The system of claim 20, further comprising:
means for generating data defining facet types and facet

locations for the gemstone.
22. The system of claim 21, further comprising:
means for considering cut proportions for the gemstone.
23. The system of claim 21, further co111prisi11g:
means for defining said facet types and facet locations in a

global coordinate system of the gemstone.
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24. The system of claim 21, further comprising:
means for defining said facet types and facet locations in a

linked list data structure.

25. The system of claim 20, further co111prisi11g:
means for generating said gemstone model to represent an

existing cut or a proposed cut.
26. The system of claim 19, further comprising:
means for generating said illumination model.
27. The system of claim 26, further comprising:
means for defining a ligl1t source.
28. The system ofclaim 26, further comprising:
means for defining a plurality of light sources arranged in

an array above a crown of said gemstone model.
29. The system of claim 26, further comprising:
means for defining a light source to simulate specified

lighting conditions for the gemstone to be evaluated.
30. The system of claim 19, wherein said means for mea-

suring comprises:
means for generating a camera model having a camera;
means for projecting a given facet onto said camera when

said given facet is visible to said camera to produce a
zone;

means for dividing the flux ofeach light beam refracted out
of the gemstone model by said given facet by the area of
said zone to produce a plurality of flux densities; and

means for summing said flux densities for said given facet
for said camera to produce a given facet camera flux
density.

31. The system of claim 30, wherein said camera model
includes a plurality of cameras and said given facet is of a
given facet type, and wherein said means for measuring fur-
ther comprises:

means for summing said given facet camera flux densities
for the given facet type for said plurality of cameras to
produce a given facet type sum;

means for dividing said given facet type sum by the number
of facets in said gemstone model of the given facet type
to produce a given facet type average;

means for summing said facet type averages for all of the
facet types in said gemstone model to produce a facet
type average sum; and

means for dividing said facet type average sum by the
number offacet types in said gemstone model to produce
a composite flux density measurement for the gemstone.

32. [The] A system [of claim 19, wherein]for grading the
cut ofa gemstone, comprising:

meansfor illuminating a gemstone model using an illumi-
nation model, wherein said gemstone model is a full
three-dimensional (3D) representation ofsaidgemstone
that defines the geometry and position of the gemstone
facets, and wherein said illumination modelproduces a
light beam;

meansfor refracting said light beam into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light beam;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light beam within said
gemstone model from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone
model to produce a reflected light beam, said means for
reflecting comprises:

means for projecting said refracted light beam, along the
direction of travel of said refracted light beam, onto the
plane of said second facet of said gemstone model to
produce a projection of said refracted light beam;

means for computing the geometry of the intersection of
said second facet and said projection of said refracted
light beam; [a11d]
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means for computing a reflected direction of travel based
on said direction of travel of said refracted light beam
and the orientation of said second facet;

wl1ereby said reflected ligl1t beam is defined by said geon1-
etry and said reflected direction of travel; and

means for refracting at least one of said refracted light
beam and said reflected light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model, and said reflected light beam being refracted
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light beam;

meansfor measuring said exiting light beam.
33. [The] A system [of claim 19, wherei11] for grading the

cut ofa gemstone, comprising:
meansfor illuminating a gemstone model using an illumi-

nation model, wherein said gemstone model is a full
three-dimensional (31)) representation ofsaidgemstone
that defines the geometry and position of the gemstone
facets and is defined in a coordinate space having three
variables, and wherein said illumination model pro-
duces a light beam;

means for refracting said light beam into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light beam;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light beam within said
gemstone model from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone
model to produce a reflected light beam, said meansfor
reflecting [step] comprises:

means for projecting the geometry of said second facet
onto a coordinate plane defined by setting a first coordi-
nate space variable to zero to produce a facet projection;

means for circumscribing said facet projection with a rect-
angle defined by the minimum and maximum second
and third coordinate space variables of the vertices of
said facet projection to produce a facet bounding box;

means for projecting said refracted light beam onto the
plane of said facet to produce an illumination;

means for projecting the geometry of said illumination
onto said coordinate plane to produce an illumination
projection; [and]

means for circumscribing said illumination projection with
a rectangle dcfincd by the minimum a11d maximum sec-
ond and third coordinate space variables of the Vertices
of said illumination projection to produce a projection
bounding box;

wherein said refracted light beam illuminates said second
facet when said facet bounding box and said projection
bounding box overlap;

means for refracting at least one of said retracted light
beam and said reflected light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model, and said reflected light beam being refracted
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light beam; and

meansfor measuring said exiting light beam.
34. A system for modeling the propagation of light in an

optical system, comprising:
means for projecting a beam oflight at one ofa plurality of

surfaces of the optical system, wherein said beam of
light is represented by an illumination model and said
plurality of surfaces are represented by an optical system
model;

means for modeling the propagation of said beam of light
within the optical system according to said optical sys-
tem model; and

means for measuring said beam of ligl1t at a predetermined
point in the optical system ifan amplitude ofsaid beam
oflight is greater than a minimum amplitude; and
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means for discontinuing processing of attributes of said
beam oflight ifthe amplitude ofsaid beam oflight is less
than the minimum amplitude.

35. A system for establishing maximum attribute values for
a gemstone cut for use in evaluating gemstones having said
gemstone cut, comprising:

means for varying a proportion parameter for the gemstone
cut to obtain a plurality ofgemstone models, each of said
gemstone models having a different proportion permu-
tation;

means for evaluating each of said gemstone models to
obtain a set of values for each attribute. at least one

attribute being an amplitude value used to determine
whether a refraction is to beprocessed in determining a
grade ofsaid each ofsaid gemstone models; and

means for selecting the maximum value of each attribute
from said set of attribute values to establish maximum

attribute values for the gemstone cut.
36. The system of claim 35, wherein said means for evalu-

ating comprises:
means for illuminating said gemstone models using an

illumination model wherein said illumination model

produces a light beam;
means for refracting said light beam into said gemstone

models through respective first facets of said gemstone
models to produce corresponding refracted light beams;

means for reflecting said refracted light beams within said
gemstone models from respective second facets of said
gemstone models to produce corresponding reflected
light beams;

means for refracting at least one of said refracted light
beams and said reflected light beams out of said gem-
stone models through respective third facets of said
gemstone models to produce corresponding exiting light
beams; and

means for measuring attributes of said exiting light beams.
37. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a com-

puter program product comprising a non-transitory computer
usable medium having computer readable program code
means embodied in said medium [for causing], when
executed by a computer, the computer readableprogram code
means causes an application program to execute on [a] said
computer, said computer readable program code means com-
prising:

a first computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model using an
illumination model, wherein said gemstone model is a
full three-dimensional (3D) representation ofsaid gem-
stone that defines the geometry and position ofthe gem-
stone facets, and wherein said illumination model pro-
duces a light beam;

a second computer readable program code means for caus-
ing said computer to refract said light beam into said
gemstone model through a first facet of said gemstone
model to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to reflect said refracted light beam within
said gemstone model from a second facet of said gem-
stone model to produce a reflected light beam, said third
computer readable program code means comprises:

a computer readableprogram code meansfor causing said
computer toproject said refracted light beam, along the
direction oftra vel ofsaid refracted light beam, onto the
plane of said second facet of said gemstone model to
produce a projection ofsaid refracted light beam,
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a computer readableprogram code meansfor causing said
computer to compute the geometry ofthe intersection of
said secondfacet and said projection ofsaid refracted
light beam.

a computer readableprogram code meansfor causing said
computer to compute a reflected direction of travel
based on said direction of travel ofsaid refracted light
beam and the orientation ofsaid secondfacet;

whereby said reflected light beam is defined by said geom-
etry and said reflected direction oftravel ;

a fourth computer readable program code means for caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one of said refracted
light beam and said reflected light [beams] beam out of
said gcmstonc model through said secondfacet and a
third facet of said gemstone model respectively, said
refracting of said reflected light beam to produce an
exiting light beam; and

a fifth computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to measure said exiting light beam.

38. The cor11puter program product of clair11 37, wl1ereir1
said computer readable program code means filrther com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate said gemstone model.

39. The computer program product of claim 38, wherein
said con1putcr rcadablc program codc mcans furthcr com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate data defining facet types and facet
locations for the gemstone.

40. The computer program product of claim 39, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to consider cut proportions for the gemstone.

41. The computer program product of claim 39, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define said facet types and facet locations in
a global coordinate system of thc gcmstonc.

42. The cor11puter program product of claim 39, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define said facet types and facet locations in
a linked list data structure.

43. The computer program product of claim 38, wherein
said computer readable program code means further coin-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate said gemstone model to represent
an existing cut or a proposed cut.

44. The computer program product of claim 37, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate said illumination model.

45. The computer program product of claim 44, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define a light source.

46. The co111puter program product of clai111 44, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:
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a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define a plurality of light sources arranged
in an array above a crown of said gemstone model.

47. The computer program product of clai111 44, wherein
said computer readable program code means furtl1er com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define a light source to simulate specified
lighting conditions for the gemstone to be evaluated.

48. The computer program product of claim 37, wherein
said fifth computer readable program code means comprises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate a camera model having a camera;

a computer rcadablc program codc mcans for causing said
computer to project a given facet onto said camera when
said given facet is visible to said camera to produce a
zone;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to divide the flux of each light beam refracted
out oftlie gemstone model by said given facet by the area
of said zone to produce a plurality of flux densities; and

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to sum said flux densities for said given facet
for said camera to produce a given facet camera flux
density.

49. The computer program product of claim 37, wherein
said third computer readable program code means comprises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to project said refracted light beam, along the
direction of travel of said refracted light beam, onto the
plane of said second facet of said gemstone model to
produce a projection of said refracted light beam;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to compute the geometry ofthe intersection of
said sccond facct and said projection of said rcfractcd
light beam; and

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to compute a reflected direction oftravel based
on said direction of travel of said refracted light beam
and the orientation of said second facet;

whereby said reflected ligl1t beam is defined by said geom-
etry and said reflected direction of travel.

50. The computer program product of claim 48, wherein
said camera model includes a plurality of cameras and said
given facet is of a given facet type, and wherein said fifth
computer readable program code means further comprises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
com outer to sum said given facet camera flux densities
for I16 given facet type for said plurality of cameras to
produce a given facet type sum;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
com outer to divide said given facet type sum by the
num3er of facets in said gemstone model of the given
facet type to produce a given facet type average;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
comoutcr to sum said facct typc averages for all of thc
facet types in said gemstone model to produce a facet
type average sum; and

a computer readable program code means for causing said
commter to divide said facet type average sum by the
num3er offacet types in said gemstone model to produce
a composite flux density measurement for tl1e gemstone.

51. The computer program product of claim 37, wherein
said gemstone model is defined in a coordinate space having
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three variables, and wherein said third computer readable
program code means comprises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
con1puter to project the geometry of said second facet
onto a coordinate plane defined by setting a first coordi-
nate space variable to zero to produce a facet projection;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to circumscribe said facet projection with a
rectangle defined by the minimum and maximum sec-
ond and third coordinate space variables ofthe vertices
of said facet projection to produce a facet bounding box;

a computer rcadablc program codc means for causing said
computer to project said refracted light beam onto the
plane of said facet to produce an illumination;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to project the geometry of said illumination
onto said coordinate plane to produce an illumination
projection; and

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to circumscribe said illumination projection
with a rectangle defined by the minimum and maximum
second and third coordinate space variables of the ver-
tices of said illumination projection to produce a projec-
tion bounding box;

wherein said refracted light beam illuminates said second
facet when said facet bounding box and said projection
bounding box ovcrlap.

52. In a system for [for] modeling the propagation of light
iii an optical system, a computer program product comprising
a non-transitory computer usable medium having computer
readable program code means embodied in said medium [for
causing], when executed by a computer, the computer read-
able program code means causes an application program to
execute on said computer, said computer readable pro-
gram code means comprising:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to project a beam of light at one of a plurality
of surfaces of the optical system, wherein said beam of
light is represented by an illumination model and said
plurality of surfaces are represented by an optical system
model;

a computer rcadablc program codc means for causing said
computer to model the propagation of said beam of light
within the optical system according to said optical sys-
tem model; and

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to measure said beam of light at a predeter-
mined point in the optical system an amplitude ofsaid
beam oflight is greater than a minimum amplitude; and

a computer readable program code meansfor discontinu-
ingprocessing ofattributes ofsaid beam oflight y"the
amplitude ofsaid beam oflight is less than the minimum
amplitude.

53. In a system for establishing maximum attribute values
for a gemstone cut for use in evaluating gemstones having
said gemstone cut, a computer program product comprising a
non-transitory computer usable medium having computer
readable program code means embodied in said medium [for
causing], when executed by a computer, the computer read-
able program code means causes an application program to
execute on [a] said computer, said computer readable pro-
gram code means comprising:

a first computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to vary a proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut to obtain a plurality of gemstone models,
each of said gemstone models having a different propor-
tion permutation;
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a second computer readable program code means for caus-
ing said computer to evaluate each of said gemstone
models to obtain a set ofvalues for each attribute, at least

one attribute being an amplitude value used to deter-
mine whether a refraction is to be processed in deter-
mining a grade ofsaid each ofsaid gemstone models;
and

a third computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to select the maximum value of each
attribute from said set of attribute values to establish

maximum attribute values for the gemstone cut.
54. The system of claim 53, wherein said sccond computer

readable program code means comprises:
a computer readable program code means for causing said

computer to illuminate said gemstone models using an
illumination model, wherein said illumination model
produces a light beam;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to refract said light beam into said gemstone
models through respective first facets of said gemstone
models to produce corresponding refracted light beams;

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to reflect said refracted light beams within said
gemstone models from respective second facets of said
gemstone models to produce corresponding reflected
light beams;

a computer rcadablc program codc mcans for causing said
computer to refract at least one of said refracted light
beams out ofsaidgemstone models through said respec-
tive secondfacets and reflected light beams out of said
gemstone models through respective third facets of said
gemstone models to produce corresponding exiting light
beams; and

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to measure attributes of said exiting light
beams.

55. A method for grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of:

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gem stone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstone fac-
cts;

refracting light from said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a second facet of said gemstone model to produce
a reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said [refracted and] reflected [lights] light out of
said gemstone model through a third facet of said gem-
stone model to produce an exiting light; [and]

measuring said exiting light ifthe amplitude ofsaid exiting
light is greater than or equal to a predetermined thresh-
old and weighting said exiting light, based on a viewing
angle of a first data collection element at which said
exiting light is measured.

56. The method of claim 55, further comprising the step of
generating said gemstone model for a gemstone to be graded,
wherein said gemstone model comprises a data representa-
tion ofthe cut ofthe gemstone, and wherein the reflected light
is lightfrom said light source after being refracted into said
gemstone model and reflected within said gemstone model.

57. The method ofclai111 56, furtl1er co111prisi11g the step of:
defining said facet types and facet locations of the gemstone
to be graded in a global coordinate system.
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58. The method ofclaim 56, further comprising the step of:
defining said facet types and facet locatio11s in a linked list
data structure.

59. The method ofclaim 55, further comprising the step of:
generating said gemstone model to represent an existing cut 5
or a proposed cut, and wherein the reflected light is lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gemstone
model and reflected within said gemstone model.

[60, The method of claim 55, further comprising the steps to

illuminating said gemstone model using an illumination
modcl, wherein said illumination modcl produces a light
beam;

refracting said light beam into said gemstone model
through a first facet of said gemstone model to produce
a refracted light beam;

reflecting said refracted light beam within said gemstone
model from a second facets of said gemstone model to
produce a reflected light beam;

refracting said refracted and reflected light beams out of
said gemstone model through a third facet of said gem-
stone model to produce an exiting light beams; and

measuring attributes of said exiting light bearn.]
61 . A system for grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising:
means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light

source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
ctry and position of thc gcmstonc faccts,

means for refracting said ligl1t into said gemstone model
through a first facet of said gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

means for reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone model from a second facet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

means for refracting at least one of said refracted light and
said reflected light out of said gemstone model, and said
reflected light being refracted through a third facet of
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light; [and]

means for measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor discontinuingprocessing ofsaid reflected light

a bounce threshold has been reached.

62. The system of claim 61, further comprising:
means for generating data dcfining facct types and facct

locations for the gemstone.
63. The system of claim 62, further comprising:
means for defining said facet types and facet locations in a

global coordinate system of the gemstone.
64. The system of claim 62, further comprising:
means for defining said facet types and facet locations in a

linked list data structure.

65. The system of claim 61, further comprising;
means for defining a plurality of light sources arranged in

an array above a crown of said gemstone model.
66. The system of claim 61, further comprising:
means for defining a light source to simulate specified

lighting conditions for the gemstone to be evaluated.
67. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a com-
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puter program product comprising a non-transitory computer
usable medium having computer readable program code
means embodied i11 said medium [for causing], when
executed by a computer, the computer readableprogram code
means causes an application program to execute on [a] said
computer, said computer readable program code means com-
prising:

60

a first computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry and position
of the gemstone facets;
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a second computer readable program code means for caus-
ing said computer to refract [said] a light beam into said
gemstone model through a first facet of said gemstone
model to produce a refracted ligl1t beam;

a third computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to reflect said refracted light beam within
said gemstone model from a second facet of said gem-
stone model to produce a reflected light;

a fourth computer readable program code means for caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one of said refracted
light beam and said reflected light out of said gemstone
model through said a third facet of said gemstone model
respectively, said refracting of said reflected light to
produce an cxiting light; a11d

a fifth computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to measure said exiting light; and

a sixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
ing at least one value associated with said measuring
exiting light, said at least one value being weighted is
associated with a brilliance attribute ofsaid gemstone
model.

68. [Tie] The computer program product of claim 67,
wherein said computer readable program code means further
comprises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate said gemstone model.

69. The computer program product of claim 68, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate data defining facet types and facet
locations for the gemstone.

70. The computer program product of claim 69, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
priscs:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define said facet types and facet locations in
a global coordinate system of the gemstone.

71. The computer program product of claim 69, wherein
said computer readable program code means ether comprises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define said facet types and facet locations in
a linked list data structure.

[72. The computer program product of claim 67, wherein
said computer readable program code means further com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to generate an illumination model to illumi-
nate said gemstone model with a ligl1t beam.]

73. The computer program product of claim [72] 67,
wherein said computer readable program code means further
comprises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define a plurality of light sources arranged
in an array above a crown of said gemstone model.

74. The computer program product of claim 67, wherein
said computer readable program code means furtl1er com-
prises:

a computer readable program code means for causing said
computer to define a light source to simulate specified
lighting conditions for the gemstone to be evaluated.

75. The method ofclaim 55, wherein said reflected light is
modeled lightfrom said light source after being refracted into
said gemstone model and reflected within said gemstone
model.
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76. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

rfiacting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light is modeled lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, said at least one value being weighted is
associated with a brilliance attribute ofsaid gemstone
model.

77. The method ofclaim 76 wherein the brilliance attribute
comprises a computedflux density ofsaid exiting light.

78. The method o/‘claim 75, wherein saidat least one value
being weighted comprises an intensity ofsaid exiting light.

79. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

rfiacting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said second/iacet ofsaid gemstone model,‘

rfiacting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light is modeled lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, said at least one value being weighted
comprises a product of at least an intensity ofsaid
exiting light and (ii) an illuminated area refracted onto a
viewing plane that is associated with a path length
between two dispersion vectors ofsaid exiting light.

80. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to
produce a refracted light

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;
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refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light is modeled lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, said at least one value being weighted
comprises apath area that is a computed result ofa path
width and apath length ofan illuminated area associ-
ated with said exiting light refracted onto a viewing
plane.

8]. The method ofclaim 80, wherein saidpath width is a
diflerence between a minimum measured value and a maxi-
mum measured value ofa dispersion projection along afirst
axis and saidpath length is based on angles ofdeviation of
direction vectors ofa refracted dispersion component.

82. A methodforgrading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of:

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac—
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to
produce a refracted light

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light is modeled lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light. said at least one value comprises aproduct
of(i) an intensity ofsaid exiting light, (ii) a cosine ofan
angle ofdeviation between neighboring dispersion com-
ponents ofsaid exiting light and (iii) apath area defined
by a path width and apath length ofsaid exiting light.

83. A methodforgrading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac—
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflectedlight is modeled lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, said at least one value being weighted is
associated with afire attribute ofsaid gemstone model.
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84. Tlze method of claim 83 wherein the fire attribute is
determined by computing values associated with said exiting
light refracted onto a viewingplane, the values are a product
of(i) a path length ofan illuminated area on said viewing
plane by said exiting light, (ii) apath width ofsaid illuminated 5
area on said viewing plane by said exiting light, (iii) an
intensity ofeach wavelength ofsaid exiting light, and (iv) a
cosine oftlze angle ofdeviance between each wavelength.

85. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry andposition ofthe gemstonef21c—
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through afirstfacet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;

rfiacting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model,‘

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light is modeled lightfrom
said liglzt source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, said at least one value being weighted is
associated with a scintillation attribute ofsaidgemstone
model.

86. The method ofclaim 85 wherein said measuring ofsaid
exiting light comprises generating a camera model including
aplurality ofrings ofcameras, each ring ofcameras having
a diferent elevation angle and the scintillation attribute com-
prises a number ofrefractions seen by each camera.

87. The method ofclaim 76 wherein said at least one value
being weighted isfurther associated with afire attribute and
a scintillation attribute where the brilliance attribute, thefire
attribute, and the scintillation attribute are combined with
other scaled attributes to arrive atfinal grades for each of
said brilliance attribute, saidfire attribute, and said scintil-
lation attribute.

88. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized lightsource, wherein saidgemstone model is a
full three—dimensional (3D) representation of the gem-
stone that defines a geometry andposition ofall ofthe
gemstonefacets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;

rfiacting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model,‘

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light being said lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;
and

measuring said exiting light by computing a path length
associated with said exiting light refracted onto a view-
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ingplane, saidpath length is computed by measuring a
diference between at least two distinct dispersion wave-
length component vectors refracted onto said viewing
plane.

89. The method ofclaim 88, wherein said light source is
positioned at a location within a three—dimensional (3D)
arrangement andprovides said lightfrom said location.

90. The method ofclaim 88, wherein said light source and
a second light source are positioned at diferent locations
within a three—dimensional (3/3) arrangement and the second
light sourceproviding a diferent colored light than said lightsource.

9]. The method ofclaim 75, wherein said reflected light is
discontinuedfirom subsequent reflections when an amplitude
ofsaid reflected light is less than a defined minimum ampli-
tude.

92. A methodforgrading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac—
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light is modeled lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

measuring said exiting light;
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light;
comparing an amplitude ofsaid light after being refracted

into saidgemstone model and reflectedfrom said second
facet of said gemstone model with a defined minimum
amplitude;

discontinuing processing ofsaid light ifthe amplitude of
said lightfalls below the defined minimum amplitude;
and

selecting anotherfacet ofsaid gemstone model and con-
tinuing processing ofsaid light ifthe amplitude ofsaid
light is greater than the defined minimum amplitude.

93. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac—
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light, said reflected light is modeled lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;
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measuring said exiting light;
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light;
reflecting said light being refracted through said thirdfacet

ofsaid gemstone model to produce a second reflected
light;

comparing an amplitude ofsaid second reflected light with
a defined minimum amplitude;

discontinuing processing ofsaid second reflected light
the amplitude ofsaid second reflected lightfalls below
the defined minimum amplitude; and

selecting anotherfacet ofsaid gemstone model and con-
tinuing processing ofsaid second reflected liglzt ifthe
amplitude ofsaid second reflected light is greater than
the defined minimum amplitude.

94. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model,‘

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light; and

measuring said exiting light byprojecting said exiting light
onto a viewingplane and determining an incidentflux at
said viewing plane, said incident flux is determined
using at least (i) an intensity value ofsaid exiting light
and (ii) apath area defined by a path width and apath
length ofsaid existing light.

95. The method of claim 94, wherein said refracted and
reflected lights is modeled light from said light source after
being refracted into saidgemstone model and reflected within
said gemstone model.

96. The methodofclaim 95, wherein saidmeasuring ofsaid
exiting light is conducted by computing aflux density totalfor
said gemstone model as measured by a plurality of data
collection elements distributed over a vertical range.

97. The methodofclaim 95, wherein saidmeasuring ofsaid
exiting light is conducted by computing standard deviations
of densities of said gemstone model as measured by a
plurality ofdata collection elements vertically distributed.

98. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of:

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light;
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measuring said exiting light; and
altering at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light by weighting said at least one value based
on a viewing angle ofa first data collection element at
which said exiting light is measured.

99. A methodforgrading the cut ofa gemstone, comprising
the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac—
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light; and

measuring said exiting light; and
altering at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, said at least one value being altered is
associated with a brilliance attribute ofsaid gemstone
model.

100. The method ofclaim 98, wherein thefirst data collec-
tion element is one ofa plurality ofdata collection elements,
the first data collection element is vertically oriented with
respect to a difierent location associated with the gemstone
that is defined by said gemstone model than a second data
collection element oftheplurality ofdata collection elements
so that the viewing angle ofthefirst data collection element is
diferent than a viewing angle of the second data collection
element.

1 0]. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry andposition ofthe gemstone”/‘ac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a firstfacet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light; and

measuring said exiting light; and
altering at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, the altering ofsaid at least one value is
conducted by afirst ring ofdata collection elements ofa
plurality of data collection elements that are evenly
spacedfrom each other.

I 02. The method ofclaim I 0], wherein thefirst ring ofdata
collection elements are greater in number than a second ring
ofdata collection elements oriented above thefirst ring of
data collection elements, thefirst ring ofdata collection ele-
ments and the second ring ofdata collection elements are at
least a part ofthe plurality ofdata collection elements.
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103. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstone fi1c— 5
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

rfiacting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light; and

measuring said exiting light, saidmeasuring ofsaid exiting
light comprises generating a camera model including a
plurality ofrings o/‘cameras, each ring o/‘cameras hav-
ing a diferent elevation angle and measuring a flux
density; and

altering at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light.

104. The method ofclaim I 03, wherein said altering ofsaid
at least one value associated with said measured exiting light
comprises averaging a/lux density determined/or each of
saidplurality ofrings ofcameras and determining a totalfiux
density value that represents a brilliance attribute of said
gemstone model by summing the computedflux densitiesfor
saidplurality ofrings ofcameras.

105. The method ofclaim 98further comprising: grading
said gemstone model by comparing measured light attributes
ofsaid exiting light to stored values to determine a gradefor
said gemstone model.

106. The method ofclaim 98, wherein the at least one value
is one ofa plurality ofattributes ofsaid exiting light.

107. The method ofclaim I06further comprising:
storing aplurality ofattributes ofsaid exiting light; and
grading said gemstone model based on a comparison

between the plurality ofstored attributes and measured
light attributes ofsaid exiting light.

108. The method ofclaim 75 further comprising storing
said at least one value determined upon measuring said exit-
ing light.

109. The method ofclaim 108, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is a bril-
liance attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

110. The method ofclaim 108, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is a fire
attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

1]]. The method ofclaim 108, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is a scin-
tillation attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

112. The method ofclaim 108, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is used
for grading ofsaid gemstone model.

113. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;
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reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light, said reflected light being the lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light; and

measuring said exiting light, said measuring ofsaid exiting
light is conducted by a plurality ofmodeled data collec-
tion elements, each of said plurality of modeled data
collection elements having access to a created map of
the gemstone withfacetspositioned relative to a location
ofsaid modeled data collection element; and

weighting at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light.

I 14. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of‘

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light, said reflected light being the lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

refracting said reflacted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light; and

measuring said exiting light, said measuring ofsaid exiting
light comprises generating a camera model having a
plurality of evenly spaced cameras arranged about a
hemisphere to surround the gemstone defined by said
gemstone model and measuring said exiting light by said
camera model,‘ and

weighting at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light.

115. The method ofclaim 114, wherein said measuring of
said exiting lightfurther comprises measuring values asso-
ciated with one or more attributes ofsaid exiting light and
weighting said at least one value based on which one ofsaid
plurality ofcameras is measuring said exiting light.

116. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac—
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light, said reflected light being the lightfrom
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model;
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refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light; and

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light, the weighting is computed by a camera
model representing data collection elements evenly
spaced about a hemisphere surrounding the gemstone
defined by said gemstone model.

ll7. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light, said reflected light being the light from
said light source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with saidmeasured

exiting light, the weighting is computed by a camera
model representing overlapping data collection ele-
ments positioned around the gemstone defined by said
gemstone model.

118. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;

refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet o_/‘said gemstone model toproduce a
reflected light, said reflected light being the light from
said liglzt source after being refracted into said gem-
stone model and reflected within said gemstone model;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light;

measuring said exiting light, said measuring ofsaid exiting
light comprises generating a camera model including a
plurality ofrings ofcameras, each ring ofcameras hav-
ing a diferent elevation angle and measuring a flux
density measured so as to collectively measure a bril-
liance ofthe gemstone defined by said gemstone model;
and

weighting at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light.

119. The method ofclaim 75, wherein said light refracted
into said gemstone model through said first facet of said
gemstone model is modeled with a three-dimensional shape.

120. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerized gemstone model with a com-
puterized light source, wherein said gemstone model
defines the geometry and position of the gemstonefac-
ets;
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refracting lightfrom said light source into said gemstone
model through a first facet of said gemstone model to
produce a refracted light, said light refracted into said
gemstone model through saidfirstfacet ofsa idgemstone
model is modeled with a three-dimensional shape and
the three-dimensional shape ofthe light is defined by an
area ofsaidfirstfacet;

reflecting said refracted light within said gemstone model
from a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model to produce a
reflected light;

refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model
through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
an exiting light;

measuring said exiting light; and
weighting at least one value associated with said measured

exiting light.
12]. The method ofclaim 120, wherein the light refracted

by saidfirstfacet has an n-sidedpolygon shape.
122. The method ofclaim 75, wherein said measuring of

said exiting light comprises converting data associated with
said exiting light into a graphic image andstoring thegraphic
imagefor subsequent display.

123. The method ofclaim I, wherein said reflected light
beam is a resultant light beam modeledfrom said light beam
after being refracted into said gemstone model and reflected
within said gemstone model.

124. The method ofclaim 125’, wherein said resultant light
beam is modeled light having a cross sectional area and a
direction ofpropagation.

125. The method ofclaim I24further comprising:
weighting at least one value associated with said exiting

light beam.
126. The method ofclaim 124, where said resultant light

beam is represented as stored information including an
amplitude of a white monochromatic component of said
resultant light beam.

127. The method ofclaim 124, where said resultant light
beam is represented as stored information including an area
in said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model associated with
said resultant light beam.

128. The method ofclaim 127, where said resultant light
beam is represented as stored informationfurther including
the cross sectional area ofsaid resultant light beam.

1 29. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of}

illuminating a computerizedgemstone model using a com-
puterized illumination model, wherein said gemstone
model is afull three-dimensional (3D) representation of
said gemstone that defines the geometry andposition of
all ofthe gemstonefacets, and wherein said illumination
model produces a light beam;

refracting said light beam into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light beam;

reflecting said refracted light beam within said gemstone
model from a secondfacet of said gemstone model to
produce a reflected light beam;

refracting said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model through said second facet of said gemstone
model;

refracting said reflected light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to
produce an exiting light beam, said reflected light beam
is a resultant light beam modeledfrom said light beam
after being refracted into said gemstone model and
reflected within said gemstone model and the resultant
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light beam is modeled light having a cross sectional area
and a direction ofpropagation;

measuring said exiting light beam, said exiting light beam
is represented as stored information including a direc-
tion cosine ofa dispersion component ofsaid exiting 5
light.

I30. The method ofclaim I24, wherein said exiting light
beam is represented as stored information including a bril-
liance valuefor said exiting light beam.

I3I. A methodfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing the steps of‘

illuminating a computerizedgemstone model using a com-
puterized illumination model, wherein said gemstone

model is afull three-dimensional (3D) representation of 15
said gemstone that defines the geometry andposition of
all ofthe gemstonefacets, and wherein said illumination
model produces a light beam;

refracting said light beam into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light beam;

reflecting said refracted light beam within said gemstone
modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model to
produce a reflected light beam;

refracting said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model through said second facet of said gemstone
model;

re/racting said reflected light beam out ofsaid gemstone
model through a thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to
produce an exiting light beam, said refracted and
reflected light beams is a resultant light beam modeled
from said light beam after being refracted into said
gemstone model and reflected within said gemstone
model and the resultant light beam is modeled light
having a cross sectional area and a direction ofpropa—
gation;

measuring said exiting light beam, said exiting light beam
is represented as stored information including an ampli-
tude value that is used to determine whether a refraction
should be processed in determining a grade of said
gemstone model.

I32. The method ofclaim I further comprising:
grading said gemstone model by comparing measured

light attributes ofsaid exiting light to stored values to
determine a grade ofsaid gemstone model.

I33. The method ofclaim I32, wherein the stored values
used in the grading ofsaid gemstone model are ideal mea-
surements being previously computed measurements of
known standard cutsfor a gemstone.

I34. The method ofclaim I6, wherein the light is modeled 50
with a three-dimensional shape.

135. The method ofclaim 134, wherein the three-dimen-
sional shape ofthe light is defined by an area ofafacet that is
saidfirst one ofsaidplurality surfaces ofsaid optical system.

I36. The method ofclaim I35, wherein the light is repre-
sented as stored information including an area in saidfacet of
said gemstone model associated with the light.

I37. The method ofclaim I36, wherein the light is repre-
sented as stored information further including a cross sec-
tional area ofthe light.

I38. The method ofclaim I35, wherein the light refracted
by thefacet has an n-sidedpolygon shape and vertices ofthe
n-sidedpolygon shape are stored as information representing
the light.

I39. The method ofclaim I6, wherein the light is repre-
sented as stored information including an amplitude ofa
white monochromatic component ofthe light.
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I40. The method ofclaim I7further comprising storing a
maximum attribute value for each attribute from said set of
attribute values.

I4I. The method of claim I40, wherein said maximum
attribute value is a maximum valuefor a brilliance attribute.

I42. The method of claim I40, wherein said maximum
attribute value is a maximum valuefor a fire attribute.

I43. The method of claim I40, wherein said maximum
attribute value is a maximum value for a scintillation
attribute.

I44. The method ofclaim I 7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes varying a table percentage.

I45. The method ofclaim I7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes varying a crown percentage.

I46. The method ofclaim I 7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes varying a pavilion percent-
age.

I47. The method ofclaim I 7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes varyingfacet numbers.

I48. The method ofclaim I 7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes varyingfacet types.

149. The method ofclaim I 7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes varyingfacet locations.

I50. The method ofclaim I 7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes vaigiingfacetproportions.

I5I. The method ofclaim I 7, wherein said varying ofsaid
proportion parameter includes varying at least one ofa plu-
rality ofproportion parameters that include saidproportion
parameter by a set range to establish all possible permuta-
tions of cut for the gemstone, the plurality ofproportion
parameters comprise (i) a table percentage, (ii) a crown
percentage, (iii) apavilionpercentage, (iv)facet numbers, (v)
facet types, and (vi)facet locations.

I52. The system ofclaim I9further comprising:
means for grading said gemstone model by comparing

measured light attributes ofsaid exiting light to stored
values to determine a grade ofsaid gemstone model.

I53. The system ofclaim I9further comprising:
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

exiting light beam.
I54. The system ofclaim I9, wherein said at least one of

said refracted light beam and said reflected light beam is
modeled light having a cross sectional area and a direction of
propagation.

I55. The system ofclaim I54further comprising:
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

exiting light beam.
I56. The system ofclaim I9, where said at least one ofsaid

refracted light beam and said reflected light beam is repre-
sented as stored information including any ofthefollowing:
(i) an amplitude ofa white monochromatic component ofsaid
at least one of said refracted light beam and said reflected
light beam, (ii) an area in said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone
model associated with said at least one ofsaid refracted light
beam and said reflected light beam, and (iii) a cross sectional
area ofsaid at least one ofsaid refracted light beam and said
reflected light beam.

I57. The system ofclaim I53, wherein said exiting light
beam is stored information including a brilliance valuefor
said exiting light beam.

I58. The system ofclaim I53, wherein said exiting light is
represented as stored information including an amplitude
value associated with a white monochromatic component of
said exiting light beam.

I59. The system of claim I58, wherein said amplitude
value is used to determine whether a refraction should be
processed in determining a grade ofsaid gemstone model.
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I60. The system ofclaim 34, wherein said beam oflight is
modeled with a cross sectional area and a direction ofpropa-
gation.

I6]. The system ofclaim 34, wherein said beam oflight is
modeled with a three-dimensional shape.

I62. The system of claim I6], wherein the three-dimen-
sional shape ofsaid beam oflight is d¢ned by an area ofa
facet that is saidfirst one ofsaid plurality surfaces ofsaid
optical system.

163. The system ofclaim 162, wherein said beam oflight is
represented as stored information including an area in said
facet of said gemstone model associated with said beam of
light.

I64. The system ofclaim I63, wherein said beam oflight is
represented as stored information further including at least
one ofa cross sectional area ofsaid beam of light and an
amplitude ofa white monochromatic component ofsaid beam
oflight.

10

15

90

sured light attributes ofsaid exiting light beam to stored
values to determine the grade.

I 79. The computer program product of claim 37 further
comprising:

a sixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
ing at least one value associated with said exiting light
beam.

I80. The computer program product ofclaim 37, wherein
said at least one of said refracted light beam and said
reflected light beam comprises‘ light modeled with a cross
sectional area and a direction ofpropagation.

I 8]. The computer program product ofclaim I 80further
comprising.‘

a sixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
ing at least one value associated with said exiting light
beam.

I82. The computer program product ofclaim 37, wherein
said at least one of said refracted light beam and said
reflected light beam is represented as stored information

165- The S,V-Ylem Ofclllim 34, Wl7€7’€l71 Said beam oflight 20 including apointer to a data structurefor said secondfacet
refracted by afacet is one ofsaidplurality surfaces ofsaid
optical system has an n-sidedpolygon shape and vertices of
the n-sided polygon shape that are stored as information
representing the light.

I66. The system ofclaim 35further comprising:
means for storing a maximum attribute value for each

attributefrom said set ofattribute values.
I67. The system of claim I66, wherein said maximum

attribute value is a maximum valuefor a brilliance attribute.
168. The system of claim I66, wherein said maximum

attribute value is a maximum valuefor afire attribute.
I69. The system of claim I66, wherein said maximum

attribute value is a maximum value for a scintillation
attribute.

I70. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameterfor the gemstone cut alters
a table percentage.

I7]. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameterfor the gemstone cut alters
a crown percentage.

I72. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameterfor the gemstone cut alters
apavilion percentage.

173. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameterfor the gemstone cut alters
facet numbersfor the gemstone cut.

I74. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameterfor the gemstone cut alters
facet typesfor the gemstone cut.

I75. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameterfor the gemstone cut alters
facet locationsfor the gemstone cut.

I76. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameterfor the gemstone cut alters
facet proportions.

I77. The system ofclaim 35, wherein said meansfor vary-
ing ofsaidproportion parameter includes meansfor varying
at least one of a plurality of proportion parameters that
include saidproportionparameter by a set range to establish
allpossible permutations ofcutfor the gemstone, theplural-
ity ofproportion parameters comprise (i) a tablepercentage,
(ii) a crown percentage, (iii) a pavilion percentage, (iv)facet
numbers, (v) facet types, and (vi)facet locations.

I 78. The computer program product of claim 3 7 further
comprising:

a sixth computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to grade the cut by comparing mea-
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from which said at least one ofsaid refracted light beam and
said reflected light beam is most recently reflected.

I83. The computer program product ofclaim 37, where
said at least one of said refracted light beam and said
reflected light beam is represented as stored information
including a pointer to a data structure for afacet through
which said light beam originally entered into the gemstone
model.

184. The computer program product ofclaim 37, where
said at least one of said refracted light beam and said
reflected light beam is represented as stored information
including any ofthefollowing: (i) an amplitude ofa white
monochromatic component of said at least one of said
refracted light beam andsaid reflected light beam, (ii) an area
in said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model associated with
said at least one of said refracted light beam and said
reflected light beam, and (iii) a cross sectional area ofsaid at
least one ofsaid refracted light beam and said reflected light
beam.

I85. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim I79, wherein
said exiting light beam is represented as stored information
including a direction cosine ofa dispersion component of
said exiting light.

I 86. The computerprogram product ofclaim I 79, wherein
said exiting light beam is stored information including a
brilliance valuefor said exiting light beam.

I87. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim I 79, wherein
said exiting light beam is represented as stored information
including an amplitude value associated with a white mono-
chromatic component ofsaid exiting light beam.

I 88. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim I 87, wherein
said amplitude value is used to determine whether a refrac-
tion should be processed in determining a grade of said
gemstone model.

I89. The computer program product ofclaim 52, wherein
said beam oflight is modeled with a cross sectional area and
a direction ofpropagation.

I 90. The computer program product ofclaim 52, wherein
said beam oflight is modeled with a three-dimensional shape.

I 9]. The computerprogram product ofclaim I 90, wherein
the three-dimensional shape ofsaid beam oflight is defined
by an area ofa facet that is saidfirst one ofsaid plurality
surfaces ofsaid optical system.

I 92. The computerprogram product ofclaim I90, wherein
said beam of light is represented as stored information
including an area in saidfacet ofsaid gemstone model asso-
ciated with said beam oflight.
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193. The computer program product ofclaim 52, wherein
said beam oflight is represented as stored informationfurther
including a cross sectional area ofsaid beam oflight.

194. The computer program product ofclaim 52, wherein
said beam of light is represented as stored information
including an amplitude ofa white monochromatic component
ofsaid beam oflight.

195. The computer program product ofclaim 52, wherein
said beam oflight refracted by afacet is one ofsaidplurality
surfaces ofsaid optical system has an n-sidedpolygon shape
and vertices ofthe n-sided polygon shape that are stored as
information representing said beam oflight.

196. The computer program product of claim 53 further
comprising:

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to store a maximum attribute valuefor
each attributefrom said set ofattribute values.

19 7. The computerprogram product ofclaim I 96, wherein
said maximum attribute value is a maximum value for a
brilliance attribute.

198. The computerprogram product ofclaim [96, wherein
said maximum attribute value is a maximum valuefor a fire
attribute.

199. The computerprogram product ofclaim I 96, wherein
said maximum attribute value is a maximum value for a
scintillation attribute.

200. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut alters a table percentage.

20]. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut alters a crown percentage.

202. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfir causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut alters a pavilion percentage.

203. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut altersfacet numbersfor the gemstone cut.

204. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut altersfacet typesfor the gemstone cut.

205. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut altersfacet locationsfor the gemstone cut.

206. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut altersfacet proportions.

207. The computer program product ofclaim 53, wherein
saidfirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to vary said proportion parameter for the
gemstone cut includes code meansfor varying at least one of
a plurality ofproportion parameters that include said pro-
portion parameter by a set range to establish all possible
permutations ofcutfor the gemstone, theplurality ofpropor-
tion parameters comprise a table percentage, (ii) a crown
percentage, (ii i) apavilionpercentage, (iv)facet numbers, (v)
facet types, and (vi) facet locations.

208. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:
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means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and
said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, said at least one value being
weighted is associated with a brilliance attribute ofsaid
gemstone model.

209. The system of claim 208 wherein the brilliance
attribute comprises a computed/lux density ofsaid exiting
lightfor said thirdfacet.

210. The system ofclaim 6], wherein said at least one value
being weighted comprises an intensity ofsaid exiting light.

2 I I . A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and
said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, said at least one value being
weighted comprises a product ofat least an intensity
of said exiting light and (ii) an illuminated area
refracted onto a viewingplane that is associated with a
path length between two dispersion vectors ofsaid exit-
ing light.

212. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and
said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, said at least one value being
weighted comprises apath area that is a computed result
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ofa path width and apath length ofan illuminated area
associated with said exiting light refracted onto a view-
ingplane.

213. The system ofclaim 212, wherein saidpath width is a
diflerence between a minimum measured value and a maxi-
mum measured value ofa dispersion projection along afirst
axis and saidpath length is based on angles ofdeviation of
direction vectors ofa refracted dispersion component.

214. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone. compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstone/acets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and
said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model, and said

10
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meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and
said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, said at least one value being
weighted is associated with a scintillation attribute of
said gemstone model.

218. The system of claim 2] 7 wherein said means for
measuring ofsaid exiting light comprises generating a cam-
era model including aplurality ofrings ofcameras, each ring
ofcameras having a different elevation angle and the scintil-
lation attribute comprises a number of refractions seen by
each camera.

219. The system of claim 208 wherein said at least one
value being weighted isfurther associated with afire attribute
and a scintillation attribute where the brilliance attribute, the

reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of fire attribute, and the scintillation attribute are combined with
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, said at least one value comprises
a product of(i) an intensity ofsaid exiting light, (ii) a
cosine of an angle o/‘deviation between neighboring
dispersion components ofsaid exiting light and (iii) a
path area defined by a path width and a path length of
said exiting light.

215. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a reflected liglzt;

means/or refracting at least one o/‘said refracted light and
said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model, and said
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, said at least one value being
weighted is associated with afire attribute ofsaid gem-
stone model.

216. The system ofclaim 215 wherein the fire attribute is
determined by computing values associated with said exiting
light refracted onto a viewingplane. the values are a product
of(i) a path length ofan illuminated area on said viewing
plane by said exiting light, (ii) apath width ofsaid illuminated
area on said viewing plane by said exiting light, (iii) an
intensity ofeach wavelength ofsaid exiting light, and (iv) a
cosine oftlze angle ofdeviance between each wavelength.

2] 7. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;
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other scaled attributes to arrive atfinal gradesfor each of
said brilliance attribute, saidfire attribute, and said scintil-
lation attribute.

220. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model is a full three-
dimensional (31)) representation ofthe gemstone that
defines the geometry andposition ofall ofthe gemstone
facets;

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said rfiacted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and
said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model through
said second facet and a third facet of said gemstone
model respectively, said refracting ofsaid reflected light
to produce an exiting light; and

meansfor measuring said exiting light ifthe amplitude of
said exiting light is greater than or equal to a predeter-
mined threshold and weighting said exiting light, based
on a viewing angle ofa first data collection element at
which said exiting light is measured.

22]. The system ofclaim 220, wherein said light source is
positioned at a location within the three-dimensional (3D)
arrangement andprovides said lightfrom said location.

222. The system ofclaim 220, wherein said lightsource and
a second light source are positioned at diferent locations
within the three-dimensional (3D) arrangement and the sec-
ond light source providing a diflerent colored light than said
light source.

223. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light, said reflected light is dis-
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continuedfrom subsequent reflections when an ampli— reflected light if the amplitude ofsaid second reflected
tude ofsaid refiected lightis less than a defined minimum light is greater than the defined minimum amplitude.
amplitude; 226. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris—

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and ing:
said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said 5 means for illuminating a gemstone model witlz a light
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom—
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light; etry andposition ofall ofthe gemstonefacets;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce

measured exiting light. 10 a refracted light;
224. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris— meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem—

ing: stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light to produce a reflected light;

source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom— meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets, 15 said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce said gemstone model to produce an exiting light; and
a refracted light; meansfor measuring said exiting light by projecting said

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem— exiting light onto a viewing plane and determining an
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model 20 incidentflux at said viewingplane, said incidentflux is
to produce a reflected light; determined using at least an intensity value ofsaid

meansfor comparing an amplitude ofsaid light after being exiting light and (ii) apath area defined by apath width
refracted into said gemstone model and reflectedfrom and a path length ofsaid existing light.
said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model with a defined 22 7. The system ofclaim 226. wherein said at least one of
minimum amplitude; 25 said refracted light and said reflected light is modeled light

means for discontinuing processing of said light the having a cross sectional area and a direction ofpropagation
amplitude ofsaid lightfalls below the defined minimum after being refracted into said gemstone model and reflected
amplitude; and within said gemstone model.

meansfor selecting anotherfacet ofsaid gemstone model 228. The system of claim 227, wherein said means for
and continuingprocessing ofsaid light ift/ze amplitude 30 measuring ofsaid exiting light is conducted by computing a
ofsaid light is greater than the defined minimum ampli— flux density totalfor said gemstone model as measured by a
tude; plurality ofdata collection elements distributed over a verti-

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and cal range.
said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said 229. The system of claim 227, wherein said means for
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of 35 measuring of said exiting light is conducted by computing
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light; standard deviations offlux densities ofsaid gemstone model

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and as measured by aplurality ofdata collection elements verti-
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said cally distributed.

measured exiting light. 230. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris—
225. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris— 40 ing:

ing: means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom—

source, wherein saidgemstone model defines the geom— etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets;
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets, meansfor refracting lightfrom said light source into said

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model 45 gemstone model through a firstfacet ofsaid gemstone
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce model to produce a refracted light;
a refracted light; meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem—

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem— stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
stone modelfirom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce a reflected light;
to produce a reflected liglzt; 50 meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid rfiacted light and said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said
said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model, and said reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of said gemstone model to produce an exiting light;
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light; meansfor measuring said exiting light; and

meansfor measuring said exiting light; 55 meansfor altering at least one value associated with said
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said measured exiting light by weighting said at least one

measured exiting light; value based on a viewing angle ofafirst data collection
meansfor reflecting said light being refracted through said element at which said exiting light is measured.

thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce a second 23]. The system of claim 230, wherein said at least one
reflected light; 60 value being altered is associated with a brilliance attribute of

meansfor comparing an amplitude ofsaid second reflected said gemstone model.
light with a defined minimum amplitude; 232. The system ofclaim 230, wherein thefirst data col-

means for discontinuing processing of said second lection element is one ofa plurality ofdata collection ele-
reflected light the amplitude ofsaid second reflected ments, thefirst data collection element is vertically oriented
light falls below the defined minimum amplitude; and 65 with respect to a diferent location associated with the gem—
means for selecting another facet of said gemstone stone that is defined by said gemstone model than a second
model and continuing processing of said second data collection element of the plurality of data collection
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elements so that the viewing angle ofthefirst data collection
element is diferent than a viewing angle of the second data
collection element.

233. The system of claim 230, wherein said means for
altering ofsaid at least one value is conducted by afirst ring
ofdata collection elements oftheplurality ofdata collection
elements that are evenly spacedfrom each other

234. The system ofclaim 233, wherein thefirst ring ofdata
collection elements are greater in number than a second ring
of data collection elements oriented above the first ring of
data collection elements, thefirst ring ofdata collection ele-
ments and the second ring ofdata collection elements are at
least a part ofthe plurality ofdata collection elements.

235. The system of claim 230, wherein said means for
measuring ofsaid exiting light comprises generating a cam-
era model including aplurality ofrings ofcameras, each ring
of cameras being a data collection element and having a
diflerent elevation angle and measuring aflux density.

236. The system of claim 234, wherein said means for
altering ofsaid at least one value associated with said mea-
sured exiting light comprises means for averaging a flux
density determinedfor each ofsaidplurality ofrings ofcam—
eras and determining a totalflux density value that represents
a brilliance attribute ofsaid gemstone model by summing the
computedflux densitiesfor saidplurality ofrings ofcameras.

23 7. The system of claim 23Ofurther comprising: means
for grading said gemstone model by comparing measured
light attributes ofsaid exiting light to stored values to deter-
mine a gradefor said gemstone model.

238. The system ofclaim 230, wherein the atleast one value
is one ofa plurality ofattributes ofsaid exiting light.

239. The system ofclaim 238further comprising:
meansfor storing a plurality ofattributes ofsaid exiting

light; and
meansfor grading said gemstone model based on a com-

parison between the plurality of stored attributes and
measured light attributes ofsaid exiting light.

240. The system ofclaim 6Ifurther comprising meansfor
storing said at least one value determined upon measuring
said exiting light.

24]. The system ofclaim 240, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is a bril-
liance attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

242. The system ofclaim 240, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is a fire
attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

243. The system ofclaim 240, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is a scin-
tillation attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

244. The system ofclaim 240, wherein said at least one
value determined upon measuring said exiting light is used
for grading ofsaid gemstone model.

245. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone. compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gem-
stone model through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone
model;
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meansfor refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gem-
stone model through a third facet of said gemstone
model to produce an exiting light;

means for measuring said exiting light, said means for
measuring ofsaid exiting light is conducted by aplural—
ity of modeled data collection elements, each of said
plurality of modeled data collection elements having
access to a created map of the gemstone with facets
positioned relative to a location ofsaid modeled data
collection element; and

meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said
measured exiting light.

246. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said rfiacted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gem-
stone model through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone
model;

meansfor refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gem-
stone model through a third facet of said gemstone
model to produce an exiting light;

means for measuring said exiting light, said means for
measuring ofsaid exiting light comprises means for
generating a camera model having a plurality ofevenly
spaced cameras arranged about a hemisphere to sur-
round the gemstone defined by said gemstone model and
meansfor measuring said exiting light by said camera
model; and

meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said
measured exiting light.

247. The system of claim 246, wherein said means for
measuring ofsaid exiting lightfurther comprises means for
measuring values associated with one or more attributes of
said exiting light and meansfor weighting said at least one
value based on which one ofsaid plurality ofcameras is
measuring said exiting light.

248. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a reflacted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem-
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gem-
stone model through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone
model;

meansfor refracting said reflected light out ofsaid gem-
stone model through a third facet of said gemstone
model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, the weighting is computed by a
camera model representing data collection elements
evenly spaced about a hemisphere surrounding the gem-
stone defined by said gemstone model.
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249. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-
ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets, 5

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem—
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model 10
to produce a reflected light;

meansfor refracting said refracted light out ofsaid gem—
stone model through said secondfacet ofsaidgemstone
model;

meansfor rejracting said reflected light out ofsaid gem— 15
stone model through a third _facet of said gemstone
model to produce an exiting light;

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light, the weighting is computed by a 20
camera model representing overlapping data collection
elements positioned around the gemstone defined by
said gemstone model.

250. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone. compris-
ing: 25

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light

100

252. The system ofclaim 25], wherein the light refracted by
saidfirstfacet has an n-sidedpolygon shape.

253. The system ofclaim 6], wherein said meansfor mea-
suring ofsaid exiting light comprises means for converting
data associated with said exiting light into a graphic image
and means for storing the graphic image for subsequent
display.

254. The computer program product of claim 67 wherein
the brilliance attribute comprises a computedflux density of
said exiting light.

255. The computer program product ofclaim 67, wherein
said at least one value being weightedfurther comprises a
value that is associated with an intensity ofsaid exiting light.

256. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstone/acets,

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model

ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem—
stone model through a/irstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce 30 a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
a refracted light; ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem— within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model gemstone model to produce a reflected light;
to produce a reflected light; afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-

meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and 35 ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone model, and said light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of model through saidsecondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light; and gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said

means for measuring said exiting light, said means for reflected light to produce an exiting light;
measuring of said exiting light comprises means for 40 afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
generatinga camera model including aplurality ofrings said computer to measure said exiting light; and
of cameras, each ring of cameras having a diflerent asixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
elevation angle and meansfor measuring a/lux density ing at least one value associated with said measured
measured so as to collectively measure a brilliance of exiting light, said at least one value being weighted
the gemstone defined by said gemstone model; and 45 comprises a product ofat least (i) an intensity ofsaid

meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said
measured exiting light.

251. A systemfor grading the cut ofa gemstone, compris-

exiting light and (ii) an illuminated area refracted onto a
viewing plane that is associated with a path length
between two dispersion vectors ofsaid exiting light.

25 7. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

ing:

means for illuminating a gemstone model with a light 50
source, wherein said gemstone model defines the geom-
etry andposition ofthe gemstonefacets;

meansfor refracting said light into said gemstone model
through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce
a refracted light, said refracted light is modeled with a 55
three-dimensional shape that is defined by an area of
saidfirstfacet;

meansfor reflecting said refracted light within said gem—
stone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

to produce a reflected light; 60 a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
meansfor refracting at least one ofsaid refracted light and ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem—

said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone model, and said stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
reflected light being refracted through a thirdfacet of to produce a refracted light beam;
said gemstone model to produce an exiting light; a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-

meansfor measuring said exiting light; and 65 ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
meansfor weighting at least one value associated with said

measured exiting light.
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;
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afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone
model through said secondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light;

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light; and

a sixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
ing at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light, said at least one value being weighted
comprises a path area that is a computed result ofapath
width and a path length ofan illuminated area associ-
ated with said exiting light refracted onto a viewing
plane.

258. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 257, wherein
saidpath width is a diference between a minimum measured
value and a maximum measured value of a dispersion pro-
jection along a first axis and said path length is based on
angles ofdeviation ofdirection vectors ofa refracted disper-
sion component.

259. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone
model through said secondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light;

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light; and

a sixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
ing at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light, said at least one value comprises a product
of(i) an intensity ofsaid exiting light, (ii) a cosine ofan
angle ofdeviation between neighboring dispersion com-
ponents ofsaid exiting light and (iii) apath area defined
by apath width and apath length ofsaid exiting light.

260. The computer program product ofclaim 67, wherein
said at least one value being weightedfurther comprises a
value that is associated with afire attribute ofsaid gemstone
model.

26]. The computerprogram product ofclaim 260 wherein
the fire attribute is determined by computing values associ-
ated with said exiting light refractedonto a viewingplane, the
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light, (iii) an intensity ofeach wavelength ofsaid exiting light,
and (iv) a cosine of the angle of deviance between each
wavelength.

262. The computer program product ofclaim 67, wherein
said at least one value being weightedfurther comprises a
value that is associated with a scintillation attribute ofsaid
gemstone model.

263. The computerprogram product ofclaim 262 wherein
saidfifth computer readableprogram code means causes said
computer to generate a camera model including aplurality of
rings of cameras, each ring of cameras having a diflerent
elevation angle and the scintillation attribute comprises a
number ofrefractions seen by each camera.

264. The computer program product of claim 67 wherein
said at least one value being weighted is further associated
with a fire attribute and a scintillation attribute where the
brilliance attribute, the fire attribute, and the scintillation
attribute are combined with other scaled attributes to arrive

atfinal gradesfor each ofsaid brilliance attribute, saidfire
attribute, and said scintillation attribute.

265. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on the computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising.‘

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model is a full three-dimensional (3D)
representation ofthe gemstone and defines the geometry
andposition ofall ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
model through saidsecondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light; and

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light ifthe ampli-
tude ofsaid exiting light is greater than or equal to a
predetermined threshold and weighting said exiting
light, based on a viewing angle ofafirst data collection
element at which said exiting light, is measured.

266. The computerprogram product ofclaim 265, wherein
a light source ispositioned at a location directed to an area of
the three-dimensional (3D) representation of the gemstone
model andprovides said lightfrom said location.

267. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 266, wherein
said light source and a second light source are positioned at
diferent locations within the three-dimensional (3D) repre-
sentation and the second light source providing a different
colored light than said light source.

268. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-

values are aproductof apath length ofan illuminated area 65 puter usable medium having computer readable program
on said viewingplane by said exiting light, (ii) apath width of
said illuminated area on said viewing plane by said exiting

code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
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causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light, said
reflected light is discontinued from subsequent reflec-
tions when an amplitude of said reflected light is less
than a defined minimum amplitude;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone
model through said secondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light; and

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light.

269. The computer program product ofclaim 268further
comprising:

a sixth computer readable program code means for caus-
ing said computer to compare an amplitude of said
reflected light reflectedfrom said secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model with a defined minimum amplitude;

a seventh computer readable program code means for
causing said computer to discontinueprocessing ofsaid
reflected light ifthe amplitude ofsaid reflected lightfalls
below the defined minimum amplitude; and

an eighth computer readable program code means for
causing said computer to select another facet of said
gemstone model and continue processing of said
reflected light the amplitude of said light is greater
than the defined minimum amplitude.

270. The computer program product ofclaim 268further
comprising:

a sixth computer readable program code means for caus-
ing said computer to reflect light being refracted through
said third facet ofsaid gemstone model to produce a
second reflected light;

a seventh computer readable program code means for
causing said computer to compare an amplitude ofsaid
second reflected light with a defined minimum ampli-
tude;

an eighth computer readable program code means for
causing said computer to discontinueprocessing ofsaid
second reflected liglzt the amplitude of said second
reflected light falls below the defined minimum ampli-
tude; and

a ninth computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to select anotherfacet ofsaid gem-
stone model and to continue processing ofsaid second
reflected light the amplitude ofsaid second reflected
light is greater than the defined minimum amplitude.

27]. In a system for grading the cut ofa gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on the computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

104

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

5 a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
model, and said reflected light being refracted through a
thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce an exiting
light; and

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light byprojecting
said exiting light onto a viewingplane and determining
an incidentflux at said viewingplane, said incidentflux
is determined using at least an intensity value ofsaid
exiting light and (ii) apath area defined by apath width
and apath length ofsaid existing light.

2 72. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 2 7], wherein
said at least one refracted and reflected light is light modeled
after being refracted into said gemstone modelfrom a mod-
eled light source and reflected within said gemstone model.

2 73. '1 he computerprogram product ofclaim 2 72, wherein
said fifth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to measure said exiting light by computing a
flux density totalfor said gemstone model as measured by a
plurality ofdata collection elements distributed over a verti-
cal range.

2 74. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 2 72, wherein
said fifth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to compute standard deviations offlux densi-
ties ofsaidgemstone model as measured by aplurality ofdata
collection elements vertically distributed.

2 75. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on the computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted light;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light within
said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid gem-
stone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
model, andsaid reflected light being refracted through a
thirdfacet ofsaid gemstone model to produce an exiting
light; and

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light; and
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a sixtlz computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to alter at least one value associated
with said measured exiting light by weighting said at
least one value based on a viewing angle ofafirst data
collection element at which said exiting light is mea-
sured.

276. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 2 75, wherein
said at least one value being altered is associated with a
brilliance attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

277. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 275, wherein
thefirst data collection element is one ofa plurality ofdata
collection elements, thefirst data collection element is verti-
cally oriented with respect to a difkrent location associated
with the gemstone that is defined by saidgemstone model than
a second data collection element of the plurality of data
collection elements so that the viewing angle ofthefirst data
collection element is different than a viewing angle of the
second data collection element.

278. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 2 75, wherein
saidsixth computer readableprogram code means comprises
afirst ring ofdata collection elements oftheplurality ofdata
collection elements that are evenly spacedfrom each other

2 79. The computerprogram product ofclaim 2 78, wherein
thefirst ring ofdata collection elements are greater in number
than a second ring ofdata collection elements oriented above
thefirst ring ofdata collection elements, thefirst ring ofdata
collection elements and the second ring of data collection
elements are at least part ofthe plurality ofdata collection
elements.

280. The computerprogram product ofclaim 2 75, wherein
said sixth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to generate a camera model including a plu-
rality of rings of cameras, each ring of cameras having a
diflerent elevation angle and measuring aflux density.

28]. The computerprogram product ofclaim 2 79, wherein
said sixth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to average aflux density determinedfor each of
saidplurality ofrings ofcameras and determine a totalflux
density value that represents a brilliance attribute of said
gemstone model by summing the computedflux densitiesfor
saidplurality ofrings o/‘cameras.

282. The computer program product ofclaim 282 further
comprising: a seventh computer readable program code
means for causing said computer to grade said gemstone
model by comparing measured light attributes ofsaid exiting
light to stored values to determine a gradefor said gemstone
model.

283. The computerprogram product ofclaim 2 75, wherein
the at least one value is one ofaplurality ofattributes ofsaid
exiting light.

284. The computer program product ofclaim 283 further
comprising:

meansfor storing a plurality ofattributes ofsaid exiting
light; and

a seventh computer readable program code means for
causing said computer to grade said gemstone model
based on a comparison between the plurality ofstored
attributes and measured light attributes ofsaid exiting
light.

285. The computer program product of claim 67 further
comprising meansfor storing said at least one value deter-
mined upon measuring said exiting light.

286. The computerprogram product ofclaim 285, wherein
said at least one value determined upon measuring said exit-
ing light is a brilliance attribute ofsaid gemstone model.
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287. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 285, wherein
said at least one value determined upon measuring said exit-
ing light is afire attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

288. The computerprogram product ofclaim 2 85, wherein
said at least one value determined upon measuring said exit-
ing light is a scintillation attribute ofsaid gemstone model.

289. The computerprogram product ofclaim 2 85, wherein
said at least one value determined upon measuring said exit-
ing light is usedfor grading ofsaid gemstone model.

290. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
model through saidsecondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light; and

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light, said fifth
computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to measure said exiting light comprises a
plurality of modeled data collection elements, each of
saidplurality ofmodeled data collection elements hav-
ing access to a created map ofthe gemstone withfacets
positioned relative to a location ofsaid modeled data
collection element.

29]. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non-transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
model through saidsecondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
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gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light; and

afifih computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light, saidfiflh
computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to measure said exiting light is configured
to generate a camera model having a plurality ofevenly
spaced cameras arranged about a hemisphere to sur-
round the gemstone defined by saidgemstone model and
measure said exiting light by said camera model.

292. Ihe computerprogramproduct ofclaim 29], wherein
saidfifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light is configured to
measure values associated with one or more attributes ofsaid
exiting light and weightsaidat least one value basedon which
one of said plurality of cameras is measuring said exiting
light.

293. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non—transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
o/‘the gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to rejract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone
model through said secondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light;

afifth computer readableprogram code means/‘or causing
said computer to measure said exiting light; and

a sixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
ing at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light, the weighting is computed by a camera
model representing data collection elements evenly
spaced about a hemisphere surrounding the gemstone
defined by said gemstone model.

294. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non—transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
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within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
model through saidsecondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light;

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light; and

a sixth computer readableprogram code meansfor weight-
ing at least one value associated with said measured
exiting light, the weighting is computed by a camera
model representing overlapping data collection ele-
ments positioned around the gemstone defined by said
gemstone model.

295. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non—transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to rejract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaid gemstone
model through saidsecondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light; and

afi/lh computer readableprogram code means/‘or causing
said computer to measure said exiting light, said fifth
computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to measure said exiting light is configured
to generate a camera model including a plurality of
rings ofcameras, each ring ofcameras having a diflerent
elevation angle and measureadensity measured so
as to collectively measure a brilliance of the gemstone
defined by said gemstone model.

296. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non—transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model
to produce a refracted liglzt beam, said refracted light
beam via saidfirstfacet ofsaidgemstone model is mod-
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eled with a three-dimensional shape and the three-di-
mensional shape of the refracted light is defined by an
area ofsaidfirstfacet;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said rfiacted light beam 5
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted

light beam and said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone 10
model through said secondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light; and

afifth computer readableprogram code meansfor causing 15
said computer to measure said exiting light.

297. The computerprogram product ofclaim 296, wherein
said refracted light has an n-sidedpolygon shape.

2,98. In a system for grading the cut of a gemstone, a
computerprogramproduct comprising a non—transitory com-
puter usable medium having computer readable program
code means embodied in said medium, when executed by a
computer, the computer readable program code means
causes an application program to execute on said computer,
said computer readable program code means comprising:

afirst computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to illuminate a gemstone model, wherein
said gemstone model defines the geometry andposition
ofthe gemstonefacets;

a second computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract a light beam into said gem-
stone model through afirstfacet ofsaid gemstone model
to produce a refracted light beam;

a third computer readable program code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to reflect said refracted light beam
within said gemstone modelfrom a secondfacet ofsaid
gemstone model to produce a reflected light;

afourth computer readableprogram code meansfor caus-
ing said computer to refract at least one ofsaid refracted
light beam and said reflected light out ofsaidgemstone
model through said secondfacet and a thirdfacet ofsaid
gemstone model respectively, said refracting of said
reflected light to produce an exiting light; and

afiflh computer readableprogram code meansfor causing
said computer to measure said exiting light, saidfifth
computer readable program code means for causing
said computer to measure said exiting light is configured
to convert data associated with said exiting light into a
graphic image and store the graphic imagefor subse-
quent display.

299. The method ofclaim I, wherein said refracting ofsaid
refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light beam reaclzes said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

300. The method ofclaim I, wherein said light beam is
modeled with a n-sidedpolygon shape.

30]. The method ofclaim I further comprising:
reflecting said reflected light beam to produce a second

reflected light beam and subsequently reflected light
beams originatingfrom saidsecond reflected light beam
and refracting said second reflected light beam and said
subsequently reflected light beams to produce corre-
sponding resultant wciting lights; and

measuring each of said corresponding resultant exiting
lights until a light amplitude ofone ofsaid subsequently
reflected light beams is exhausted.
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302. The method ofclaim 14, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone model through
said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

303. The method ofclaim l4further comprising:
reflecting said reflected light beam to produce a second

reflected light beam and subsequently reflected light
beams originatingfrom said second reflected light beam
and refracting said second reflected light beam and said
subsequently reflected light beams to produce corre-
sponding resultant exiting lights; and

measuring each of said corresponding resultant exiting
lights until a light amplitude ofone ofsaid subsequently
reflected light beams is exhausted.

304. T he system ofclaim 34, wherein the optical system is
a gemstone.

305. The system ofclaim 34 is a specialpurpose computer
that comprises one or moreprocessors, a main memory anda
secondaijz memory that includes executable code associated
with meansforprojecting the beam oflight, meansfor mod-
eling the propagation ofsaid beam oflight, meansfor mea-
suring said beam oflight, and meansfor discontinuingpro—
cessing ofattributes ofsaid beam oflight.

306. The computer program product ofclaim 37, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

307. The method ofclaim 55, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

308. The method ofclaim 55further comprising:
reflecting said reflected light to produce a second reflected

light and subsequently reflected lights originatingfrom
said second reflected light and refracting said second
reflected light and said subsequently reflected lights to
produce corresponding resultant exiting lights; and

measuring each of said corresponding resultant exiting
lights until a light amplitude ofone ofsaid subsequently
reflected lights is exhausted.

309. The computer program product ofclaim 67, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract ofsaid refracted light beam out of
said gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

310. The method ofclaim 76, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

3]]. The method ofclaim 79, wherein said measuring of
said exiting light is conducted ifan amplitude ofthe exiting
light is greater than a predetermined threshold value.

312. The method ofclaim 79, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

313. The method ofclaim 80, wherein said measuring of
said exiting light is conducted ifan amplitude ofthe exiting
light is greater than a predetermined threshold value.
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314. The method ofclaim 80, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle. 5

315. The method ofclaim 82, wherein said measuring of
said exiting light is conducted ifan amplitude ofthe exiting
light is greater than a predetermined threshold value.

316. The method ofclaim 82, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said 10
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

317. The method ofclaim 83, wherein said measuring of
said exiting light is conducted ifan amplitude ofthe exiting 15
light is greater than a predetermined threshold value.

318. The method ofclaim 83, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci— 20
dence smaller than a critical angle.

319. The method ofclaim 85, wherein said measuring of
said exiting light is conducted ifan amplitude ofthe exiting
light is greater than a predetermined threshold value.

320. The method ofclaim 85, wherein said refracting of 25
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

321. The method ofclaim 88, wherein said rejracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

322. The method ofclaim 88further comprising:
reflecting said reflected light to produce a second reflected

light and subsequently reflected lights originatingfrom
said second reflected light and refracting said second
reflected light and said subsequently reflected lights to
produce corresponding resultant exiting lights; and

measuring each of said corresponding resultant exiting
lights until a light amplitude ofone ofsaid subsequently
re/lected lights is exhausted.

323. The method ofclaim 92, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said 45
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

324. The method ofclaim 93, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said 50
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

325. The method ofclaim 94, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said 55
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

326. The method ofclaim 94further comprising:
reflecting said reflected light to produce a second reflected

light and subsequently reflected lights originatingfrom
said second reflected light and refracting said second
reflected light and said subsequently reflected lights to
produce corresponding resultant exiting lights; and

measuring each of said corresponding resultant exiting
lights until a light amplitude ofone ofsaid subsequently
reflected lights is exhausted.
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327. The method ofclaim 98, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

328. The method ofclaim 98further comprising:
reflecting said reflected light to produce a second reflected

light and subsequently reflected lights originatingfrom
said second reflected light and refracting said second
reflected light and said subsequently reflected lights to
produce corresponding resultant exiting lights; and

measuring each of said corresponding resultant exiting
lights until a light amplitude ofone ofsaid subsequently
reflected lights exiting lights is exhausted

329. The method ofclaim 99, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

330. The method ofclaim 101, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

331. The method ofclaim 103, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

332. The method ofclaim 113, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

333. The method ofclaim 114, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

334. The method ofclaim 116, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light out ofsaid gemstone model through said
second facet of said gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

335. The method ofclaim 129, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone model through
said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

336. The method ofclaim 131, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone model through
said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model occurs when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

33 7. The method ofclaim 131, wherein said refracting of
said refracted light beam out ofsaid gemstone model through
said second facet occurs when said refracted light beam
reaches said secondfacet at an angle of incidence smaller
than a critical angle.

338. The system of claim 220, wherein said means for
refracting at least one of said refracted light and said
reflected light out of said gemstone model refracts said
refracted light through said secondfacet when said refracted
light reaches said second facet at an angle of incidence
smaller than a critical angle.

339. The system of claim 245, wherein said means for
refracting said refracted light out of said gemstone model
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through said secondfacet of said gemstone model refracts
said refracted light through said second facet when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

340. The system of claim 246, wherein said means for 5
refracting said refracted light out of said gemstone model
through said secondfacet of said gemstone model rejracts
said refracted light through said second facet when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

34]. The system of claim 248, wherein said means for
refracting said refracted light out of said gemstone model
through said secondfacet ofsaid gemstone model ref/"acts
said refracted light through said second facet when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

342. The system of claim 249, wherein said means for
refracting said refracted light out of said gemstone model
through said secondfacet of said gemstone model refracts
said refracted light through said second facet when said
refracted light reaches said secondfacet at an angle ofinci—
dence smaller than a critical angle.

343. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 222, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaclzes said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

344. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 223, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing 30
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

345. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 259, wherein 35
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaclzes said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

346. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 265, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaclzes said secondfacet at an angle of 45
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

347. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 268, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
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gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

348. The computerprogram product ofclaim 290, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

349. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 29], wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said second_facet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

350. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 295’, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

35]. The computerprogramproduct ofclaim 294, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

352. T he computerprogram product ofclaim 295, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

353. The computerprogram product ofclaim 296, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

354. The computerprogram product ofclaim 298, wherein
saidfourth computer readable program code means causing
said computer to refract said refracted light beam out ofsaid
gemstone model through said second facet when said
refracted light beam reaches said secondfacet at an angle of
incidence smaller than a critical angle.

* * * * *

 


